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Until the 1early 1980s, most digital simulation model,s of 
reasonably c.omplex systems required the use of a mainframe for a 
solution to be obtained in a timely manner. Recently, the 
declining prices of computer memory, operating systems, and modern 
hardware have supported the implementation of large simulation 
packages on sma 11 er machines. Today, tremendous improv ,ements in 
the performance of microcomputers have provided the simulationist 
with a completely personalized, less expensive computing 
environment. 
Operating within a microcomputer environment, the 
simulationist must choose a suitable computer language. Often, 
user familiarity dictates the selection of a language, while other 
factors such as ease of use, portability between hardware, speed, 
and adaptability to simulation tasks, should also be consid,ered. 
Furthermore, other languages may exist that are particularly well 
suited for simulation in a microcomputer environment. This work 
will provide an initial database on the performance of two 
continuous simulation languages that will assist the practicing 
simulationist in his choice of which language and hardware 
resources to employ. 
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Until the early 1980s, most digital simulation models of 
reasonably complex systems required the use of a mainframe for a 
solution to be obtained in a timely manner because of the 
number-crunching nature of digital simulations in general and the 
impressive size of most simulation languages. Recently, the 
declining prices of computer memory, operating systems, and modern 
hardware have supported the implementation of large simulation 
packages on smaller machines. In fact, minicomputers with 
increased centra 1 processing unit power have served as the host 
computer in various types of real time simulations, e.g., aircraft 
cockpit simulators. As a first step, these minicomputers, e.g., 
the VAX by DEC, introduced simulation tools to fully interactive, 
user friendly machines, replacing the "black box" characteristics 
of mainframes. Next, microcomputer versions of popular simulation 
languages such as ACSL and CSSL-IV, with microcomputer execution 
times of only 10 times slower than when housed on a VAX, appeared 
on the market establishing the trend towards personal computing in 
simulation (Rimvall and Cellier 1985). 
Today, the tremendous improvements in the performance of 
microcomputers 1 end themselves to the systems analyst who re 1 i es 
on simulation as a design tool. Indeed, CPU performance boosting 
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features such as numeric coprocessors, high speed static RAM 
caching schemes and ESDI disk controllers have allowed super 
microcomputers with clock speeds of 25 mHz (Dickinson 1988). 
These improvements have provided the s imu 1 at ion i st with a 
completely personalized, less expensive computing environment. 
All of the equipment necessary to perform detailed simulation 
tasks is accessible without having to operate in a multi-task, 
multi-user computing environment. 
Operating within a microcomputer environment, the 
s i mu 1 at ion i st m.u st choose a s u i tab 1 e camp u t er l an g u age . Sever a 1 
factors may contribute to the choice of the language such as user 
familiarity, ease of use, portability between hardware, speed, 
adaptability to simulation tasks, etc. Unfortunately, familiarity 
with a given language may dictate its selection. Even experienced 
programmers, knowledgeable in the use of many different 
prograrrmi ng 1 anguages, 1 ack the information necessary to rel ate 
the performance of those l an g u ages to the i r use in cont i nu o us 
system simulation. Furthermore, other languages that are 
particularly well suited for simulation in a microcomputer 
environment may exist, without the knowledge of the person charged 
with the simulation task. The research described below represents 
an attempt to partially fill this void. 
Expected Results 
The objective of this work was to develop an initial database 
on the performance of two continuous s imu 1 at ion 1 anguages, ACSL 
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(Advanced Continuous Simulation Language) and TUTSIM _(Twente 
University of Technology SIMulator), for use in a microcomputer 
environment. Originally the research objective was to develop a 
database on the performance of ACSL and TUTS IM a long with four 
high level languages: FORTRAN, Pas ca 1 , BAS! C, and Ada. This 
effort was scaled back to a consideration of only TUTSIM and ACSL 
for reasons which will become apparent shortly. The primary 
performance characteristic was execution time. Other aspects of 
performance included the following: 
a. lines 9f executable source code necessary to simulate the 
d y n am i c system , 
b. graphics capabilities, 
c. method of implementing floating point arithmetic: 
hardware (a math coprocessor) or software (internal 
algorithms), 
d. allowable program size without having to implement paging 
or segmentation of memory as dictated by the language's 
memory management scheme, and 
e. the number of disk accesses necessary during program 
execution as determined by the allowable program size and 
the amount of 1/0. 
The determination of the final database entries was a part of 
the research. 
Approach 
The initial phase of the research consisted of establishing a 
simulation model to serve as a benchmark for comparing the 
performance of the two simulation languages in a microcomputer 
environment. A literature search was conducted to find a dynamic 
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system and corresponding mathematical model of sufficient 
complexity to warrant the use of simulation as a viable means of 
determining the system response. A second requirement was that 
the system be amenab 1 e to solution by any of the frequently used 
one-step or multi-step numerical integration procedures. There 
exist dynamic systems cal led stiff systems that require special 
numerica l integration algorithms that are not routinely available 
in simulation l anguages and are generally slower than the one-step 
or mu l ti-step methods. The ACSL language supports a Gear stiff 
algorithm that . will solve such systems in a timely manner. 
Solution by TUTSIM would require use of the Euler algorithm with 
an extremely small integration step size resulting · in a very 
untimely convergence. In addition, the choice of such a system as 
a benchmark would have biased the primary characteristic of the 
performance database, i.e ,., execution speed. It was also 
desirable to find a model of an entity in the realm of aerospace 
so as to relate the research to the author's background and work 
experience. 
The second phase of the research consisted of tailoring the 
chosen benchmark to fit in a microcomputer environment and 
choosing the hardware on which to run the simulations. When the 
benchmark was discovered, it was already written in ACSL and 
implemented on a mainframe computer. The simulation was too large 
for the microcomputer version of ACSL; therefore, system so l ution 
procedures had to be redesigned and additional simulation code had 
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to be written. After the ACSL simulation was debugged and_tested, 
research turned towards the TUTSIM language and the development of 
the model in TUTSIM. 
Specification of the microcomputer system hardware and 
operating systems used in this work was necessary to avoid 
introducing another level of variability which was not feasible 
owi :ng to 1 imited resource constraints. The microcomputer systems 
for this project contained the following processors: an INTEL 
8088 16 bit microprocessor with an 8 bit data bus, an INTEL 80286 
16 bit microprocessor with a 16 bit data bus in conjunction with 
an INTEL 80287 floating point math coprocessor, and an INTEL 80386 
32 bit microprocessor with a 32 bit data bus in conjunction with 
an INTEL 80387 floating point math coprocessor. The clock speeds 
of these particular machines were 8, 6.777/8, and 16/16 mHz, 
respectively. The operating systems were MS DOS for the 8088 
machine and IBM DOS for the 80286 and 80386 machines. These 
hardware configurations, found in the Zenith 159 (IBM PC/XT 
compatible), the IBM PC/AT and a converted IBM PC/AT, along with 
numerous clones, were fairly well established for scientific 
appl; ications. 
The third and final phase of this work consisted of executing 
the simulation in both ACSL and TUTSIM using the. Euler, Fourth 
Order Runge-Kutta, and Adams-Bashforth numerical integration 
algorithms while focusing on the effect of the simulation 
languages on the simulation execution time, i.e., the creation of 
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the performance database. These marketed software packages 
represent the two major classes of continuous simulation 
languages, i.e., equation oriented and block oriented, 
respectively. Of the selected integration methods, the Euler 
method is corrvnon to both ACSL and TUTSIM, while the Runge-Kutta 
algorithm is employed by ACSL and the Adams-Bashforth algorithm is 
implemented in TUTSIM. These numerical integration algorithms are 
inherent to the 1 anguages; therefore, they may be invoked 1. i ke 
subroutines to execute the simulation model benchmark. 
In the fol 1 owing pages, there is no intent ion to overstate 
the impact of this research. The sole intent was to implement a 
"somewhat generic"' simulation using different special purpose 
languages on a variation of microcomputers, and present the 
results in a concise, easily understood form. The real 
contribution of this work is its ability to provide the practicing 
simulationist with some quantitative data which can assist in his 
decision of which language and/or hardware configuration to 
employ. 
CHAPTER II 
THE SIMULATION MODEL BENCHMARK 
A literature search was conducted to find a simulation model 
to serve as a benchmark for comparing the performance of two 
special purpose languages, ACSL and TUTSIM. 
dictated by the following criteria: 
The search was 
a. a dynamic system and corresponding mathematical model of 
sufficient complexity to warrant the use of simulation as 
a viable means of determining the system response, 
b. a system whose dynamics are amenable to so 1 ut ion by any 
of the frequently used one-step or multi-step numerical 
integration procedures, 
c. a system application in the realm of aerospace, so as to 
peak the author's interest and tie the research into the 
author's background and work experience. 
Documentation on simulation models is frequently found in 
simulation journals, professional society literature, or modeling 
and simulation conference proceedings. Often the abstract or 
article describing the model is not informative enough to 
determine if the model overstates, understates, or meets the 
requirements of the des ired benchmark. One may have to s 1eek out 
the authors for d iscu:ss ion or obtain a copy of the model source 
code for closer scrutiny. Such was the c,ase with the originally 
chosen benchmark. 
"SIMSTAR missile simulation: A l a rg e s cal e ex amp l e , 11 
discusses the implementation of a large scale, real-time 
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simulation for a cruise missile on a SIMSTAR hybrid multipcocessor 
computer system. The flight of the cruise missile was simulated 
in six degrees of freedom for hardware-in-the-loop verification of 
missile subsystems, error sensitivity analysis, and post flight 
studies (Marcinkowski, Erich, Wavell and Wimberly 1987). It was 
noted that the simulation did not require any special purpose 
integration methods and it did describe a system in the realm of 
aerospace. Unfortunately, it was much too large for 
implementation in a microcomputer environment. Phrases such as 
"hardware-in-the-loop" and "missile subsystems" are clues to the 
enormous complexity of the model. Because criteria (b) and (c) 
were satisfied exactly, the coauthors of the article were 
contacted to discuss the possibility of using one of the missile 
subsystems as a benchmark. After careful consideration, the 
Control Actuation System (CAS) model was chosen as the subsystem 
of sufficient complexity to meet benchmark requirement (a). 
Unfortunately, after reviewing the model flow diagrams and source 
code, the presence of analog computing elements was discovered, 
requiring a hybrid (analog and digital) computing system and going 
beyond the intent of this work. 
Further consultation with the coauthors of the aforementioned 
article led to the discovery of a completely digital six degree of 
freedom beam-riding cruise missile simulation written in ACSL and 
housed on the SIMSTAR hybrid computer. It had been placed there 
as a "benchmark" for the performance of the computer by Dr. Monte 
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Ung of the University of Southern California. Upon receiving 
permission from Or. Ung to use his simulation model as a 
benchmark for the purposes of this effort, a copy of the model 
documentation and source code was obtained for further research. 
Review of the missile simulation and associated mathematical 
model revealed its compliance with all benchmark requirements. 
The model complexity was attributed to the simulation of the 
missile flight in six degrees of freedom, three positional (X, Y, 
Z) and three angular ( e, lJ;, <t> ) • X, Y, and Z represented the 
pas it ion of the miss i 1 e in terms of downrange, cross range, and 
altitude, respectively, while e, W, and ~ represented pitch, yaw, 
and rol.l, respectively, and were key in the rotation of missile 
components from one coordinate system to another. The dynamic 
system was not a stiff system, therefore, qualifying it as a 
dynamic system amenable to solution by the Euler integration 
a 1: gar i thm, the Fourth Order Runge-Kut ta al: gor ithm, or the 
Adams-Bashforth algorithm without the necessity of extremely small 
integration time steps. Finally, the subject matter was in tune 
with the author's interest and job-related activities. 
It was reveal ed du r i n g the a c q u i s it ion and test i n g of the 
benchmark that the simulation was too large to be exercised in a 
microcomputer environment, thus, requiring redesign of some system 
solution procedures. The ACSL simul1ation source code was 
downloaded from the SIMSTAR computer to a DEC VAX computer via 
magnetic tape media and from the VAX to a microcomputer through a 
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modem and a terminal emulator software package where it was placed 
on floppy disk media. Finally, the file was load ,ed from the 
floppy diskette onto an IBM PC/AT for translation by th ,e ACSL 
language. At this time, it was discovered that the simulation was 
too large for the microcomputer version of ACSL. 
The simulation, whose source code can by found in Appendix A, 
contained three large tables of data used in the calculation of 
the aerodynamic forces and moments in a table look-up fashion. 
The current version of ACSL could onl'y accorrmodate 64 kbytes of 
table data, although, an upcoming version of ACSL was expected to 
handle 256 kbytes of table data. In March of 1988, Mitchell and 
Gauthier Associates released ACSL/PC level 8L5/8R4 with the 
capability to handle 256 kbytes of table data. The translation 
phase completed without errors generating a FORTRAN source code 
file. The documentation accompanying the l!atest release of ACSL 
stated that the source code file must be compiled and 1 inked by 
Microsoft FORTRAN version 4.0 or higher in order to take advantage 
of the new 256 kbytes of table space. This compilation process 
was not poss i b 1 e because Mitche 11 and Gauthier As.soc i ates had 
failed to build the ACSL libraries with the FORTRAN huge memory 
model option. Mitchell and Gauthier Associates were informed 
about the prob 1 em and they plan to address it in the next ACSL 
software release. 
The process of reducing the model to fit in a microcomputer 
environment involved performing a multiple regression on the data 
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in each of the three look-up tables in the model, i.e._, pitch 
moment, axial force, and normal force, to find a function for each 
table that would produce values roughly equivalent to the look-up 
table value's when given the appropriate alpha ., delta, and mach 
inputs. A copy of the tables can be found in Appendix A at the 
beginning of the simulation source code. A multiple regression 
routine foun.d in version 4.0 of the Microsoft FORTRAN Scientific 
Subroutine Library was used to find the coefficients ai(i=0,1, •.. , 
n) in the regression model, y = a0 + a1x1 + + a x • , n n The 
calculation of the aerodynamic forces on the missile and the pitch 
moments involved three inputs: alpha, delta, and mach. A first 
order regression model was not sufficient to correctly replace the 
look-up table values; therefore, a second order model was chosen, 
creating nine independent variables as inputs to the scientific 
subroutine. Table 1 enumerates and describes these variables. 
A main FORTRAN program was written to read the three data 
files into arrays, set up the appropriate inputs for the multiple 
regression subroutine, and calculate the correlation coefficients 
necessary to measure the strength of the relationship between the 
inputs (alpha, delta, and mach) and the outputs (pitch moment, 
axial force, or normal force). A copy of the multiple regression 
main program can be found in Appendix B, while the program results 
are listed in Table 2. 
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TABLE 1 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODEL INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
1. Xl MACH - missile air speed 
2. X2 DELTA - guidance selection and servos 
3. X3 ALPHA - a.ng les of attack and sides lip 
4. Xl*X2 MACH * DELTA 
5. Xl*X3 MACH * ALPHA 
6. X2*X3 DELTA * ALPHA 
7. Xl*Xl MACH squared 
8. X2*X2 DELTA squared 
9. X3*X3 ALPHA squared 
TABLE 2 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION RESULTS 
Pitch Moment Data 
Correlation Coefficient R 0. 97758 
Axial Force Data 
Correlation Coefficient R 0. 97102 
Normal Force Data 
Correl at ion Coefficient R 0.96630 
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The large positive values of r indicated a reasonaq_ly good 
fit to the data and a strong positive relationship between mach, 
delta, and alpha and the corresponding force or moment value. 
The six degree of freedom, beam-riding cruise missile simulation 
was successfully reduc 1ed to fit in a microcomputer e,nvironment. 
The code changes that were required to execute the simulation with 
the PC version of ACSL include the following: 
a. The table statements and the data points for the pitch 
moment, axial force, and normal force tables were 
deleted. 
b. Twenty-seven variab l es representing the nine inputs to 
the three regression models (one model for each data 
table) were declared in the initial section of the ACSL 
code. 
c. In each integration step a total of five calls were made 
to the three data tables: one axial force call, two 
normal force calls, and two pitch moment calls. Each 
table look-up statement was replaced by its corresponding 
regression function and the determined model 
coefficients. Also, forty-five assignment statements 
were added to initialize nine inputs for each of the five 
functions. 
The simulation had to be completely rewritten for execution 
in the TUTSIM language. The final version of the ACSL source code 
located in Appendix C can be compared to the original source code 
in Appendix A to identify the n,ec es sary code changes, wh i 1 e a 
listing of the TUTSIM source code is available in Appendix D. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The model selected as the benchmark for this work is a 
theoretical ground-to-air missile. The missile operates in three 
phases: launch, beam-riding, and final homing. It is powered by a 
two-stage rocket motor, i.e., booster and sustainer. Each phase 
described below works together with the other phases to meet a 
common goal, destruction of the target, while simultaneously 
accomplishing an individua l mission. 
The launch phase begins when the missile is ignited and 
terminates when the radar beam locks on the target. The 
assumption that the ground based radar beam has been tracking the 
target from time of acquisition and that the missile heading 
angles, azimuth ( aA) and elevation ( crE), have been adjusting the 
missile line-of-sight in accordance with the radar beam movement 
ensures radar beam to target lock-on at time t = tE, launch phase 
term in at ion . Dur i n g th i s phase the mi s s i1 e reaches h i g h ax i a 1 
velocity qui ck ly. Near the end of the 1 aunch phase the contra 1 
mechanisms are locked to deter unnecessary drag on the missile. 
The beam riding phase is in operation from time t = tE until 
time to invoke proportional navigation. During this phase a small 
amount of canard deflection is necessary to keep the missile close 
to the center of the beam. The guidance sys tern is des ig n1ed to 
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align the flight path with that of maximum radar power, ~hich is 
the minimum distance between the missile's center of gravity and 
the center of the radar beam. The beam riding phase is terminated 
when the target is near enough to require more precise maneuvering 
of the missile or when the missile is too far from the radar site 
to receive usable information. 
The homing or guidance phase is activated from the time of 
proportional navigation to the time of impact. At this time the 
missile is no longer being guided by the radar beam and must rely 
on its own infrared or on-board radar seeker for guidance. During 
this phase, radical gyrations of the control surfaces are expected 
to minimize the missile to target miss-distance. The homing phase 
is governed by a proportional navigation strategy (Ung 1988). 
In order to simulate any dynamic system on a digital computer 
a mathematical model must first be developed. To appropriately 
discuss the model several! coordinate systems and the method of 
transformation between coordinate systems must be defined 
(Cardullo 1987). The development of the benchmark model invol.ves 
five major coordinate systems. The earth axes are fixed with 
their origin at the ground radar location. In this model, the 
earth is assumed to be a flat, non-rotating surface and the earth 
axes, considered inertial, are given the symbols {i 1,, j 1, k1}. 
The missile body axes, originating from the missile center of 
gravity (CG), are symbolized by {i, j, k}. The relationship of 
the earth axes coordinate system to the body axes coordinate 







~~~~~~~~~~~ -~--___.y.__~.. Ji 
Figure 1. Inertial Axes and Body Axes (Ung 1984). 
Other coordinate systems, including the stabi 1 ity axes, the 
wind axes and the line-of-sight axes, can be seen in Figures 2 and 
3. The stability axes, {is, js, ks}, originate from the missile 
center of gravity and differ from the body axes by an angle a. In 
this system, coordinates j and j
5 
are coincident. The wind axes, 
{iw, jw, kw}, are also fixed with the origin at the missile center 
of gravity and differ from the body axes by an angle S. In this 
case, coordinate iw is coincident with the missile velocity 




Figure 2. Missile Side View of Force Components 
and Stability Axes (Ung 1984). 
Figure 3. Missile Top View of Force Components 




viewed by the missile's heat seeker or on-board radar, rel~tes the 





coordinate i 10s is directed along a line from the missile CG to the target CG, 
coordinate k105 i~ maintained in the vertical plane defined by (RI - ,LOS), 
~oordinat~ jLOS is mutually perpendicular to coordinates 
lLOS and kLOS lLing 1988). 
There exist three traditional methods of representing the 
or i en tat ion of one th re e axes coo rd i n ate s y st em with respect to 
another. These three methods are Euler Angles, Direction Cosines, 
and Quaternions. Figure 4 illustrates the part each method would 
play in the computational sequence of the vehicle dynamics 
(Cardullo 1987). The benchmark model uses the Euler Angle method 
to rotate between missile frames of reference. For example,, the 
posit ion of the body axes can be expressed with respect to the 
inertial or earth frame by three consecutive rotations. The 
coordinate system {i 1, j 1, k1} is moved parallel with itself until 
its origin coincides with the missile center of gravity. Then the 
fo l lowing rotations occur to align {i 1, j 1, k1J with {i, j, k}: 
a. 
b. 
The triad {i 1 , j 1, k1} is rotated about coordinate j 1 through an angle, e, until iy lies in the plane defined 
by (i - j 1) producing an int ,~rmediate triad of {i 1, j 1 , k1 }. The pitch angle, 81 , is illustrated in detan in Figure 2. 
The triad {i 1 , j 1 , k1 } is then rotated about k1 through an angle ~ or yaw until i 1 coincides with i resulting in 







































































































































































































































Finally {i, j, k} is turned about i through tt:le roll 
angle, e, ~hicti ca6ses the third triad2to align itself 
exactly with the body axes {i, j, k} (Ung 1988). 
The variables e, ~, and¢ are called Euler angles and 
represent pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively. The Euler Angle 
method of coordinate transformation illustrated above can be 
expressed mathematically, as suggested in Figure 4, by calculating 
the Euler rates followed by the Euler angles, and finally 
employing a 3X3 direction cosines transformation matrix (Cardullo 
1987). The direction cosines transformation matrix, a product of 
the individual . Euler angle rotation matrices, is not unique 
because it depends on the order in which the angles are rotated. 
In the above example of a rotation from the earth axes to the 
missile body axes, the order was pitch, yaw, and roll. The 
associated rotation matrices and resulting direction cosines 
transformation matrix are shown in Table 3 (Ung 1988). 
The mathematical model describing this missile system is a 
total force and moment model based on Newton's Law. The total 
force and moment model generates a system of six equations of 
motion, three translational and three rotational, which describes 
the rigid body six degree of freedom motion of the missile during 
flight (Cardullo 1987). In this missile model the roll rate is 
held constant at 1 radian per second, thus, generating only 5 
equations of motion. The equations are 1 isted in Table 4, but 






























































































































































































































MISSILE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
Aerodynamic Force Equations: 
Fxa = q*S*CA(Mach, aTOT' 0 TOT) 
Fya = q*S*CN (Mach, 8 , o RL) 
Fza = q*S*CN(Mach, a, 0 uo) 
Moment Equations: 
M = q*S*d*[CM(Mach, a, oU0 )-Cmq*Q*d/(2.0*VWM)-C~*a*CG/d] 
N = q*S*d*[CM(Mach, 8, 6RL)-Cmr*R*d/(2.0*VWM)-CNf3*B* CG/d] 
where: 
q = dynamic pressure exerted on missile { lb/ft2) 
s = aerodynamic surf ace area of missile { ft 2 )i 
CA = tota 1 axial forc ,e coefficient (dimensionless) 
CN = norma 1 force derivative (dimens ionl ,ess) 
d = the reference length of the missile (ft) 
CM = total pitch moment coefficient (dimensionless) 
cmq - pitch damping derivative [l/{rad/sec)] 
cmr = yaw damping derivative [1/(rad/sec)] 
Q = pitch rate in body axes {rad/sec) 
R = yaw rate in body axes (rad/sec) 
VWM = magnitude of the missile air speed (ft/sec) 
CG = shift in missile center of gravity due to fuel 
burning (ft) 
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Gravity, thrust and the aerodynamic forces acting- on the 
missile's nominal center of pressure make up the missile force 
equations. These forces are illustrated in Figure 2. Notice how 
the center of pressure is located behind the center of gravity so 
that the missile will not tend to tumble without restraint. This 
is because the lift and drag forces are located at the center of 
pressure causing a reduction in the angle of attack, a. (Lift and 
drag are not explicitly calculated in the model; they are included 
in the aerodynamic force equations in Table 4.) 
The benchmark model is that of a ground to air missile whose 












Figure 5. Missile/Target Relationship (Ung 1984). 
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relationship of the missile to its target. In the same way that 
·the missile position in the inertial frame is calculated by 
integrating the inertial missile velocities, the trajectory of a 
moving target could be acquired by integrating the target 
velocities; however, in this simulation, the target velocities are 
given as constants. In Figure 5, the 4-x, 6 Y, and - 6Z are the 
downrange, off range, and elevation components of the range, Ra. 
Rv represents the projection of Ra onto the (X 1-z1) plane. The 
range rate or the derivative of the range is the resulting 
relative velocity along the range vector also known as 
line-of-sight based solely on the missile orientation. When the 
range rate is positive, the missile is moving away from the 
target, yielding no line-of-sight to the target. As long as the 
range rate remains negative, 1 ine-of-s ight to the target exists. 
In this simul1ation, when the missile loses 1 ine-of-sight within 
5000 feet of the target, the target is considered missed and the 
simulation is terminated. The angles of azimuth ( crA) and 
elevation (crE) in Figure 5 are used to rotate the line-of-sight 
from the inertial frame of reference to its own uniquely described 
coordinate system (Ung 1988). 
In the above discussion an attempt was made to give the 
reader a feel for the complexity of the model and a basic 
understanding of the system dynamics. By reviewing the well 
documented ACSL code listed in Appendix C the mathematical 
computations related to the three phases of guidance, i.e., 
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b a 11 i s t i c , b e am - r i d i n g , a n d p r o p or t i o n a 1 n a v i g at i Ofl , t h e 
calculation of the fiv 1e equations of motion, and the mi.ssile's 
relationship to its target are easily seen. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONTINUOUS SYSTEM SIMULATION LANGUAGES 
The Evolution of the CSSL Standard 
In the early 1960s, many software packages were developed for 
the digital simulation of continuous dynamic systems. These 
products were usually coded in 1 ow 1eve1 assembly 1 anguage or 
c 1ontained architectural-dependent language elements making them 
non-portable b~tween machines and compilers. This caused long 
familiarization periods for analysts requiring a change in 
simulation environment (Rimvall and Cellier 1986). These growing 
concerns were recogni:zed by M!r. Donald C ... Augustin, who in March 
of 1965, organized an informal meetin 1g of Simulation Councils ., 
Inc. (SCi) members interested in digital simulation. This 
inspirational meeting gave rise to the development of the 
Continuous Sy stem S imul at ion Lan 1g1uage ( CSSL) standard. Shortly, 
an official! committee chaired by Mr. Au 1gustin was recognized by 
the SCi Board of Directors to bring control and direction to the 
growth of the digital simulation field. In June of 1967, 
fol lowing much correspondence between the corrmittee members and 
several1 organized conmittee meetings, a report was published 
defining a new digital computer simulation language and setting 




The three major goals of the committee which out1.ined the 
design of the CSSL standard were as follows: 
a. to provide a useful and easily understandable programming 
tool for the amateur simul.ationist tasked with the 
solution of a relatively simple problem, 
b. to simultaneously provide the veteran simulationist with 
a language flexible and powerful enough to handle 
severely complex models, and 
c. to develop an open-ended language that would allow 
further development in those areas of technology that 
were changing too much and too quickly to dete~mine an 
implementation strategy at that time. 
The realization of these design goals resulted in a language 
and a standard whose features supported the universal requirements 
of performing a s imul1at ion study of a dynamic system and the 
functional description of a simulation process. Since the early 
1960s persons studying dynamic systems via simulation have 
depended upon the use of digital or analog computers, integration 
algorithms, simulation control or termination logic, 
documentation, and the capability to change the model i nputs. 
Early digital simulations were not flexible enough to solve 
systems outside of a small ·group of applications. The CSSL 
corrmittee resolved simulation rigidity by fashioning the language 
after the general functional requirements of the simulation 
process described below. 
Figure 6 is a flow di ,agr.am of ,a general digital simulation 
program involving integration of ordinary differential equations 
in one independent variable. A general digital simulation program 




Initial region Study terminatK>n 
D yn.1mic r£'gion 
Term inal r<>gion 
Figure 6. Overall Structure of a Digital Simulation 
Program (Simulation Councils, Inc .. 1967). 
l . 1il1 .!I 
I 
L_ - --
Figure 7. Structure of the Initial Region 
(Simulation Councils, Inc. 1967). 
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Dynamic, and Terminal. The initial section, which c,ontains those 
calculations that only need to be 1ex 1ecuted once per run, can be, 
further subd i vided into the Interpreter, In i tial, and Integration 
initialization subregions as depicted in Figure 7. The 
interpreter subprogram is designed to support interactive 
execution of the simulation, which allows the simulatfonist to 
perform the following tasks: 
a. change the value of a labeled variable such as a 
parameter or an in it i a.l cond i tion, 
b. vi ew the va l ue of any variable in the simulation, 
c. adjust -the contro l parameters of the integration 
algorithms i ncluding the step size, initia l and final 
values of the independent variable, and error bounds, 
d. calcu l ate new parameter values in between runs on the 
basis of past r esults, and 
e. init i alize parameters that control individual simulation 
runs and groups of runs. 
The init i al subregion is strictly procedural code that 
performs data input, simulation study termination logic, and those 
calculations that only need to be done once pe,r simulation run, 
while the integration initialization subregion is a subset of the 
chosen numerica l integration system. 
The simulation dynamic region, illustrated in Figure 8, 
contains the calculations and I/O operations that must be 
performed at each user-defined delta of the i ndependent variable, 
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Figure 8. Structure of a Dynamic Region 
(Simulation Councils, Inc. 1967). 
This is not to be confused with the integration or 
calculation interval which can be smaller than the corrvnunication 
interval and whose size is determined by the desired accuracy of 
the output and the integration algorithm employed. As depicted in 
Figure 8, the dynamic region is separated into two subregions: 
1/0 and Integration. The I/O subroutine contains statements that 
allow transfer of control to the terminal region and calculations 
that are not an integral part of the derivative equations, yet are 
time-dependent. As Figure 8 suggests, the integration subsystem 
can include multiple systems, each integrating a part of the state 
vector possibly over different intervals of the independent 
variable using different integration algorithms. Al so, each 
system is associated with a subprogram that calculates the 
derivatives of the state variables being integrated. 
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Finally, the terminal region of a simulation receives_program 
control from the dynamic region to execute the logic necessary to 
properly end a single simulation iteration. Additionally, some 
I/O and bookkeeping may be performed in this section. As 
expected, the structure of a CSSL program and programs of those 
languages fashioned after the CSSL standard is very similar to the 
general structure outlined above (Simulation Councils, Inc. 1967). 
From before the development of the CSSL standard until 
recently, simulation languages have been batch processing oriented 
software implemented on mainframe and supermini computers. Today 
analysts often prefer to work on much smaller machines such as 
engineering work stations and personal computers due to high 
availability and cost effectiveness. Furthermore, this 
predominant PC culture is characterized by such essential tools as 
file manipulators, gr,aphics packages and high le,vel user 
interfaces, which are much more evolved in the PC world than on 
mainframes ( O i vakaruni 1986) . Therefore, it is desirable and 
logical to have simulation software that can be executed 
interactively to solve simulation tasks of a reasonable level of 
complexity in a PC and work station environment. The remainder of 
this chapter discusses the two simulation languages studied 
throughout this effort: ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation 
Language) and TUTSIM (Twente University of Technology SIMulation 
program) . 
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ACSL (Advanced Continuous Simulation Language) 
ACSL, a product of Mitchell and Gauthier Associates, was 
introduced in the early seventies as a tool for analyzing the 
behavior of dynamic systems described by time dependent, nonlinear 
differential equations and/or transfer functions. ACSL is 
typically used to model such applications as control systems, 
chemical processes, missile and aircraft technology, power plant 
dynamics, vehicle handling, microprocessor controllers, fluids, 
and heat transfer. The simulation can be developed easily from 
block diagrams or mathematical equations into ACSL statements. 
ACSL has two types of statements: those that define the 
structure of the system being simulated and those that control the 
execution of the simulation. The first statement type is similar 
to FORTRAN statements; in fact, the model definition statements 
are read by the ACSL program and translated into FORTRAN source 
code. Next, the FORTRAN file is compiled and linked with the ACSL 
and FORTRAN libraries to produce the ACSL executable code. Then, 
the second statement type is used to change parameters 
interactively between runs, start runs, and output results in 
numeric or graphical form. 
ACSL was developed according to the CSSL conmittee standard. 
This is evident in the ACSL simulation development template 
displayed in Figure 9, which reflects the three main sections, 
INITIAL, DYNAMIC, and TERMINAL, of the functional structure of a 
simulation program. The PROGRAM and END statements are required 
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in each ACSL program, while the DYNAMIC (DERIVATIVE and DISCRETE), 
and TERMINAL sections are encouraged to provide a flexible, 
explicit, readable program. The statement order shown in Figure 9 








} Statements needed to calculate derivatives of each INTEG statement. The dynamic model. 
END 
DISCRETE l Statements executed periodically. 
} 
END 
Statements executed every communication interval. 
END 
TERMINAL 
} Statements executed when the termination condition TERMT becomes true. 
END 
END 
Figure 9. Outline of an Explicitly Structured ACSL Program 
(Mitchell and Gauthier Associates 1987). 
The general program flow of an ACSL simulation is illustrated 
in Figure 10 and may be compared to Figures 6, 7, and 8 to observe 
several similarities. The flow begins in the INITIAL sect ion 
reserved for those calculations performed once prior to exercising 
the dynamic model. It should be noted that the state variables 
th emse 1 ves should not be used in the INITIAL sect ion because the 
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EXE CUTI\.£ 
Figure 10. Flow and Control of the ACSL Program 




excellent place to calculate the initial conditions of the state 
variables. As control transfers out of the INITIAL section, a 
subregion of the functionally defined initial region is executed 
to initialize the integration routine. At this time all of the 
i n i t i a l con d i t ions are transferred to the i r correspond i n g states 
and the code in the DERIVATIVE and DISCRETE sections is executed 
once to ensure the variables are at a known state at time t = O. 
Finally, the functional initial region is terminated by 
initializing the program stop flag to false. 
As progr~ control transfers into the DYNAMIC section, 
execution of the dynamic model begins. There is no restriction on 
the types of statements that can be included in this section as 
the states have already been defined; however, it is suggested 
that outputs which do not influence state derivative calculations 
be determined here. Next, the stop flag is checked to see if it 
has been set by the ACSL TERMT statement anywhere in the DYNAMIC 
section. If so, program control is transferred to the TERMINAL 
sect ion . I f not , the p rag ram outputs the var i ab 1 es def i n ed pr i or 
to issuing program START command. 
Next, program contra 1 transfers into the DERIVATIVE sect ion 
where the state derivatives are calculated and integrated over a 
corrununication interval or until a termination condition is met, 
whichever occurs first. (The TERMT statement can be placed in the 
DERIVATIVE sect ion as we 11 as the DYNAMIC sect ion.) The 
corrununication interval, defined by the ACSL statement CINTERVAL 
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CINT = <value>, acts as an upper bound on the integrat.ion step 
size. While on 1e pass through the DYNAMIC section is executed each 
corrmunication interval, several loops through the DERIVATIVE 
section may be executed each corrmunication interval as defined by 
the ACSL statement NSTEPS NSTP - <value>. For fixed step 
algorithms, the integration step size is determined by the 
equation, CINT/NSTP. In the ACSL missile simulation code in 
Appendix C, the communication interval is explicitly stated as 
CINTERVAL CINT = .1, while the exclusion of the NSTEPS statement 
causes NSTP to default to a value of 10. This computes an 
integration step size of .01, requiring the DERIVATIVE section to 
be executed every .01 time units or 10 times per each execution of 
the DYNAMIC sect ion. The CINTERVAL and NS TE PS statements can be 
interactively changed between simulation runs to study the effect 
of varying the integration step size on the simulation output. 
Following the derivative block, the stop flag is checked once 
again. If it has not been set, the program loops back to execute 
the DYNAMIC sect ion once again. Otherwise, it passes program 
control to the TERMINAL section where fi~ nal calculations are 
performed before ending the s imul at ion. One of the features of 
the ACSL language is that the model definition statements 
contained in the DER! VATI VE and DISCRETE sect ions need not be 
coded in any particular order. ACSL will sort these sections so 
that the outputs are calculated before they are used. As shown in 
Figure 10, the DERIVATIVE section is a block of code that 
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evaluates the derivatives of the state variables at the request of 
the numerical fotegration routine. The equations solv,ed in this 
block represent the differential equations that describe the model 
math ema t i ca 1 1 y and can be cons id er ed the heart of a cont i nu o us 
system simulation. Apart from the CSSL standard is the DISCRETE 
sect ion, coded at the same 1 eve l, as the DER! VATIVE sect ion as 
shown in F·igure 9. This block of code is used to model events 
that occur at fixed times known in advance and is executed 
whenever a dynamic variable crosses a certain threshold, thus, 
defining a state event. The missile simulation benchmark does not 
contain a DISCRETE block, therefore, only the DERIVATIVE section 
w fl 1 be sorted. 
The integration algorithms supported by ACSL are listed below 
in Table 5. Similar to the CINTERVAL and NSTEPS statements is the 
ACSL statement ALGORITHM IALG = <value>. The variable IALG 
defaults to a value of five which represents th ,e Fourth Order 
Runge-Kutta numerical integration algorithm. This algorithm and 
the Euler method were used to exercise the benchmark missile 
simulation in ACSL. Between simulation runs the IALG value was 
set interactively to the desired numerical integration routine to 
study the sensitivity of the simulation execution speed to 
different integration routines as well as step sizes. The output 
from this simulation study was recorded in the two forms of output 












ACSL INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS 
ALGORITHMS 
Adams-Moulton; variable step, variable order 
Gear's Stiff; variable step, variable order 
Runge-Kutta first order or Euler 
Runge-Kutta second order 
Runge-Kutta fourth order 
User supplied subroutine (INTEG) 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg second order 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg fifth order 
Numeric results are controlled by the ACSL statement, 
OUTPUT(var1 , var2 , . • . , varn), which is defined interactively 
prior to the START of the simulation. The following statement was 
used with the missile simulation to output the desired values of 
current simulation time, missne range to target in feet, the 
missile position in the X direction (downrange), the missile 
position in the Z direction (altitude), and the rate of change of 
the missile range in feet per second: 
OUTPUT TIME,RANG,XI ,ZI,RAD,"NCIOUT" = 10 
START 
As seen in the flow diagram of an ACSL program (Figure 10), 
the s imul at ion res ult s are output ev,ery communication i nterva 1; 
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however, this may be more often than necessary. In the .t>~nchmark 
missile simulation, the OUTPUT parameter 11 NCIOUT 11 = 10 adjusted 
the out put of the results to every 10 corrmun i cat ion i nterva 1 s. 
Given a communication interval of CINT = 0.,1, the results w,ere 























XI 551. 010000 
XI 9966.53000 
XI 10004.4000 
Notice how the range to target value decreases as the missile 
nears the target. In this simulation the target is a hovering 
rotary wing a ire raft fixed at 10000 feet downrange and 5000 f ee,t 
altitude. The simulation results show the increase of the missile 
position in X and Z as it nears the target. The last time 
recorded, 14.04 seconds, is the time of missile impact . . A 
complete listing of all ACSL missile simulation runs can be found 
in Appendix E. 
ACSL simulation results can be graphed via the ACSL 
statement, PREPAR(vari, var2 , ..• , varn), which is also executed 
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interactively prior to the START of the s imu 1 at ion. Tbe_ PRE PAR 
statement signifies the variables whose values are to be saved in 
the ACSL MODEL. RRR file to be used with any subsequent PLOT or 
PRINT statement. Unlike the OUTPUT statement, the PRINT statement 
allows numerical output to be printed in columnar format which 
eases readability. The following statement was used with the 
missile simulation to plot the missile range to target, range 
rate, and position versus simulation time: 
PREPAR TIME,RANG,XI,ZI,RAD 
ACSL supports three types of plots: strip plots, printer 
plots (for printers without graphics capabilities), and line plots 
(for printers with graphics capabilities) (Mitchell and Gauthier 
Associates 1987). Figure 11 is a rather busy plot of the four 
variables listed above numerically. The independent variable, 
time, is represented on the X a·xis while each dependent variable 
is described by a separate Y axis so as to seal e the output 
accurately. ACSL supports the labeling of each axis and a graph 
title. The curve labeled 'A' shows the range to target decreasing 
as the missile nears the target. It is the point at which the 
range rate becomes pas it i ve in curve 'B 1 that the missile/target 
impact occurs. The missile downrange and altitude values are 
plotted in curves •c• and •a• without the crossrange values 
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Figures 12 and 13 divide Figure 11 into two graphs_ that are 
much more readable. 
Figures 14 and 15 are examples of strip plots. In Figure 14, 
it is easy to see how the point in time at which the range ceases 
to change in the negative direction affects the missile/target 
impact. Figure 15 clearly shows that the missile altitude is 
roughly half of its downrange value and that the two curves should 
be close to 5000 and 10000 feet, respectively, at time of impact. 
If all four Y val;ues are desired in the same graph, a graph 
similar to a strip plot can be generated as shown in Figure 16. 
While ACSL was developed according to the CSSL digital 
simulation standard, the second continuous simulation language 
studied in this effort allows digital simulation of dynamic 
sys terns in a manner that is in keeping with the analog computer 
simulations of the early 1960s. 
TUTSIM (Twente University of 
Technology SIMulation Program) 
TUTSIM, a product of TUTSIM Products (fo~rnerly known as 
Applied i) in Palo Alto, California, was devel.oped by control 
·engineers at the Twente University of Technology in The 
Netherlands. Before the use of digital computers, continuous 
dynamic systems were mode 1 ed on ana 1 og computers by substituting 
the function a 1 e 1 ectr i ca 1 ana 1 og b 1 oc ks for the rea 1 funct i ans 
represented in the system block diagram. Thus, the analog 
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essentially the same diagram. By capturing the methodology of 
programming directly from the, system b 1 ock diagram, TUTS IM offers 
the simulationist the convenience of the analog computer and the 
speed and accuracy of the digital computer. 
The TUTSIM lan,guage is comprised of blocks that represent the 
usual mathematical functions and operators, such as, AND, OR, COS, 
SIN, along with special purpose nonlinear, discontinuous 
mathematical blocks that increase the power of TUTSIM far beyond 
analog computers. A TUTSIM simulation can be developed from 
either mathemat .ical equations or system block diagrams or both. 
The development process is simply: 
PROBLEM --> MATH MODEL --> BLOCK MODEL --> CODE --> RESULTS 
In order to illustrate the development of a TUTSIM simulation, the 
following ACSL missile simulation statements have been translated 
into the TUTSIM block diagram shown in Figure 17' : 
"MISSILE VELOCITY 111 
U = INTEG ((FX/MASS)-Q*W+R*V, UO) 
V = INTEG ((FY/MASS)-R*U+P*W, VO) 
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It should be noted that the TUTSIM block diagram in Figure 17 
could also b1e a translation of the beam-ri.di.ng missile system 
block diagram depicted in Figure 18. In the upper left corner of 
the system diagram, the missile acceleration vector components are 
calculated and routed to an integrator block to determine the 
missile ve 1 oc ity. Next, the miss i 1 e ve 1 oc ity vector components 
are routed to a coordinate transformation process, which would be 
the next flow of a complete TUTSIM missile simulation block 
di agr ,am. 
The next -step in the TUTSIM simulation process is to 
translate the TUTSIM block diagram into a simulation program. The 
following statements represent the calculation of the missile 












These statements are entered via the TUTSIM CS (change 
structure) corrrnand. The first parameter is the block or 1 ine 
number being defined while the second parameter is the operation 
identifier. Any subsequent parameters identify blocks whose 
values are inputs to the block being defined. The neg~tive sign 
affixed to input 153 of block 155 means that the negative of the 
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Fi gure 18. Missil e System Bloc k Diagram (Ung 1984) . 
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value associated with block 153 will be added to the other inputs 
to produce the output of b 1 ock 155. It is apparent that corTJTients 
are essential to each line of TUTSIM code to provide readability 
and a clear understanding of the model listing. In Figure 17, the 
line extended above each integrator (INT) block and constant {CON) 
block represents the i,ntegration initial condition and constant 
value, respectiv,ely, and is considered to be a block parameter. 
All block parameters are defined via the TUTSIM CP (change 
parameter) command in the following manner: 
BLOCK NUMBER, PARAMETER VALUE 
A complete listing of the TUTSIM missile simulation program can be 
found in Appendix D. 
TUTSIM offers two numerical integration algorithms: 
Adams-Bashforth and Euler. The use of an INT block dictates the 
Adams-Bashforth method, while the Euler method is invoked with an 
integrator block labeled EUL. The TUTSIM CT (change timing) 
corrmand sp,ecifies the integration step size a.nd simulation 
duration. The entire TUTSIM model is solve,d at the, passing of 
each delta time step. At time t = 0 the initial conditions 
provide the output of each of the integrator bl eeks. Subsequent 
solutions at each delta time step require the derivatives of the 
state variables to be calculated, which in turn require the inputs 
to those processes to be calculated. This process continues until 
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the whole mod 1el has been sol,ved. The simulation conmunication 
interval is set when the type and destination of output is chosen, 
i.e., graphic or numerical to the screen or the printer. 
Regardless of the desired output format, the TUTSIM CB 
(change bl.eek) command defines the output parameters. Only four 
simulation variables can be designated for output at one time; 
however, the simulation can be temporarily halted fo change the 
output parameter list so that different simulation variables can 
be examined during different time periods of the run. Figure 19 
is an example of the output parameter definition for the benchmark 
missile simulation. 
Mod el Fi l e : missile 
Date: 7 I 31 I 1'38(-3 
Time .: 20 : 57 
Timing: 0.0050000 ,DELTA E,(l. 0000 , F: ANGE 
Pl otB l ocks and Scales: 
Fc•r mat .: 
Bl c .. : kNc•, F'lc·t-MINimum, Pl c•t-MAXi mum; Comment 
Hor;::: (l , (I. 0000 20.0000 Time 
y 1: 268 o. 0000 12.000E+03 RANG 
Y2: 1 ·:,-:i1 - 1 (I. (1(1(10 10 .. 500E+03 MISSILE POSITION - XI 
Y'"=' · _,. 193 -1 (I. 0000 10.500E+03 MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
Y4: 257 -l.100E+03 1. 100E+03 FMD 
Figure 19. TUTSIM Output Parameter Definition. 
Notice the descriptive information that precedes the output 
parameter definitions: the model file name, the date and time the 
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output was defined, the integration step size and the maximum 
simulation time. Below this information, the X axis and possible 
Y axes are defined for plotting purposes. An 1entry of 0 in the 
block number column specifies time as the independent variable. 
To choose an independent variable other than time, one must enter 
the appropriate block number. A knowledge of the minimum and 
maximum values that can be obtained by the specified output 
variables is used to define the scale of the axes. The corrment 
column is built from the information that was entered with the 
block description via the CS (change structure) corrmand. 
After the output list is defined, the simulation is started 
via a corrmand that describes the desired output type, destination, 
and communication interval. Table 6 is a partial listing of the 
simulation start commands supported by TUTS IM. The communication 
interval is defined by following the start conrnand with a colon 
and an integer value, i.e., SNP:200. The communication interval 
TABLE 6 
TUTSIM SIMULATION START COMMANDS 
COMMAND DEFINITION 
SD Output graphic results to screen 
SN Output numeric results to screen 
SNP Output numeri,c results to printer 
SF Output numeric results to an ASCII file. 
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should be chosen relative to the integration step s; ze. In the 
missile simulation, to achieve the desired output interval of 1 
second for a de 1 ta time step of 0. 005 seconds, the comnuni cat ion 
interval had to be set to 200. The numerical results associated 
with the start corrvnand SN:200 are displayed in Figure 20. The 
values are output in five columns identified from left to right as 
horizontal axis, Yl, Y2, Y3, and Y4, as defined with the CB 
{chan,ge blocks) corrunand. Once again it is easy to see such 
information as the missile range to target (column 2) decreasing 
from 11 ,362 feet to 70. 7705 feet in 15. 0003 seconds. The 1 ast 
record in the output list does not necessarily represent the 
values of the variables at simulation stop time. The final values 
of range, range rate, and missile position can be viewed via the 
TUTSIM V (verify) command. When a block number is entered, the 
last calculated value of that block is displayed. The remaining 
TUTSIM numerical results can be found in Appendix F. 
TUTS IM graphic output is generated by the SD corrmand. The 
previously defined plot is drawn on the screen as the simulation 
program executes. Figure 21 is a snapshot of this plotting 
process in progress. During or after the plotting process, the 
graph axes can be labeled and the graph given a title by 
depressing the various function keys on the keyboard. The 
function keys and their definitions are listed in Table 7. Figure 
22 is an example of a finished plot complete with labeletl axes and 
a graph title. In TUTSIM the curves of the graph are labeled 1, 
Model ~1le: missile 
Date: 10 / 8 / 1988 
Ii me: 14 .,,.._ 1 
lim1no: 0.0050000 .DELTA 
PlotBlocks and Scales: 
For-mat: 
BlockNo. Plot-MINimum~ 





12.000E+03 RANG Yl: 268 • 0.0000 
Y2: 199 -10.0000 10.500E+03 MISSILE POSITION - XI 
Y3: 193 -10.0000 10.500E+03 MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
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7.0001 
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2.382E+03 1. 231E+(13 
3.062E+03 1.559E+03 
3.765E+03 1.880E+03 








Figure 20. TUTSIM Missile Simulation Output 
Generated by SN:200. 
z 
Figure 21. TUTSIM Output Process in Progress 


















2, 3, or 4 because only one Y variable axis is displayed at a 
time. The other three TUTSIM Missile Range to Target and Position 
graphs can be seen in Appendix H. 
Although TUTSIM does not offer a strip chart corrmand, a strip 
plot can be generated by choosing the Y axis scaling factors so 
that the responses will appear in different sections of the graph. 
F i g u re 2 3 i s an ex amp 1 e of a TU TS IM st r i p p 1 ot of the mi s s il e 
range to target, the range rate, the missile position in the X and 
Z directions. The remaining three graphs containing the Y2 














TUTSIM INTERACTIVE PLOTTING FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 
Labels the Yl curve and displays the structure 
line comment from that block. 
Labels the Y2 curve. 
Labels the Y3 curve. 
Labels the Y4 curve. 
Labels the horizontal scale. 
Super-imposes the last screen saved with F7 on 
the present screen. 
Saves the present screen. 
Clears the screen. 
Gives a 10 point surrmary of the simulation 
values. 













ftlSSILE RNtGE ro TARGET • POSITIOtt 
~--~'~ 
639=-.....L-~--i.~~-L-~-L.~~...__~--~--"~.1----~--~--
8.9888 Ti1111e 28.8888 
Figure 22. TUTSIM Plot of Missile Range to 
Target and Position. 
Figure 23. 
"ISSILE RANGE TO TARGET a POSITIOtt 
ze.eeee 
TUTSIM Strip Plot of Missile 
Range to Target and Position. 
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The two continuous simulation languages studied in this work 
have been founded on totally different principles, i.e., the 
digital simulation process and the analog simulation process. 
A 1 though both l angua 1g1es contain s imi 1 ar features such as 
interactive processing, integration algorithms, and numerical and 
graphic output, they are implemented quite differently. A 
comparison of the different implementation strategies of the 
similar language features of ACSL and TUTSIM is included in the 
performance database, a surrmary of the results of this research. 
CHAPTER V 
THE PERFORMANCE DATABASE 
The results of this research are presented here as a 
collection of performance measurements of the use of continuous 
system simulation languages in a microcomputer environment. The 
primary measure of performance, benchmark simulation execution 
time, is presented in relation to the microcomputer configuration, 
continuous simulation language and integration algorithm from 
which it was obtained. A comparison of the language features of 
ACSL and TUTSIM are presented as secondary measures of 
performance. 
The three microcomputer configurations used in this research 
are defined in Table 8. The Zenith 159 is the equivalent of an 
IBM PC/XT. The details of hardware architecture offer some 
insight to the potential simulation execution speed. For example, 
one would expect the 80386 machine to provide the smallest 
· execution time because of the 32 bit data bus and the 16 mHz clock 
speed. However, the true performance of any machine is dependent 
upon the type of problem for which it was designed. 
Microcomputers are designed to support a wide range of 
applications from business to scientific and have been effectively 
used for digital continuous system simulation for several years. 
Consequently, the resulting throughput speed of a microcomputer is 
a measure of the ability of the operating system and application 
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software to effectively uti 1 ize the hardware resources (Grierson 
1986). Table 9 depicts the utilization of the microcomputer 
architecture by ACSL and TUTSIM as well as the position of each 
language on several general simulation issues. 
I BM PC/ AT 
INTEL 80386 -
32 bit processor 
32' bit data bus 
16 mHz clock 
INTEL 80387 -
FLOP coprocessor 
16 mHz clock 
1024K of RAM 
Memory Caching 






16 bit processor 
16 bit data bus 
6.777 mHz clock 
INTEL 80287 -
FLOP coprocessor 
8 mHz clock 
640K of RAM 
(No caching scheme) 




16 bit proc,essor 
8 bit data bus 
8 mHz clock 
{No FLOP math 
coproc,essor) 
768K of RAM 
128K of Disk caching 
Microsoft Disk 
Operating System 
When simulating dynamic systems it is necessary to determine 
the integration step size that will most accurately portray the 
behavior of the system and ultimately affect the simulation 
execution time. Logically, a larger step size constitutes a 
smaller number of derivative evaluations per simulation run 
resulting in faster execution. Unfortunately, it is not that 
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TABLE 9 
A COMPARISON OF ACSL AND TUTSIM 
ISSUE ACSL TUTSIM 
Maximum allowable 64K 999 
program size blocks 


















Change integration YES YES 
controls 
Save and recover YES YES 
results 
Print and plot results YES YES 
Scan range of output YES NO 
Restart simulation YES YES 
COMMENT 
Will vary between 
design engineers 
ACSL - FORTRAN; 
TUTSIM - FORTRAN and 
c 
Both languages will 
work with or without 
a FLOP coprocessor 
ACSL - once each 
conmunication 
interval if a PREPAR 
statement is used. 
TUTSIM - once per run 
if output is directed 
to a file. 
There must be enough 
RAM resident to 
execute either 
simulation program. 
TUTSIM requires a 
separate program for 
each technique. 
TUTSIM only verifies 
the last calculated 
value. 
ACSL capability is 




simple. Each integration algorithm is designed to produce results 
within a certain tolerance or accuracy level, thus, requiring the 
analyst to choose the appropriate integration routine and step 
size for his application. 
Of the three numerical integration routines used in this 
research, the Euler method is common to both ACSL and TUTSIM, 
while the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta algorithm is a feature of ACSL 
and Adams-Bashforth is implemented in TUTSIM. The Euler method is 
generally used to obtain a solution to the well-posed 
initial-value problem: 
dy/dt = f(t,y) a 2_ t 2_ b, y(a) = a. 
The Euler method is a one-step method because each approximation 
to y depends only on the previ:ous approximation. In order to 
approximate the so 1 ut ion of the in it ia 1-va 1 ue problem described 
above at (N+l) equally spaced numbers in the interval [a,b], the 
following Euler Algorithm may be used: 
INPUT endpoints a,b; integer N; initial condition a. 
OUTPUT approximation wi, (i = 0, 1, ... , N) toy at the (N+l) 
va 1 u,es of t. 
Step 1: Set h = (b-a)/N; Define the step size. 
Initialize t to beginning of the interval. 
Use initial condition as initial 
approx~mation toy. 
OUTPUT (t0, w0); Display the approximation. 
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Step 2: For i = 1, 2, ... , N do Steps 3, 4; 
Step 3: Set wi = wi-l + hf(ti-l' wi_ 1); Approximate y. 
t. = a+ ih; Compute the next t. ,, 
Step 4: OUTPUT (ti, wi); Display the approximation. 
Step 5: STOP; 
Figure 24 graphically represents the Euler method 
approx imat i'on to y ( t) . Note the slight error growth as t. 
1 
increases. This controlled error growth can be attributed to the 
stability of Euler's method, i.e., the truncation errors are 
















t2 (3 f4 
Figure 24. The Euler Method (Burden, Faires and 
Reynolds 1981). 
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The Runge-Kutta Order Four integration method is a derivation 
of the Euler method, which is sometimes referred to as the 
Runge-Kutta First Order method. Runge-Kutta Order Four 
approximates the function, y(t), four times in the subinterval, h, 
of [a,b] as opposed to the Euler method of one approximation per 
subinterval. The following algorithm approximates the solution to 
the initial-value problem described above via the Fourth Order 
Runge-Kutta method: 
INPUT endpoints a, b; integer N; initial condition a. 
OUTPUT approximation w1, (i = 0, 1, ···~ N) toy at the (N+l) values of t. 
Step 1: Set h = (b-a)/N; Def i ne the step size. 
Initialize t to beginning of the interval. 
Use initial condition as initial 
approximation toy. 
OUTPUT (t 0 , w0); Display the approximation. 
Step 2: For i = 1, 2, ... , N do Steps 3-5; 
Step 3: Set Kl = hf(t. 1' w ) • ,_ i-1 ' 
K2 = hf(ti-l+h/2, w i _ l +K / 2 ) ; 
K3 = hf ( t . 1+h/2 , wi-l'K2/2); ,_ 
K4 = hf(t;-1+h, wi-l'K3); 
Step 4: Set w. = w. 1 + (Kl +2~ + 2K3 + K4)/6; 1 ,_ 
t. = a + ih; Compute the next t. 1 
Step 5: OUTPUT (ti , w i) ; Display the approximation. 
Step 6: STOP; 
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The main computational effort in using the Runge-Kutta 
methods is the evaluation of the function, f. In the algorithm 
described above, the intermediate function values, K1 through K4, 
are calculated with each increment of the step size. Typically, 
an increase in the number of evaluations per step constitutes an 
improvement in the local truncation error. Therefore, higher 
. 
order methods with larger step sizes are generally preferred over 
lower order methods with smaller step sizes. A comparison of the 
Runge-Kutta methods, Euler, Modified Euler, and Runge-Kutta Order 
Four, suggests the following: For a given initial-value problem, 
solution by the Runge-Kutta method with step size, 4h, should 
y i e l d more accurate res u 1 ts than so 1 ut ion of the same prob 1 em by 
the Euler method with step size, h. This is because the 
Runge-Kutta Order Four ·method has a local truncation error of h4, 
while the Euler local truncation error is of order h. Moreover, if 
the Fourth Order Runge-Kutta method is to be superior to the 
Modified Euler method, then it should produce more accurate 
evaluations for a step size, 4h, than the second order method does 
for a step size, 2h, due to the algorithm local truncation errors, 
h4 and h2, respectively. 
The two methods discussed above are referred to as one-step 
methods because the approximation of the point, ti+l' includes 
information from only on,e of the previous points, t 1• Although 
one-step methods general l1y use evaluation information at points 
between t. and t. 1, they do not retain such information for l l+ 
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direct use in subsequent evaluations. Methods using the results of 
more than one previous point to approximate the function at the 
next point are called multistep methods. The Adams-Bashforth 
technique employed by TUTSIM is such a method. 
There are two types of multistep methods: imp 1 ic i t and 
explicit. An implicit method such as Adams-Bashforth is used to 
predict or approximate the function y(t), while an explicit method 
like Adams-Moulton is used to correct or improve upon the 
approximation obtained by the explicit method. Algorithms composed 
of both explicit and implicit multistep methods are called 
predictor-corrector algorithms. The Adams-Bashforth variation 
imp 1 emented in TUTS IM is strictly a two-step predictor method. 
The following algorithm describes the solution to the 
initial-value problem: 
y I = f ( t ,y) ' a ..s._ t ..s._ b, y(a) = a 
at {N+l) equally spaced points in the interval [a,b]: 
INPUT endpoints a, b; integer N; initial condition a. 
OUTPUT approximation wi, (i = 0, 1, ... , N) toy at the (N+l) 
values oft. 
Step 1: Set h = (b-a)/N; Define the step size. 
Initialize t to beginning of the interval. 
Use initial condition as initial 
approximation toy. 
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OUTPUT (t0, w0); Display the approximation. 
Step 2: Set t 1 = a + h 
w1 = w0 + (h/2)[f(t0, w0) + f(t 1, w0+hf(t0, w0))J 
Step 3: OUTPUT (t1, w1); Display the approximatfon. 
Step 4: For i = 2, 3, ... , N do Steps 5, 6; 
Step 5: Sett. =a+ ih; , 
w. = w .. 1 + (3/2)hf(t. 1' w. 1·) - {1/2)hf(t. 2'' w. 2l , ,_ ' ' 1- ,_ 1- ,_ 
Step 6: OUTPUT {ti, w1); Display the approximation. 
Step 7: STOP 
Note that it is necessary for w1 to be ca 1 cul ated by a 
one-step method of the same order of local truncation error, such 
as the Second Order Runge-Kutta (modified Euler) method, in order 
to have the necessary previous approximations available for use by 
the Adams-Bashforth two-step method (Burden, Faires and Reynolds 
1981) • 
Tables 10 and 11 present the simulation execution times for a 
variety of integration step sizes for the ACSL and TUTSIM 
programs, re·spectively. This delta time step sensitivity analysis 
was performed on the 386 based IBM PC/AT for each of the numerical 
integration routines used in this research. A maximum of two 
different execution speeds was gathered from the 286 based IBM 
PC/AT, while the execution speed for the most accurate delta time 
step was recorded from the 8088 based Zenith 159. Included is the 
primary result of the missile benchmark simulation, the missile 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Conclusions and recorrmendations based on the. research results 
presented here are provided in the final chapter. 
CHAPTER VI 
CO:NCLUSIONS 
While the objective of this work was to develop an initial 
database on the performance of two continuous simulation 
languages, ACSL and TUTSIM, in a microcomputer environment, the 
real contribution of this work is its ability to assist the 
practicing simulationist in his choice of which language and 
ha rd ware resources to emp 1 o y . Con c 1 us ions and rec olllTie nd at ions are 
based on the primary measure of performance, simulation execution 
time, comparab 1 e 1 anguage features of ACSL and TUTS IM, and the 
future of the CSSL standard and continuous simulation in general 
in a microcomputer environment. 
Execution Time - The Primary 
Measure of Performance 
Simulation execution time was chosen as the primary measure 
of performance to give the s imul at ion i st some insight to the 
efficiency of large scale simulation in a personal computing 
environment. Two integration algorithms were used in each 
continuous s imu 1 at ion 1 anguage to study the sensitivity of the 
simulation execution time to different numerical integration 
routines. When studying the effect of the integration step size 
on the s i mu 1 at ion exec u t ion t i me an . i n i t i a 1 step s i ze i s tested . 
In subsequent runs, the step size is halved or doubled or both, 
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depending on the results of the previous run to find the largest 
possible step size that re,asonab ly portrays the behavior of the 
system. Figures 25 and 26 surrmarize the results of Tables 10 and 
11 in step size versus execution time graphs for the Runge-Kutta 
and Adams-Bashforth algorithms. The execution times have been 
plotted for those step sizes that yield desirable missile range to 
target values. In Figure 25 it is evident that the 386 based 
machine is the most efficient with times of less than two minutes 
for the two most acceptable step sizes. A delta time step of 
0.001 for the Runge-Kutta algorithm is unnecessarily small because 
it yields the same accuracy as a time step five times its size. In 
addition, the ACSL Runge-Kutta run times of less than four minutes 
from the 286 based machine are well within reason. In Figure 26, 
once again the 80386 processor yields the smallest execution time 
for the TUTSIM Adams-Bashforth and Euler algorithms. The, 
extremely long run times generated by the 8088 based computer 
exhibit how much of the execution speed can be attributed to the 
floating point operation coprocessors of the 80386 and 80286 
machines. 
Because TUTSIM is written in Assembler, a lower level 
language than the FORTRAN based ACSL, one might expect the TUTSIM 
execution times to be faster than the ACSL times, especially when 
comparing Euler results. Moreover, one could expect TUTSIM to 
e,xecute faster when comparing the Adams-Bashforth results to the 











































































































































































performs two derivative evaluations per delta time step while the 
Runge-Kutta technique approximates the function four times in each 
step. Conversely, ACSL executes faster than TUTSIM in both cases 
b1ecause of its adherence to the CSSL standard. The ACSL source 
code listing in Appendix C shows a significant amount of code in 
the initial section that is only executed once during the 
simulation run. In TUTSIM this code is executed every delta time 
step regardless of whether it produces the same solution each 
time. This tremendous overhead outweighs the 1efficie,ncy gained 
from developing .TUTSIM in a low level, lan 1guag;e. 
Realizing the processing differences between ACSL and TUTSIM, 
an attempt was made to make a more accurate comparison between the 
two Euler method runs with step sizes of 0.001. The ACSL 
communication interval was set to O. 001 to cause only one pass 
through the derivative section to occur per pass through the 
dynamic section. The TUTSIM code equivalent to the ACSL initial 
sect ion was removed from the TUTS IM program and executed of fl ine 
in a FORTRAN program. The FORTRAN output was returned to the 
TUTSIM program as initial condition parameters to the range and 
Euler angle integrator blocks. Upon re-e,xecution the TUTSIM run 
time decreased by approximat,ely three minutes, but the missile 
range to target increased slightly. The twelve minute run 
difference remaining between the two languages supports proponents 
of structured programming and high level languages with optimizing 
compilers. 
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During the exercise described above, it was discovered that the 
change in the ACSL cofTTilunication interval from 0.01 to 0.001 
approximately doubled the simulation run time. This time increase 
was not expected because there is no code contained strictly in 
the dynamic section of the ACSL missile simulation. It is all 
contained within the derivative section. A closer look at Figure 
10, the flow and control of an ACSL program, revealed that for a 
communication interval of 0.01 and a delta time step of 0.001, ten 
passes through the derivative section are made before control is 
returned to the dynamic section. For a corrmunication interval 
equal to the delta time step, NSTP becomes 1, thus, causing only 
one pass through the derivative sect ion before the termination 
flag is checked and control is returned to the dynamic section ,. 
Therefore, half of the execution time was due to program control 
overhead. Not only were the execution times different for the two 
Eu 1 er runs using the same step size, but the miss i1 e range to 
target values were different, al so. This is because one more 
derivative evaluation was performed for the communication interval 
of 0.01 than for the interval of 0.001. 
Two comparisons can be made between the Runge-Kutta and Euler 
algorithms of the ACSL simulation run time results. As previously 
discussed, lhigh 1er order al,gorithms with larger step sizes are 
generally preferred over lower order algorithms with smaller step 
sizes because of the order of the local truncation error. This 
statement is evidenced by two of the ACSL s imul at ion runs.. The 
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386 Runge-Kutta run with step size equal to 0.01 allows the 
missile to come within B feet of the target, while the 386 Euler 
run with a step size of one-quarter the Runge-Kutta time step only 
allows the · missile to come within 120 feet of the target. A 
second comparison can be made between the Eu 1 er and Runge-Kut ta 
runs with the same communication i nterva 1 s and the same delta time 
steps, 0. 01 and 0.001, respectively. Because the Runge-Kutta 
Order Four algorithm performs four derivative evaluations per time 
step to every one of the Euler approximations, a Runge-Kutta run 
should take approximately four times as long as an Euler run. 
Indeed, it does. Table 11 reveals that the TUTSIM missile range 
to target values for the same integration algorithms and the same 
step sizes vary between machines. The TUTSIM Users Manual states 
that TUTSIM digital cal cul, at ions have random roundoff errors on 
the order of one part in 1,000,000 (Reynolds and Wolf 1987). The 
TUTSIM simulation run results in Appendix G for two identical runs 
on two different machines do vary randomly in the sixth 
significant digit, thus, causing the final missile range to target 
value to be different from machine to machine. The accuracy of the 
ACSL results for identical runs on different machines can be 
attributed to the double precision arithmetic used in the 
calculations of the state derivatives. 
Tables 10 and 11 reveal that across the board, the 80386 
machine was approximately four times faster than the 80286 
machine. Several differences in the hardware configurations of 
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the two machines contributed to this speedup. In order for an 
80286 machine to execute the same number of instructions as an 
80386 processor, twice the n'umber of instruct ion fetches must be, 
made. Secondly the 80386 and supporting 80387 coprocessor clock 
speeds are over twice that of the 80286 processor. ·Thirdly, the 
80386 IBM PC/AT ,employs a memory caching scheme whereas the 80286 
IBM PC/AT has no disk or memory caching technique. 
Simulation execution time should not be the only criteria for 
choosing a simulation language and accompanying hardware. 
Simulation language features and level of user friendliness should 
also be considered. The following discussion expands on the 
important simulation features of ACSL and TUTSIM compared in Table 
9. 
A Comparison of ACSL and TUTSIM 
In the area of processing strategies, ACSL outperformed 
TUTSIM for the purposes of this effort. ACSL *s division into the 
INITIAL, DYNAMIC, DERIVATIVE, and TERMINAL secti ,ons al lows the 
user to develop his s imulation in a manner that will optimize 
simulation execution speed and accuracy of results. Conversely, 
TUTSIM executes each line of code every delta time step. 
Secondly, ACSL provides the simulationist with a choice of seven 
integration algorithms and one user written routine, while TUTSIM 
only offers two methods. The ACSl algorithm can be chosen 
interactively without the necessity of retranslating the 
simulation source code. Two copies of the TUTSIM simulation must 
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exist in order to study the sensitivity of simulation execution 
time to the integration algorithm. Both simulation languages 
allow the user to stop the simulation in mid process, change 
output parameters or time steps, and proceed to completion; 
however, TUTSIM implements this feature in a less cumbersome and 
more user friendly manner. A 1 so, both languages off er the user 
the ability to write his own subroutines. This feature is 
standard with ACSL, but must be purchased separately with TUTSIM. 
In the a.rea of numeric and graphic output, TUTSIM was more 
user friendly than ACSL, a trait that is highly expected by 
veteran persona 1 computer users. For example, TUTS IM a 11 ows the 
user to plot results during simulation execution, while ACSL 
requires the user to wait unt i1 processing is comp 1 ete before a 
plot can be generated. Also, the TUTSIM plot labeling process can 
be performed at the user's discretion by pre-defined function 
keys, while the ACSL plot generation process is dictated by 
meticulous FORTRAN syntax. Numerically, ACSL was more productive 
than TUTSIM. ACSL's output list is unlimited, while TUTSIM 
restricts the user to four variables at a time. In addition, ACSL 
allows multiple Y axes to simultaneously appear on a graph while 
TUTSIM restricts the user to one Y axis per hardcopy. 
The PC versions of both ACSL and TUTS IM are continuously 
being developed and new releases are made periodically; however, 
both languages could be improved in specific areas. TUTSIM needs 
to offer more integration algorithms and the ability to choose 
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algorithms interactively. ACSL would do a great service to its 
users by replacing the current plotting process with a less 
cumbersome, more user friendly process. Both languages could 
improve by taking advantage of the predomi.nant PC features of 
today such as windowing, mouse selection, and menus. In the mid 
1980's several a.rticles were published dealing with the role of 
persona 1 computers in the dig ita 1 continuous s imu 1 at ion process. 
It was predicted that predominant fe.atures such as these would 
make the digital simulation process accessible to simulationists 
with minimal computer science background. It was also suggested 
that very attractive modeling alternatives such as entering and 
manipulating the model via a graphical editor would be available 
(Rimvall a.nd Cell ier 1985). Today there ar 1e several simulation 
packages on the market that contain these features, e.g., Matrix 
X, SLAMSYSTEM, and SIMON. Of the two continuous simulation 
languages studied in this effort, TUTSIM is particularly suited to 
the adaptation of a graphical editor because program generation is 
already governed by a processing flow diagram. Perhaps Mitchel 1 
and Gauthier have refrained from introducing such enhancements to 
ACSL so as not to diverge from the ever present CSSL standard. As 
the role of personal computers advances further into the field of 
digital continuous simulation, there is the possibility that a new 
standard will emerge. 
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The Future of Continuous Simulation 
in a Microcomputer Environment 
The CSSL corrmittee standard has been serving as a template 
for the development and evaluation of continuous simulation 
languages since 1967. This long lived standard can be attributed 
to the farsightedness and expertise of the SCi corrvnittee members. 
However, new developments in software engineering, modeling 
techniques, and hardware resources in the 1980s have resulted in a 
divergence of exi:st ing languages from the CSSL corrrnittee standard. 
Si, nee the mid-eighties discuss ions have been surfacing on the 
topic of a new continuous simulation language standard, although 
one has yet to be developed. Instead of following the example of 
their forefathers and developing an open-ended standard that can 
be used by a 11, the standardization proponents, many who are 
product vendors, have stifled the development process by insisting 
their product become the standard. Nevertheless, since talks 
began the proponents have agreed to include the following features 
in a new standard: 
a. hierarchial modeling with flexible submodel handling, 
b. simulation databases or the ability to interface with 
database packages, 
c. a graphical editor for model development, 
d. a standard operating system that is totally machine 
independent, 
e. the inclusion of discrete events and processes, 
f. more versatile experimental frames. 
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In relation to the two languages studied in this effort, only 
a small subset of this wish list of standardization features is 
included today. Currently submodel ing is being handled via user 
written subroutines or by manually feeding the outputs of one 
submodel simulation to another; however, the ability to link 
together independently generated ACSL and TUTSIM programs would 
increase productivity especially in extremel:y large scale 
s imul at ions. ACSl currently handles large amounts of data v i,a 
table lookup, while TUTSIM requires the use of an exte,rnal data 
file. The ability of continuous simulation languages to interface 
with database packages wo1ul d a 11 ow the analyst to store the 
various inputs that are required to perform a simulation study in 
a concise, manageable manner for easy input to the simulation. 
In the microcomputer environment, Mi croSoft DOS has become 
the universal disk operating system. Most software packages 
purchased today require a copy of MS DOS for instanation and 
execution purposes. However, the intention of the standardization 
proponents goes beyond a genera 11,y uni versa 1 personal computer 
disk operating system. They are interested in the implementation 
of an entire environment, such as the proposed Department of 
Defense Ada environment, that wi 11 standardize the user i nt ,erface 
to the machine operating systems with unified editors, file 
handlers, and process controlle,rs (Rimvan and Cell ier 1985) .. Ada 
replaced COBOL as the official DoD computer language several years 
ago and has yet to become a standard in many mainframe shops much 
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less in the microcomputer environment. While graphical editors and 
versatile experimental frames are prevalent today, simulationists 
will have to look to the future for standardized operating 
en vi ro1 nments. 
Is it necessary for the CSSL standard to be completely 
replaced in order for the aforementioned features to become a part 
of continuous system simulation or can the open-endedness of the 
standard allow the support of such enhancements without 
significant changes? This research has revealed that the 
structured CSSL · modeling process takes advantage of structured 
programming and optimizing compilers that keep simul,ati,on 
execution times reasonable for large scale simulations in a 
microcomputer environment. Language features such as those 
discussed above can be implemented via CSSL and non-CSSL languages 
alike without disturbing the productivity of the language. The 
world of microcomputers is such a dynamic environment that 
research such as this should continue· to keep the practicing 
simulationist abreast of those continuous simulation languages and 
hardware configurations that produce the most efficient and 
accurate simulation study results. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
THE ORIGINAL ACSL MISSILE 




"MODULE AEPO CM,CA,CN = ~LF'HA, DELTA, MACH II 
II F' I TC:H MOMENT ( CM==F" ( ALF'HA, DELTA, MACH) ) II 
TABLE CM,3,11,9,7/ 
-E.,. , -4. , -2. , <). 0 , 2. , 4. , 6. , 8. , 1 0. , 1 2. , 14. , 
--20. ' -15. ' -10. ' -5. ' 0. 0, 5. ' 10. , 15. , 20. , 





1 ;3. ' 9. , 4. ' 0. ' -4. 5, -10. , -18. , -28. , -41 • , -5;3. , -6'3, 
25. ,23., 17. '16.' 14., 5. ,-3. ,-12. ,-26. ,-38. ,-52.' 
41 . , 34. , 30. '32. , 32. , 22. , 10. , 1 . , -12. , -26. , -42. , 
55. ,45. ,43. ,46. ,55. ,45. ,26. '13. ,-4. ,-17. ,-33., 
65. , 57. , 55. , 58. , 6 7. , 6 7. , 40. , 1 '3. , 5. , -12. , -32. , 
-34.5 ,-45.,-52.,-65.,-83.,-94.,-84.,-84.,-91.,-96.,-96., .. . 
-24.5 ,-34.,-41.,-52.,-72.,-73.,-68.,-74.,-B4.,-95.,-108., .. . 
-5.5 ,-14.,-25.,-35.,-45.,-45.,-53.,-61.,-74.,-86.,-94., ..• 
4. ,-3.5,-10.,-17.5,-24.,-26.5,-36.5,-49.,-61.5,-73.,-81., •.. 
1 '3. , 10. , 4 .. , 0. , -4. , -'3. , -1 '3. ' -30. , -43. , -56. , -6'3. , 
34.,23.5,18.,17.5,16.,B.5,-1.5,-11.,-24.5,-39.,-57., 




-18.,-31. ,-18.5 ,-53.,-63.,-68.,-72.,-76.,-85.,-103.,-104., 
-5.,-17.,04.5 ,-36.,-44.,-51.,-56.,-67.,-7~.,-97.,-100., 
9.,-4.,-13.,-17.,-25.,-34.,-42.,-53.,-68.,-86.,-89., 
22. , i' 1 . , 4. , (l. , -5. 5, -13. , -23. , -36. , -51 • , -68. , -81 • , 
35. '26. , 21 . , 1 7. , 14. , 8. ' -4. , -19. , -34. , -50. ' -73. ' 
49.,39.,37.5,36.,33.,25.,10.,-5.,-21.,-39.,-62., 
62.,53.,51.,53.,52.,42.,26., 4.,-14.,-33.,-58., 




1 c) • , - 1 • , - 1 1 .. ' - 1 8 • , - 2 6 • , - 34 . , -4 1 • , -5 5 • , - 7 4 • , - •3 4 • , - 1 1 (> • , 
25. r 15. I E.,. J 0. r -6. p -14. p -24. ,-38,, ,-56. J -76. J -'35. p 
40. , 31 . , 23. , 18. , 14. , 6. , -7. , -21 . , -38. , -58. , -80. , 
55. , 44. , 3'3. , 39. , 35. , 26. , 7. , -9. , -26. , -4 7. , -70. , 
73. , 58. , 54. , 56. , 55. , 48. , 24. , 5. , -13. , -38. , -EA. , 
8 5 • , 7 0 • , 6 5 • , 6 '3 • , 7 1 • , 6 1 • , 3 ':1 • , 1 2 • , - 1 0 • , - 3 1 • , ·- 6 0 • , 
-26. ,-36. ,-47.,-66.,-83.,-84.,-82.,-84.,-34.,-109.,-114., 
-17. ,-26., - 36.,-54.,-70.,-71.,-72.,-76.,-BB.,-104.,-111., 
- 3 • , - t 4 . ' _·_ 2 3 • , - 3 8 . , - 5 0 •. , -5 4 . , -5 8 . , -6 7 • , - 7 'j • , - ·35 • , - 1 0 5 .. , 
l 2 • , - 1 • , --· R • , - 2 1 • , - ::: '3 • , -:- 3 5 • , - 4 4 • , - 5 3 • , -6 6 • , - 8 7 • , - 9 '3 • , 
2 7 . , 1 6 . , 8 . , 0 . , - 7 . , - 1 E, • , - 2 7 • , - 3 '3 • , -5 4 • , - 7 2 . , -8 7 • , 
42. '33. '24. '21.' 15.' 3., -10., -25., -42., -57., -75., 
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5 7 • 1 4 6 • ' 3 '3 • r 3 8 • ' 3 6 • , 2-:; • p 4 • p - 1 1 • I - 2 '°9 • p - 4 '3 • ' - b 9 • p 
71 . , 58. , 52. ' 54. ' 56. ' 39. ,, 18. ' -2. ' -20. ' -40. ' -53. ' 
80. ' 58. , 53. ' 65. ' 75. ' 52. , 28. , E,. ' -14. , -36. , -60. , 
-12.,-22.,-33.,-47.,-60.,-53.,-56.,-61.,-71.,-81.,-95., 
-5.,-16.,-26.,-37. ,-44.,-44.,-50.,-56., - 65.,-76.,-90., 
4 • , - 7 . , - 1 5 . , - 2 8 • , - 3 8 . , - 3 7 . , -4 0 . , -4 '3 • ' - 5 '3 • , - 7 1 • , - 8 5 . , 
13. , 3. '-6. '-15. , -22. , -25. , -32. , -41. , -53. , -65. '-82. ' 
23., 14., 6., o. ,-7. ,-14. ,-23. ,-34. ,-47. ,-51. ,-77., ... 
33. , 25. , 18. ' 15. , 8. , -3. , -14. '-27. '-4 l . '-57. ' -72. ' 
4 2 . , 3 5 • , 2 8 • , 28 . , 2 4 . , '3 • , -6 • , - 1 '3 • , - 3 5 ,. , - 5 1 • , -6 •3 • , 
51. , 44. ' 38. , 37,. , 30. , 1 E.. , 4. , -12. ' -2'3. , -46. , -64. , 
58. , 50. , 45. , 4 7. , 46. , 25. , 10. , -7 . ., -23. , -41 . , -5'3. , 
-2.;-11.,-19.,-29.,-36.,-37.,-41.,-48.,-58:,-68.,-78., 
4.,-6. ,-14.,-24. ,-30.,-32 ,-37.,-44.,-54.,-64. ,-74., 
9. ,-2.,-10.,-18.,-23.,-25.,-31.,-39.,-49.,-60.,-71., 
l 4 • , 4 • , - 3 • , - 1 1 • ' - 1 6 .. ' - 2 C) • , - 28 . ' - 3 5 • ' -4 5 • ' - 5 5 • ' -6 5 • ' 
22. ' 13. , 6. , 0. , -6. , -13. , -22. , -31 . , -41 . ' -51 . , -E, 1 • , 
30. ' 22. ' 15,. , 1 l. ' 4. , -6. ' -16. , -27. , -37. , -4 7. ' -57. , 
35. , 28. , 22. , 18. , 1 1 . , -1 . , -13. , -23. ' -33. , -42. , -51 • , 
40. ' 32. , 26. , 24. , 18. , 6. ' -7. ' -18. , -28. , -38. , -48. ' 
46. , 37. , 31 . ·, 29. , 24. , 11. , -3. , --14. , -24. , -34. , -44. I 
II AX I AL FOF.:CE ( CA=F ( ALF'HA, DEL TAL' MACH) ) II 
TABLE CA,3, 10,5,7/ 
-6.,-4.,-2.,.0, 2., 4 .. , 5., 8., 10., 12., 
. 0' 5. (>, 10. 0, 15. 0, 20. 0, 
.4, .75, .9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.75, 2.48, 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
• .....i, "'""'' · ·-..Jp .u, "'""'' . ....,, . ...,, . .....i, • ...,, ....,, 
.3, .3, .3, .3, .3, .4, .4, .5, .5, .5, 
• 3 , . 3 , • 4 , • 5 , . 6 , • 7 , • 8 'I • ·3 , • '3 , 1 • 0 , 
. 5' . 7' . '3' 1 . 0' 1 . 1 ' 1 . 3' 1 . 4' 1 . 5' 1 . 5, 1 . 55' 
.·3, 1.1, 1.3, 1.s, 1.7, 1.s,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3, 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
•'-'f •'-'p "'°"'' •'-'p o-...J' •'-'p •Up o-...Jp •'-'• •'-'• 
• 3 , . 3 , • 3 , • 4 , • 5 , • 5 5 ' • 6 , • 7 , • 8 ' • '3 5 ' 
• 3 , • 4 , • 5 , • 6 , . 7 , • '3 , 1 • 1 , 1 • 2 , 1 • 4 , 1 • 5 5 ' 
• 7 , • 8 ' . '3 5 , j_ • 2 , 1 • 3 , 1 • 5 , 1 • 8 ' 2 • 0 , 2 • 1 , 2 • 3 , 
1 • C) p 1 • 3 p 1 • 5 ' 1 • 7 5 ' 1 • '3 p 2 • 1 p 2 • 4 I 2 • 6 p 2 • 7 5 ' 2 • 8 f 
. 38, • 38, . 38, . 39· r • 38, . 38, • 4, • 5, . 6, . 7, 
• 3 8 , • 3 8 , . 3 8 ' • 3 8 , • 5 , . 6 , • 8 , . •::J 5 , 1 . 1 , 1 • 2 , 
. 3 8 , . 3 8 , . 6 , . 7 5 , . ·3 , 1 . (> 5 , 1 . 2 , 1 . 4 , 1 . E, , 1 . 8 , 
• 7 5 , . 9 ' 1 . 0 5 , 1 . 2 , 1 • 4 , 1 . b 5 , 1 . '3 , 2 • 0 5 , 2 • 2 , 2 • 3 5 , 
1.3,1.45, 1.65,1.85,2.05,2.25,2.6,2.8,2.9,3.0, 
• 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 ' • 6 , • 6 5 , • 7 5 , • •j , 
• 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • E. 5 , • 8 , • ·3 5 , 1 • 2 , 1 • 4 , 1 . 6 , 
• 5 4 ' • 5 4 , • 7 , • 8 5 , 1 • 0 5 , 1 . 2 ' 1 • 4 5 , 1 • 7 ' l .• 8 5 , 2 . 0 5 ' 
. 85 , 1 . 05 , 1 • 2, 1 • 4 , 1 • 5, 1 . 8 , 2 . 0' 2. 3' 2 ,. 5, 2. 8, 
1 . :2' 1 . 4, 1 . 5, 1 . 8, :2. 2' ::.: . 45, :2. 7, 3. 0 1 3. 3, 3 . 5, 
. 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , • 5 4 , . 5 4 , . 6 , . 6 5 , • 7 5 , • '3 , 
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. 54, . 54, . 54' . 54, . f:,5' • 7~, . 85, . 85, 1 . (>, 1 . ::.: , 
. 54, . 6, . 75, . 85, 1 . 0, 1 . 1~,- 1 . 3, 1 . 45, 1 . E,, 1 . 75, 
. 8 ' . •:J ' 1 . 0 5 ' 1 . 2 ' 1 . 3 5 ' 1 . 5 5 ' 1 . 8 ' 2 . 0 5 ' 2 . 3 ' 2 . 5 5 ' 
1 . 1 5 , 1 . 5 , 1 . 7 , 1 . 8 5 ' 1 . •3 5 , 2 . 1 , 2 . 4 , 2 . E, 5 , 2 . '3 5 , 3 • 2 , 
. 5 4, . 54, . 54, . 54, . 54, . 54, . 54, . 6, . 7, . 8, 
. 54' . 54' . 54, . 6, • 65' • 75, . 8' . '3, • 1 (>, 1 • 1 ' 
. E, 5 , • 7 , . 7 5 , . 8 , . 8 5 , . ·3 5 , 1 . 1 , 1 . 2 5 , 1 . 4 , 1 . 5 , 
• 8 t • '3 ' 1 • (l ' 1 • 1 , 1 • 2 ' 1 • 3 ' 1 • 4 5 ' 1 • 6 5 ' 1 . 8 5 ' 2 • (> ' 
1 • (> 5 I 1 • 2 r 1 • 3 t 1 • 4 5 p 1 • b I 1 • 7 5 p 1 • '3 p 2 . <) 5 r 2 • 2 5 p 2 • 5 r 
. 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 55, . 55, 
. 48 r • 48, . 48, . 48, . 48, . 55, . 6, . E..5, • 75, . 8, 
• E,' • E, , • 5 , . 6 , . 7' • 75, . 8, . "3, 1 . 0, 1 . 05' 
. 7, . 75, . 8, . 85, . '3, 1 . 0, l • 1 , 1 . 2, 1 . 35, 1 . 5, 
. '35, 1 . 0, 1 . 05, 1 . 1 , 1 . 25, 1 . 4, 1 . 5, 1 . 65, 1 . 75, 1 . ·30 I 
'' NOF.:MAL FOF:CE ( C:N==F C: ALPHA, DEL TA, MACH) ) " 
TABLE CN,3,9,5,7/ 
-E.,. , - 4. ,-2., o., 2., 4., 6., 8., 10., 
-20.0, -10.0, 0.0, 10.0, 20.0, 
• 40' . 75, • '30, 1 . 10, 1 • 30, 1 • 75, 2. 48' 
- 1 5 • ·3 , - ·3 • '3 , - 6 • 3 , - 2 • 3 , 3 . 1 , 8 • 1 , 1 1 • 8 , 1 7 • 5 , 25 • 2 , 
-14.8 ,-7.'3,-5.3,-0.6,3.2,7.2,11.8 ,18.,25.3, 
-12.4,-7.0,-3.2, o.o, 3.8, 8.2, 13.7,20.0,27.3, 
-10. 0, - E. 1 , -1 . 1 , 0. 6, 4. 4, 9. 2, 15. 5, 22. 0, 2'::J. 3, 
-8 • •3 , -4 . 1 r - C) • 1 , 2 • 3 r 4 • 5 , 8 • 3 r 1 5 • 6 , 2 2 • 5 r 2 '3 • 4 , 
-37.9,-10.,-E,.1,-2.2,3.5,8.6,14.,25.6,30.1, 
-35.5,-8.2,-4.2,-0.8,3.9,7.1,13.,25.2,30.2, 
-12.6,-7.2,-3.2, o., 4.0, 8.2, 14.5,24.8,28.E,, 
-11 . 3' -6. 2, -2. 2, 0. 8, 4. 1 , '3. 3, 16. 0' 24. 4, 27. 0, 
-9.3,-4.4,-0.3, 2.2, 4.5, 7.8,15.0,23.0,27.1, 
- 1 6 . 5 , - 1 0 • 7 , - 6 • 8 , - 1 • 5 , 3 • 8 , 7 • 8 , 1 2 • '3 ' 1 '3 • 8 , 2 E, • 7 , 
- 1 ~3 • 7 ' - ·3 • '3 , - 5 • , - 0 • 3 , 3 . 8 , 8 • , 1 3 . 1 , 2 0 • 1 , 2 8 • 1 , 
- 1 3 . 2 , - 8 . 6 , - 4 • 2 , (> • , 4 • 2 , 8 • 8 , 1 4 • 3 , 2 1 . 3 , 2 '3 • 0 , 
-12.7,-7.3,-3.4, 0.3, 4.6, 9.6,15.5,22.5,29.'3, 
- ·~ . ·3 , - 6 • 5 , - 1 • 6 , 1 • 5 , 4 • 6 , '3 • 8 , 1 5 • 7 ' 2 2 • 8 , 3 1 . 3 , 
-12.1,-12.7,-6.8,-0.8, 4.3, 10.,14.6,21.3,29.5, 
-10.8,-10.9,-5.2,-0.2, 4.6, 9.4, 14.8,21.5,30.3, 
- : 1 . 6, - '3. 8, -4. E,, 0. , 4. 6, '3. E,, 15. 3, 22. 4' 30. 4, 
- · 1 :=: • 4 ' - 8 • 7 , - 4 • 0 ' 0 • 2 ' 4 . 6 , ·3 • 8 , 1 5 • 8 ' 2 3 . 3 , 3 0 • 5 , 
-11. 1,-5.3,-2.4, 0.8, 4.3, 3.2,16.0,23.5,31.3, 
- 1 fJ • ·3 , - 1 1 • 2 , - E, • , - 0 • E , 5 • , 8 • 8 , 1 5 • 8 , 1 ':J • 8 , 2 6 • 2 , 
-· 1 5 • 2 ' -3 . 6 ' - 4 • 7 ' 0 • ' 4 • 5 ' 8 . 8 ' 1 5 • 5 ' 2 0 • 5 , 2 6 • '3 , 
- 1 4 . 1 , - 8 • 8 ' - 4 . 0 , 0 • 0 , 4 • (> , 8 • 8 , 1 4 • '3 , 2 1 .. 3 , 2 7 • '3 ' 
-1:3.0,-8.0,-3.3, 0.0, 3.5, 8.8,14.3,22.1,28.'3, 
- 1 1 . :3, -5 . 4 , -2. (l , (l • 6 , 3 . 0, 8 . 8, 1 4 . 0, 22. 8, 29. 6, 
- 1 ~J • 3 , - 2 4 • ·2 , - 5 • b , - 0 • 8 , 
- 1 3 • 8 , - 2 2 • ·3 , - 4 . 4 , --· 0 • :~ ' 
4 • , 7 • t , 1 1 . 5 1 t 5 • '3 1 2 1 . 5 , 
3 • '3 , 7 • 8 t 1 2 • 1 ' 1 7 . 4 ' 2 :2 • 1 , 
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-12. E,, -8. (>, -3. E,, 0. 0, 3. E,, 8. o, 12. 8' 18. 1, 23. 1, 
-- 1 1 • 4 , - £ . •::J , - 2 . 8 , 0 • 2 , 3 • 3 , 8 . -:: , 1 3 . 5 , 1 8 • 8 , 2 4 • 1 , 
- 9.6,-5.6,-1.6, 0.8, 3.2, 8.3, 14.0, 13.3,24.7, 
- 1 2 • 5 , ·-8 • 4 , - 4 • '3 , - (I • '3 , 2 • 6 , 5 • 8 , '3 • f, , 1 4 • 1 1 8 • 4 , 
- · 1 1 • 5 ' - 7 • 5 ' - 4 • 1 , -- (l • E, , 2 • 8 , E, • 2 , 1 (> • , 1 4 • 4 , 1 '3 • ' 
- 1 0 . 5 , - 6 . 7 ' - 3 . 2 , (l • 0 , 3 . 2 , E, • 8 , 1 0 . 7 , 1 5 . 1 , 1 '3 • E, , 
- "3 • 4 , - 5 • '3 ' - 2 • 3 ' 0 • E, , 3 • E, , 7 • 4 , 1 1 • 4 , 1 5 • 8 , 2 (l • 2 1 
- 8 • 5 , - 5 . 0 , ·- l . 5 , (I • '3 , 3 . 8 , 7 • 8 , 1 1 • 8 , 1 6 • 2 , 2 (l • 8 / 
INITIAL 
LOG I CAL LFF.:EE 
II GLOBAL DATA II 
VARIABLE TIME = 0.0 
CONST A NT T I ME 0 = 0 , 13 = 3 2 . 2 , RADE 13 = 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 , F' I = 3 • 1 4 1 5 '3, 
TFINAL = 60 
II LAUNCH CONDITIONS 
CONSTANT ANGLAD = 1.0 
II DEFINE INITIAL POSITIONS AND ANGLES CLAUNCH CONDITION) 
DELXO = XT-XL 
DELYO = YT-YL 
DELZO = ZT-ZL 
RANGO = SQRT( DELX0**2 + DELY0**2 + DELZ0**2 ) 
RL = SQRTCXL**2+YL**2) 
CPSIL = XL./RL 
SPSIL = YL/RL 
RT = SQRT( XT**2 + YT**2 + ZT**2 
RTV = SQRT( XT**2 + ZT**2 ) 
SS I GAB ~ YT/ i:;::T 
CSIGAB = RTV/PT 
SIGAB = ATANC SSIGAB /CS IGAB ) 
SSIGEB = -ZT/RTV 
CSIGEB = XT/F:TV 
SIGEB ATANCSSIGEB/CSIGE8) 
CZETA = CPSIL*CSIGEB*CSIGAB+SPSIL*SSIGAB 
SZETA = SDRTCCSPSIL*SSIGEB*CSIGA8)**2+ ... 
( CF'S I L *SS I 13 EB :i< · CS T GA 8 ·i -JHE-::: + . . ~ 
C: CF'S I L ·*"SS I r:.; /':.. 8 - SF' S I L *CS I 13 EB ·IE-CS I 13 AB ., ·!f- * :'. ) 
ZETA = ATANC:SZETA/ C:Z ETA:> 
ANGLA == f\NGL_AD / F;·ADECi 
RBI = SINC:F'I-ZETA-ANGLA)*RL/SINC:ANGLA) 
RIV = RBI*CSIGA8 
XINT RIV*CSIGEB 
YI NT = PB I ·IE-SS I GAB 
ZINT = -RIV*SSIGE8 
XLI XIrr: - XL 
Y L I -· Y T ~,.IT ·- ' " 
~ L I ···- Z I t.J .. ,. 
p L I v' ==: s Q F' T { x L. T lf ~ · >~ ZL r • ~ 2 l 
" 
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THETO = ATAN<:-ZLI/XLI:> 
F'SIO = ATANCYL.I/PLIV) 
II COMMUN I CAT I ON I NTl~RVAL_ II 
CINTERVAL CINT=. 10 
II FUNCTIONAL SF'EC IF I CAT I ON II 
MACRO RA<U,V,X,Y,THE) 
U = X*COSCTHE:> + Y*SIN<THE) 
V = -X*SINCTHE) + Y*COSCTHEJ 
MACF.:O END 
END $ "INITIAL" 
DYNAMIC 
DEF~IVATIVE 
II MODULE F'DWEF:PLANT <" THF.:UST, DELMAS = TI ME ) II 
CONSTANT TBM = 4200, TSM = 600, TS = 2.5, 
ISP = 23-0.06, IP = 30000. 
THRB = RSW (TIME.LT.TS, TBM, 0.) 
TCO = '""= ....:., ._, , . . . 
THRS = RSW (TIME.GT.TS .AND. TIME.LT.Teo, TSM, 0.0) 
THRUST = THRB + THRS 
IPA = INTEGC THRUST, 0.0) 
DELMAS = IPA/(G*ISP) 
" MODULE TAP13ET C: XT, YT, ZT = TI ME ) " 
CONST ANT X T= 1 0000, YT ==2000, Z T=5000. 
11 MODULE A I PFF.'.AME ( XI , YI , Z I , XI D, YID, Z ID, U, V, l--J = 
" DELM, THF.:UST, FXA, FYA, FZA, L, M, N ) 
!I 
CONSTANT S = 0.512, D = 0.987, CGO =14.0, CGB = 3.3333, 
MASSO = 16.326, IXX = 0.5, IYYO = 100.0, IYYBO = 60.0, 
WTX = 0.0, WTY = 0.0 
CONSTANT XL = -5.0, YL = 0.0, ZL = 0.0, 
UO = 50.0, VO = 0.0, WO = 0.0, 
PHIO = 0.0, P = 1.0, QO = 0.0, RO = 0.0 
II CONSTANT F.:OLL RATE " 
MASS DF A I PrF.:AME II 
DELCG = IPA*C:CGO-CGBJ/IP 
er:.; = C130 - DELCt3 
IYY = IYYO - IPA*CIYYO-IYYBO)/IP 
I Z Z = I YY 
MASS = MASSO - DELMAS 
POT A TE MI SS I LE l.JE H3HT TO MI SS I LE BODY FF:AME 11 
PA ( WZ 1, WX 1 = MASS.;<-1::'.i, WTX, THETA) 
PA<WX, WY2 = WX1, WTY, PSl) 
F'.A C: t..JY, l·J?. :- l~J'l 2, W Z 1. , F·H T ., 
FOF'CE C:ALCULAT I DNS 
F X - -F X A + t,.J X + TH F' lJ ST 







FZ = -FZA + WZ 
ANGULAF.: VELOCITY CALCULATIONS 
Q = INTEG (CM+ IZZ*P*F.'.)/IYY, QO) 
R = INTEG CCN - IYY*P*Q)/IZZ, RO) 
EULEF: ANGLES II 
PHID = P - THETD*SINC:PSI) 
PHI = INTEG CPHID, PHIO) 
PSID = O*SINCPHI) + R*COSCPHI) 
PSI = INTEG CPSID, PSIO) 
THETD = (Q*COSCPHI) - R*SINC:PH!))/COSC:PSl) 
THETA = I NTEC:j C: THE TD, THET 0) 
MISSILE VELOCITY II 
U = INTEG (C:FX/MASS)-Q*W+R*V, LJO) 
V = INTEG CCFY/MASS)-R*U+P*W, VO) 
W = INTEG CCFZ/MASS:>-P*V+D*U, WO:> 
ROTATE MISSILE VELOCITY TO EAPTH-FIXED AXES " 
. RA (YI 04, Z I D4 = V, W, (-PH I) ) 
F.'. A ( X I D 2 , Y I D = U , Y I D 4 , ( -F· S I :> :> 
RA(ZID, XID = ZID4, XID2, (-THETA):> 
MISSILE POSITION II 
XI= INTE13 <XID, XL) 
YI = INTEG CYID, YLl 
ZI - INTEG C:ZID, ZL) 





Z I , THETA, PS I , PH I, U, V, W, F', Q, F.'., 
CONSTANT WDX? 0.0, WDY = 0.0, WDZ = 0.0, 
CL= 0.0, CLP= 0.0, ... 
CMQ = -300, CMR = -300, CNA = 50, CNB = 50.0 
ROTATE ATMOSPHERIC WIND SPEED TO BODY FRAME 
RACWWS1,WUS1 = WDZ,WDX,THETA) 
RACWUS,WVS2 = WUS1 1 WDY,PSI) 
RACWVS,WWS = WVS2,WWS1,PH!) 
MISSILE VELOCITY IN AIP 11 
uw = u - wus 
vw = v - wvs 
WW = W - WWS 
CALCULATE MAGNITUDE OF MISSILE AIR SPEED 
VWM = SQRT<UW**2 + VW**2 + WW**2) 
CALCULATE ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP 
ALPHA= ATAN CWW/SQRTCUW**2 + VW**2)) 
BETA = ATAN C-VW/LJW) 
ALPTOT = SQRTCALPHA**2 + BETA**2 ) 
DYNAMIC F'RESSUPE ~~ MAC:H NUMBEF.: 
H = ABS CZ!) 
QP = RHO*CVWM**2)/2. 
F.:HD = 0. 002377*EXP C:-0. 00002'37*H :> 
VS= 1./(8.94E-4 + 3.71E-9*H) 
MACH = VWM/VS 
FOF'CE CAL.CUL.AT I 01\IS 
I yy, I z z' DEL CG II 
FXA QF'~· S*CA ( ALF'TDT*F'.ADEG, DEL TOT *F'.ADEG, MACH) 
FYA DP*S*CN (BET A ·~PADEG, DEL.F:L *F'./\DEt::J, MACH) 
FZA = GlP ·~S*C'N C:Al.YHA*F'.ADF·13, DFL .. UD*F:ADEC'.i, MACH) 
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MOMENT CALCULATIONS If 
M 
N 
QP*S*D*CCMCALPHA*RADEG, DELUD*RADEG, MACH)-CMQ*Q~D/ 
(2.*VWM)-CNA*ALPHA*DELCG/D) 
QP*S*D* (CM ( BETA*F.'.ADEG, DELRL *F.'. ADEG, MACH) 
- CMR*R*D/(2.*VWM) - CNB*BETA*DELCG/D) 
11 MODULE GU I DCON ( DELUD, DELF.:L = XYZT, XY ZDT, XYZ I, XYZD I, 
THETA, PHI, PSI, P, Q, R, AUD, ARL ) 
CONSTANT TE = 0.5, RS= 4000.0, KGB= 0.0025, 
II 
KTDB = 0.25, KAB = 0.00001, TAU! = 0.8, 
TAU2 = 0.1, DELMAX = 0.35, TAUS= 0.1 
CONSTANT DLUDBO = 0.0, DLRLBO = 0.0, EPUDBO = 0.0, 
EPRLBO = 0.0, DELUDO = 0.0, DELRLO = 0.0 
11 MISSILE/TARGET F.:ELATIVE POSITION 
DELXD = XID 
DELYD = - YID 
DELZD = - ZID 
II LINE - OF - SI13HT AN•3LES II 
DELX ·- XT XI 
DELY = YT - YI 
DELZ ZT - ZI 
RAD = CDELX*DELXD + DELY*DELYD + DELZ*DELZD)/RANG 
RANG = INTEGCRAD,RANGO) 
BEAM F~IDING GUIDANCE II 
F~ADAF~ BEAM ANGLES II 
RTV = SQRTCXT**2 + ZT**2) 
RT = SQRTCRTV**2 + YT**2) 
SS I GAB = YT /F~T 
CSIGA8 = F~TV/PT 
SIGAB = ATANCSSIGAB/CSIGAB) 
SSIGEB = -ZT/RTV 
CSIGEB = XT/RTV 
SIGEB = ATANCSSIGEB/CSIGEB) 
BEAM/MISSILE F.'.ANGE " 
MUJ = C-XI*XT*YT + YI*RTV**2 
MUK C-XI*ZT + XT*Zl)/RTV 
A22 = COSCPHI) - SSIGAB*CTHETA - SIGEB)*SINCPHil 
A23 = SINCPHI) + SINCPSI)*CTHETA - SIGEB)*CDSCPHI) 
A 32 - · -SI N C: F'H I ) - SS I GAB* C: THETA - S I GE B ) *C 0 S C: F· H I ) 
A33 = COSCPHI) - SIN(PSI)*(THETA - SIGEB)*SINCPHI) 
MURL = A22*MUJ + A23*MUK 
MUUD = A32*MUJ + A33*MU k 
9 EA M F: I DER AU T OF' I L. 0 T - BE AM P 0 WE F.'. I S C 0 NS TANT " 
AUD = FZA/MASS 
.APL = FYA/MASS 
CANAF:D DEFLECTION II 
DLCRLB = -KGB•LEDLAGC:TAU1,TAU2,MURL,OLF.'.LB0)-kTDB*R-KAB*ARL 
OLCUDB = VGB*LEDLAGC:TAU1,TAU2,MUUD,DLUD80 ) -KTDB•Q-KAB*AUD 
GU I DANCE SE L ECT I ON /\NO SEF:VOS " 
L FF.: EE = : 1 M 1::: • I.. T • n : 
DELCUD = RSW ( LFREE, O, DLCUDB 
DELCRL = F.'. SW ( LFREE, 0, DLCF'l_B ., 
II 
94 
DELUD = LIMINT ((OELCUD-DELUDJ/TALJS, 
-DELMAX, DELMAX ) 
DELPL == LI MINT .( C:DELCRL-DELRL) /TAUS, 
-DELMAX, DELMAX ) 
DELTOT = SQRTCDELUD**2 + DELRL**2 ) 
TERMINATE ON RANGE OR TIME LIMIT 
DE LUDO ' ... 
DELRLO , ... 
TERMTC C:TIME.GT.TFINAL).OR. CRANG.GT.40000.).0R. 
( (F.'.ANG. LT. 5000:>. AND. C:PAO. GT. 0. (l) :> 
END $ II DEF: I VAT I VE II 
END $ "DYNAMIC" 
TEF.:M INAL 
END $ "TEF:MINAL" 
END $ II F'~'. OGRAM II 
APPENDIX B 
THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM 
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REGR.FOR;l PROGRAM 0003 VERSION 1.0 
(C) Copyright 1988 Martin Marietta Corporation. 
All rights reserved. 
FORTRAN source code for a multiple regre,ssion model of the 
missile axial force, normal force, and pitch moment data. 











DI MENS I ON A ( 1 0, 10) , B ( 10, 10) , CC: 10, 10) 
EXTEPNAL F,G,H 
DATA NM/9/,NA/9/,NN/9/,MM/693/,MA/350/,MN/315/ 
DATA IF~OWM/ 10/, IFWWA/ 10/, IF:OWN/ 10/, IPOWXM/6'33/, IF:OWXA/350 / 
DATA IROWXN/315/ 
CALL TABLES 
DO 100 I=l,IROWXM 




























WRITE(6,*)'COEFFICIENTS OF REGRESSION MODEL CM' 
WRITE<6,*)(ACI,NM+1),I=1,NM+1) 
CALL STMLRG(NA,MA,B, IRDWA,CA,IROWXA) 
W~: I TE ( 6 , * ) 
WRITE(6,*)'COEFFICIENTS OF REGRESSION MODEL CA' 
WRITEC6,*lCB(I,NA+1),1=1,NA+1) 
CALL STMLRG(NN,MN,C, IRDWN,CN,IROWXNl 
WRITEC:6,*) 
WRITE(6,*)'COEFFICIENTS OF REGRESSION MODEL CN' 







DO 1000 I=l,MM 
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085 VAL CALC VAL EF:F.:OF.'' 
CM ( I , 1 1 ) =F (A, NM, CM ( I , 1 ) , CM<' I , 2) , CM ( I , 3) , CM ( I , 4 ·1 , CM ( I , 5) , CM C: l , E, ) , 
* CM ( I , 7 ) , CM ( I , 8 ., , CM ( I , '"3 :i ) 
CM ( I , 1 ::: ) =CM ( I , 1 0 ·1 - CM C: I , 1 1 ) 
SSEM=SSEM+(CMCI,12)*CMC:I,12)) 
SUMM=SUMM+CM<:I,10) 
C WF: I TE ( E., *) I , CM C I , 10) , CM ( I , 1 1 ) , CM ( I , 12) 
1000 CONTINUE 
WF~ I TE ( 6, * "> 
CMMEAN=SUMM/MM 
DO 1001 I= 1 , MM 
SSTM=SSTM+(CCMCI,10)-CMMEAN)*(CMCI,10>-CMMEAN)) 
SSRM=SSRM+C(CM<:I,11)-CMMEAN>*C:CMCI,11)-CMMEANJJ 




~:F.:M=SSF.:M I SSTM 









00 2000 I=t,MA 
CA ( I , 11 ) =G ( B, NA, CA ( I , 1 ) , CA ( I , 2) , CA ( I , 3) , CA C: I , 4) , CA ( I , 5 :i , CA ( I , E. :> , 
* CACI,7:>,CAC:I,8:>,CArI,9)) 
CA C: I, 12) =CA (I, 10) -CA ( I, 11 ) 
SSEA=SSEA+CCACI,12)*CAC:I, 12)) 
SUMA=SUMA+CACI,10) 
C W F.: I TE ( 6 , * ) I , CA C: I , 1 c) :> , CA ( I , 1 1 ) , CA ( I , 1 2 ) 
2000 CONTINU!;: 
WRITEC:6,*) 
CAMEAN=SUMA / MA 





F:A=SQF.:T ( F.'.RA) 
WRITEC5,2002)SSEA,SSTA 
200~ FORMATC1X,'SSEA=',F15.5,5X,'SSTA=',F15.5 J 
WRITEC:5,2003)SSRA,RRA,RA 







DO 3000 I=l,MN 
CN < I , 11 ) =H C: C, NN, CN ( I , 1 ) , CN C: I , 2) , CN ( I, 3) , C:N ( I , 4) , CN ( I , 5) , CN ( I , 6) , 
* CNCI,7),CNCI,B:>,CN(l,9)) 
CN ( I , 12) =CN C I , 1 0 :> -CN ( I , 11 ) 
SSEN=SSEN+C:CNC:I~12)•CNC:I,12)) 
SUMN=SUMN+CNC:I,lOJ 














































COMMON/MISDAT/CM(693, 12J,CAC350, 12),CNC315,12), 
*ZMACHS(7), 
~DELTAS C: ·3 ) , 
*ALPHAS<:ll) 
DPENCLJNIT=lO,FILE='C:\ACSL\MISS.DAT' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL') 
F:EAD ( 10, *) (ALPHAS C: I:> , I= 1, 11) 
READC:10,*)(0ELTAS(I),I=1,3) 
READ C: 10, *) C: ZMACHS ( I) , I= 1 , 7) 
L=l 
DO 100 I=l,7 
D 0 1 0 1 J == 1 , '3 







1 (><) CONT I NUE 
DO 400 J=l,693,11 
READC:10,*)C:CMCI,10J,I=J,J+10) 
400 CONTINUE 
F.: EA D C: 1 0 , * ) ( ALPHAS C: I ) , I = 1 , 1 0 :> 
READC10,*)CDELTASC:Il,I=1,5) 
L=1 
DO 200 1:::1,7 
DO 201 J=l,5 








DD 500 J=l,350,10 





DO 300 I= 1 , 7 
DO 301 J=l,5 








Do 5 no .J = t , 3 1 s , ·:J 
~::E t~ D ( 1 0 , ·W· ) ( C N C: I , 1 0 ) , I = J , J + 8 ) 






THE ACTUAL ACSL MISSILE 
SIMULATION SOURCE CODE 
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MISSR.CSL;l PROGRAM 0001 VERSION 1.0 
(C) Copyright 1988 Martin Marietta Corporation. 
All rights reserved. 
ACSL source code for a six degree of freedom beam riding 
cruise missile simulation. 
CONTACT: Amy B. Kirkland 
(407) 356-5 119 
PPOGF'.AM MISSILE 
INITIAL 
LOG I CAL LFF.'.EE 
"GLOBAL DATA" 
104 







CONST ANT TI MEO = 0, 13 = 32. 2, F.:ADE13 
TFINAL = 60 
57.2958, PI= 3.14159, 
CONST ANT AN13LAD = 1 • 0 $ II LAUNCH CONDITIONS II 
"DEF" I NE INITIAL POSITIONS AND ANGLES (LAUNCH C:OND IT I ON) " 
DELXO = XT-XL 
DELYO = YT-YL 
DELZO = ZT-ZL 
RANGO = SQRTC DELX0**2 + DELY0**2 + DELZ0**2 ) 
RL = SQRT<XL**2+YL**2) 
CPSIL == XL/RL 
SPSIL = YL/RL 
RT = SQRT( XT**2 + YT**2 + ZT**2 
RTV = SQRT( XT**2 + ZT**2 ) 
SS I (3A8 = YT /PT 
CS I GAB = F.:TV /RT 
SIGAB = ATANC SSIGAB/CSIGAB ) 
SSit3EB = -ZT/RTV 
CS I GEB = XT /F.:TV 
SIGEB = ATANCSSIGEB/CSIGE8) 
CZETA = CPSIL*CSIGEB*CSIGAB+SPSIL*SSIGAB 
SZETA = SQRT((SF'SIL*SSIGEB*CSil3A8)**2+ ... 
CCPSIL*SSIGEB*CSIGAB)**2+ ... 
(CF'S IL *SS I GAB-SF'S IL ·Jf-CS I GEB*CS I GAB) **2 ) 
ZETA = ATANCSZETA/CZETA) 
ANGLA = ANGLAD/RADEG 
RBI = SINCPI-ZETA-ANGLA)*RL/SINCANGLA) 
F.: I V = F.~ B I *CS I GAB 
XINT = RIV*CSIGEB 
VINT = RBI*SSIGAB 
ZINT = -RIV*SSIGEB 
XLI XINT - XL 
YL 1 -- YI NT - YL 
ZL I -- Z I Nl-
F'. L I V ~= SQ F.: T ( X L I 1F- * 2 + Z L I * * ;:: ) 
THETO = ATANC:-ZLI/XLI) 
PSIO = ATAN(YLI/RLIV) 
" COMMUNICATION INTEF.:VAL II 
CI NTEF.:VAL CI NT=. 10 
11 FUNCTIONAL SPEC: IF I CAT I ON II 
MACRO RA(LJ,V,X,Y,THEJ 
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U = X*COS(THE) + Y*SINCTHE) 
V = -X*SINCTHE) + Y*COSCTHE) 
MA1:::::PO END 
END $ "INITIAL" 
DYNAMIC 
DEPIVATIVE 
11 MODULE POWEF.:PLANT ( THF.:UST, DELMAS = TI ME ) " 
CONSTANT TBM = 4200, TSM = 500, TS = 2.5, TCO 
~SP = 230.05, IP = 30000. 
THRB = RSW CTIME.LT.TS, TBM, 0.) 
'""'c-
..::,, .... J , ••• 
THRS = RSW (TIME.GT.TS .AND. TIME.LT.Teo, TSM, 0.0) 
THRUST = THPB + THPS 
IPA = INTEG( THRUST, 0.0) 
DELMAS = IPA/CG*ISP) 
" MODULE TARGET( XT, YT, ZT TIME ) '' 
CONSTANT XT=lOOOO, YT=2000, ZT=5000. 
11 M 0 DUL E A I F.: F"P AME C: X I , Y I , Z I , X I D , Y I D , Z I D , U , V , W = 
OELM, THRUST, FXA, FYA, FZA, L, M, N ) 
CONSTANT S = 0.512, D = 0.987, CGO =14.0, CGB = 3.3333, 
MASSO = 15-326, IXX = 0.5, IYYO = 100.0, IYYBO = 50.0, 
WTX = 0.0, WTY = 0.0 
CONSTANT XL = -5.0, YL = 0.0, ZL = 0.0, 
LIO = 50.0, VO = 0.0, WO = 0.0, 
PH I 0 = 0. 0, P = 1 . 0, QO = 0. 0, i;:~o = 0. 0 
" CONSTANT F.:OLL RATE II 
MASS OF A I RFF'.AME 
OELCG = IPA*<CGO-CGBJ/IP 
1_:1.:i = 1 __ :1.:iu - DELC(3 
IVY = IYYO - IPA*C:IYYO-IYYBOJ/IP 
I Z z· = I VY 
MASS = MASSO - DELMAS 
F.:OTATE MISSILE WEIGHT TO MISSILE BODY FRAME " 
RACWZl, WX1 = MASS*G, WTX, THETA) 
RA<WX, WY2 = WX1, WTY, PSI) 
RA <WY, WZ = WY2, WZ1, PHI) 
FOF.:CE CALCULATIONS " 
F X -· --F X A + W X + TH F.: UST 
FY -- FY A + l--J Y 






AN(3ULAF.: VELOCITY CALCULATIONS 
Q = INTEG ((M + IZZ*P*R)/IYY, QO) 
R = INTEG ((N - IYY*P*Q)/IZZ, RO) 
EULEF.: ANGLES 
PHID = P - THETD*SIN(PSI) 
PHI = INTEG·CPHID, PHIO) 
PS I D = Q * S I N C: PH I ) + F.'. *CDS ( PH I ) 
PSI = INTEG <PSID, PSIO) 
THETD = (Q*COS(PHI) - R*SINCPHl))/COSCPSI) 
THETA = INTEG CTHETD, THETO) 
MISSILE VELOCITY II 
U = INTEG C:(FX/MASS)-Q*W+R*V, UO:> 
V = INTEG <CFY/MASSl-R*U+P*W, VO) 
W = INTEG ((FZ/MASS:>~P*V+Q*U, WO) 
ROTATE MISSILE VELOCITY TO EARTH-FIXED AXES 
F.:A C: YI 04, Z I 04 = V', W, (-PH I) ) 
RA< X I 02, YID = U, YI 04, C: -PS I) ) 
F~A<ZID, XID = ZID4, XID2, C:-THETA)) 
MISSILE POSITION II 
XI= INTEG CXID, XL) 
YI = INTEG CYIO, YLl 
Z I = INTEG C: Z ID, ZL) 
II 
" MODULE AEF.:OOYNAMICS< FXA, FYA, FZA, L, M, N = 
ZI, THETA, PSI, PHI, U, V, W, P, Q, R, 
CONSTANT WDX = 0.0, WOY = 0.0, WDZ = 0.0, 
CL = 0.0, CLP = 0.0, 
CMQ = -300, CMR = -300, CNA = 50, CNB = 50.0 
ROTATE ATMOSPHERIC WIND SPEED TO BODY FRAME 
RACWWS1,WUS1 = WDZ,WDX,THETA) 
RAC:WUS,WVS2 = WUS1,WDY,PSI) 
RAC:WVS,WWS = WVS2,WWS1,PHI) 
MISSILE VELOCITY IN AIR " 
uw = u - wus 
vw = v - wvs 
WW = W - WWS 
CALCULATE MAGNITUDE OF MISSILE AIR SPEED 
VWM = SQRT(UW**2 + VW**2 + WW**2) 
CALCULATE ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP 
ALPHA= ATAN (WW/SQRTCUW**2 + VW**2)) 
BETA = ATAN C-VW/LJW) 
ALPTOT = SQRT<ALPHA**2 + BETA**2 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE ~ MACH NUMBER 
H = f,BS ( Z I) 
QP = RHO*(VWM**2)/2. 
F:HD -= 0.002377*EXF'(-0.00002'37*H) 
VS= 1./C8.94E-4 + 3.71E-9*H) 
MACH = VWM/VS 
FORCE CALCULATIONS 
















+ ( - . (l 1 "3 3 6 8 5 7 -)E- x 4 ) + ( - . (l 1 1 '3 6 3 1 7 * x 5, ) + ( .• 0 0 4 3 3 •:;i 4 "3 4 * x 6 ) + • • • 
C-.03747494*X7)+(.002515931*XBJ+(.001102901*X9) 
FXA = QF'*S*VALl 










+C: -. 01856613*Y4)+(-.491262*Y5)+(-.01778095*Y6)+ ... 
C-.7033663*Y7)+(-.0004069987*Y8)+C:.04788824*Y9) 
F'YA = QP*S*VAL2 
Z1=MACH 









+C:-.01856613*Z4)+( - .491262*Z5)+C-.01778095*Z6:>+ •.. 
(-.7033663*Z7)+ ( -.0004069987*Z8)+(.04788824*Z9) 











VAL4=10.69226+( - 14.72529*Al)+(3.76037B*A2)+(-3.672246*A3J ... 
+(-.9135707*A4J+C:.06885738*A5)+(-.04535065~A6)+ ... 
( 5. 122883*A 7) + C: . 00036':0502*AB) + ( - • 1445434*A·:n 














N = DP*S*D*(VA~5-CMR*R*Dl<2.*VWMl-CNB*BETA*DELCG/0) 




THETA, PHI, PSI, P, O, R, AUD, ARL > 
CONSTANT TE = 0.5, RS = 4000.0, KGB = 0.0025, 
KTDB = 0. 25, KAB = O. 00001, TAU1 = 0. 8, 
TAU2 = 0.1, DELMAX = 0.35, TAUS= 0.1 
CONSTANT DLUDBO = 0.0, DLRLBO = 0.0, EPUDBO = 
EPRLBO = O. O-, DELUDO = 0. O, .OELRLO = O. 0 
" MISSILE/TAF~t3ET RELATIVE POSITION " 
DELXD = XID 
OELYD = - YID 
DELZD = - ZID 
II LINE - OF" SIGHT ANGLES II 
DELX = XT . XI 
OELY = YT - YI 
OELZ = ZT - ZI 
(> ;; o, 
RAD = <DELX*DELXD + DELY*DELYD + DELZ*DELZDl/RANG 
RANG = INTEGCRAD,RANGO) 
BEAM RIDING GUIDANCE " 
RADAR BEAM ANGLES " 
RTV = SQRTCXT**2 + ZT••2) 
RT = SQRT<RTV**2 + YT**2) 
SSIGAB = YT/RT 
CSIGAB = RTV/RT 
SIGAB = ATANCSSIGAB/CSIGAB> 
SSIGEB = -ZT/RTV 
C:SIGEB = XT/RTV 
SIGEB = ATANCSSIGEB/CSIGE8) 
BEAM/MISSILE RANGE u 
MUJ = C-XI*XT*YT + YI*RTV*•2 - YT*ZI*ZT)/(RT*RTVl 
MUK = <-XI*ZT + XT*ZI)/RTV 
A22 = COSCPHI) - SSIGAB*<THETA - SIGEBl*SIN(PHI> 
A23 = SINCPHI) + SINCPSI)*CTHETA - SIGEBl*CDSCPHI) 
A32 = -SINCPHI> - SSIGAB*CTHETA - SIGEB>*CDSCPHI) 
A33 = COSCPHI) - SINCPSI)•CTHETA - SIGEB)*SIN(PHI> 
MURL = A22*MUJ + A23*MUK 
MUUD = A32*MUJ + A33*MUK 
BEAM PI DEF.: AUTOPILOT - BEAM POWEF.: IS CONSTANT 11 
AUD = FZA/MASS 
ARL = FYA/MASS 
CANAFm DEFLECT I ON 11 
DLCRLB = -KGB*LEDLAGCTAU1,TAU2,MURL,DLRL80)-KTDB*R-KAB*ARL 
DLCUOB = KGB*LEDLAGCTAU1,TAU2,MUUD,DLUD80)-KTDB*Q-KAB*AUD 
GUIDANCE SELECTION AND SERVOS " 
LFREE = TIME.LT.TE 
DELCUD = RSWC LFREE, O, DLCUDB 
DELCRL = RSW( LFREE, O, OLCRLB ) 
ti 
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DEL.UD LIMINT ((DELCUD-DEL.UD)/TAUS, 
- DELMAX, DELMAX ) 
DELRL = LIMINT ((DELCRL-DELRL)/TALJS, 
- DELMAX, DELMAX ) 
DELTOT = SQRY(DELUD**2 + DELRL**2 l 
TERM I NATE ON F:AN(;E OF.: TI ME LIMIT II 
DEL UDO , . . . 
DEL.F.:LO , ... 
TERMT ( ( TIME.GT.TFINALl.OR. ( RANG.GT.40000.l.OR. 
CCRANG.LT.5000).AND. CRAD.GT.0.0)) ) 
END $ 11 DEF:IVATIVE" 
END $ 11 DYNAMIC 1 ' 
END $ II F'F.:OGRAM .. 
APPENDIX D 
THE TUTSIM MISSILE 
SIMULATION SOURCE CODE 
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MISSILE; 1 PROGRAM 0002 VERSION 1. 0 
(C) Copyright 1988 Martin Marietta Corporation. 
All rights reserved. 
TUTSIM program for a six degree of freedom beam riding cruise 
missile simulation. 
CONTACT: Amy B. Kirkland 
(407) 356-5119 
Model File: missil e 
Dat ~ : 7 I 31 I 1988 
Ti me!: 20 : 55 
Timing: 0.0025000 ,DELTA 




y 1: 268 (I. (>(H)(> 
Y·-:· . ..:.. . 
Y '?. ""'. 
199 , -10.0000 
193 ' -10.0000 
Y4: 267 -1.100E+03 
(J. 000(> 1 CON 
32.2000 ·-":• CON ..:.. 
57.2958 ""' .j CON 
""' 1415 4 CON ~-
60.0000 5 CON 
1. 0000 E. CON 
4.20C>E+03 7 CON 
600.0000 8 CON 
2.5000 •3 CON 
35.0000 10 CON 
230.0600 11 CON 
30.000E+03 12 CON 
10.000E+03 13 CON 
2.000E+03 14 CON 
5.000E+03 15 CON 
0.5120000 16 CON 
0.9870000 17 CON 
14.0000 18 CON 
3.3333 19 CON 
16.3260 20 CON 
0.5000000 21 CON 
100.0000 .-.. -. CON ...:: .::. 
60.0000 .-. ....._ CON .,.:;. ,.:, 
0.0000 24 CON 
0. C>OOO .-.C" ..:...J CON 
-5.0000 25 CON 
0.0000 27 CON 
0.0000 28 CON 
50.0000 2·~ CON 
0.0000 30 CON 
0.0000 31 CON 
(>. (>(>(>(> ~--· CON ..:,,~ 
1. 0000 ,.... ...... CON ~..:,, 
0.0000 34 CON 
0.0000 ...... c;-.;.,._) CON 
<). (>(>(>!) 35 CON 
(>. (>(>(>(> 37 CON 
(> • (>C) (l (I 38 CON 
0.0000 3'3 CON 
0.0000 40 CON 
-300.0000 41 CON 
-300.0000 42 CON 
112 
20. c)(>(H) 













POSITION - XI 












































50.0000 43 CON ;CNA 
50.0000 44 CON ; CN8 
0.5000000 45 CON ;TE 
4. OOOE +O:~ 4E CCJ~·J ; F:S 
0. 0025000 47 CON ; ~< GB 
0.2500000 48 CON ;KTDB 
10.000E-06 4'3 CON ;KAB 
0. 1 '38'3430 50 CON 
1. 5'315 51 CON ;TAU2 
0.3500(>(>(> C'"·-· ...J.::.. CON ;DELMAX 
o. 1 (H)(>OOO 53 CON ;TAUS 
0. (><)(>(> 54 CON ;DLUDBO 
0.0000 55 CON ;DLF.:LBO 
0. <)(H)(l 56 CON ;EPUDBO 
(>. (>000 57 CON ; EPF.:LBO 
(>. c)(>(>(l 58 CON ;DELUDO 
(>. 000(> 5·3 CON ; DELF.:LO 
(> • (>(><) (> 60 CON ; ZEF.:O 
-2"3. OOOE-06 61 CON 
3. 71 OE-0'3 62 CON 
0.(>023770 63 CON 
2. (><)(><) 64 CON 
9·34. <..">OOE-06 65 CON 
l . c)c)c)(> 66 C:ON 
3 ·3. 9 '39E+03 67 CON 
5.000E+03 69 CON 
<). (><)(>(> 69 CON 
70 TIM BOOSTER THF.:UST 
71 SUM -70 '3 BOOSTEF.: THF.:UST 
7·~ IFE 71 7 60 BOOSTER THF.:UST ..:.. 
73 TIM SUSTAINER THF.:UST 
74 SUM 73 -'3 SUSTAINER TMRUST 
75 TIM SUSTAINER THRUST 
76 SUM -75 10 SUSTAINER THF.:UST 
77 AND 74 76 SUSTAINEF.: THF..:UST 
78 IFE 77 8 60 SUSTAINER THF..:UST 
79 SUM 72 78 THRUST 
0.0000 80 INT 7'3 INT THF.:UST TO GET IPA 
81 MUL 2 1 1 MASS 
s--· 
..::. DIV 80 81 DELMAS 
83 SUM -82 20 MASS 
84 MUL ~~ 104 ·3·3 EULEF.: RATES Q ~~ 
85 SUM 413 84 EULEF..: PATES - Q 
85 DIV 85 100 EULEF~ PATES - Q 
0.0000 87 INT 8£ EULEF~ F:ATES - Q 
88 SUM .-... -. - .-. ""'"\ EULEF~ F:ATES Q ..:_...:,_ ..::..~ 
8'3 MUL 88 80 EULEF: RATES - Q 
'30 DIV 8'3 12 EULEF~ F~ATES Q 
'31 SIN 121 EULE~: ANGLES - SIN F'S! 
'32 cos 1 1 ~:; cos PH I 
'33 cos 1 15 cos PHI 
'34 SIN 1 :::: 1 SIN F'S I 
·35 SIN 115 SIN PHI 
0.0000 '36 INT 1 1 1 THETA <WITHOUT IC) 
o. 0000 '37 INT l ~: (> PSI (WITHOUT IC) 
(>. (H)(>(> ':JB INT 2£ 7 INTEGFML OF PAD 
·3·3 SUM 100 f,(l IYY+O=IZZ 
1 <)(I SUM -·-:Jo . -.· - ~· EULEF.: ~:ATES Q ..:...;: ... 
l.01. MUL ~ ...... 0 7 1 (>(> EULEF: F.:ATES - F.: .:;,.:;, 
114 
102 SUM -101 421 EULER RATES - F~ 
103 DIV 102 99 EULEF: F:ATES - R 
(1. (1(1(1(1 104 I tJT 1 (l3 EULEF: F:ATES - F.'. 
1 05 cos 115 EULEF: M·JGLES cos F'H I 
1 (1(, MUL 87 l (>3 EULER ANGLES THETr\ 
107 SIN 115 EULEF: ANGLES SIN F'H I 
11)8 MUL 104 l (17 EULER ANGLES - THETA 
1C>9 SUI;\ 10€. -108 EULEF~ ANGLES - THETA 
110 cos 121 EULER AN(2LE THETA - cos PSI 
111 DIV 1 o·?J 11 (> EULER ANGLES - THETAD 
112 SUM ·~e. 4':16 THETA <WITH IC) 
113 MUL '31 11 1 EULER ANGLES - PHI 
114 SUM -113 33 EULER ANGLES - PHI 
0.0000 115 INT 114 EULER ANGLES - PHI 
116 SIN 115 EULER ANGLES - SIN PHI 
117 MUL 11 E.. 87 EULER ANGLES - PSI 
118 cos 115 EULEF~ ~NGLES - cos PHI 
119 MUL 118 104 EULER ANGLES - PSI 
120 SUM 117 1 1 '?i EULER ANGLES - P':I 
121 SUM 97 498 , PSI <WITH JC) 
122 cos 112 cos THETA 
123 MUL 122 8""" ..... MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS ..J .... 
124 SIN 112 SIN THETA 
125 MUL 124 24 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
126 SUM 123 1-·c:' MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - WZl ..:.....J 
127 SIN 112 SIN THETA 
128 MUL 127 -83 2 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
129 cos 112 cos THETA 
130 MUL 129 24 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
131 SUM 128 130 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - WXl 
1 -..-. SIN 121 SIN PSI .,,;,.;;;. 
133 MUL 132 -131 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
134 cos 121 cos PSI 
1 ........ MUL 134 25 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS ,j~ 
135 SUM 133 1~e MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - WY2 ...J..J 
137 cos 121 cos PSI 
138 MUL 137 131 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
13'3 SIN 121 SIN F'S I 
140 MUL 13·3 25 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
141 SUM 138 140 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - wx 
142 cos 115 cos F'HI 
143 MUL 142 135 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
144 SIN 115 SIN F'HI 
145 MUL 144 125 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
14E. SUM 143 145 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - WY 
147 SIN 115 SIN F'HI 
148 MUL 147 -13E. MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
14'3 cos 115 cos PHI 
150 MUL 14'3 12E. MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS 
151 SUM 148 150 MISSILE WT IN BODY AXIS - wz 
152 DIV 35E. 83 MISSILE VELOCITY - u 
1 c:- ...... MUL 87 1 5E .MISSILE VELOCITY - u ...JO:, 
154 MUL 1 (14 1Gl MISSILE VELOCITY - u 
l C:-C' SUM J e ·-· -153 154 MISSILE VELOCITY - u ...J...J ...J • 
5(>. <">(1!)(1 1 56 INT 1 c:-c- MISSILE VELOCITY - lJ ...J...J 
157 DIV 370 83 MISSILE VELOCITY - v 
158 MUL 104 15E. MISSILE VELOCITY - v 
l.5·~ MUL 33 1 E.E. MISSILE VELOCITY - v 
160 SUM 157 - 158 159 MISSILE VELOCITY - \I 
(1. (l(l(>r) lfS 1 INT 150 MISSILE VELOCITY - v 
115 
lF..2 DIV 3 '85 83 MISSILE VELOCITY - w 
1£3 MUL ..:,,~ 161 MISSILE VELOCITY - w 
lE..4 MUL 87 156 MISSILE VELOCITY - w 
1£5 SlJM 162 ·-1 E,3 lEA MISSILE VELOCITY - !,..J 
o. (l(J(l(l 1 r:.r:. H.JT 165 MISSILE VF.J_DC 1 TY -- l·J 
1f,7 cos -- 115 cos -F'HI 
168 MUL 167 1E,1 MISSILE POSITION 
1E.9 SIN -115 SIN -P'HI 
1 70 MUL 16':1 166 MISSILE POSITION 
171 SUM 16.8 170 MISSILE POSITION - YID4 
172 SIN -115 SIN -F'HI 
173 MUL 172 -161 MISSILE POSITION 
174 cos -115 cos -PHI 
175 MUL 174 1 E.E. MISSILE POSITION 
176 SUM 173 175 MISSILE POSITION - ZID4 
177 cos -121 CBS -PSI 
178 MUL 177 156 MISSILE POSITION 
17'3 SIN -121 SIN -PSI 
180 MUL 17·3 171 MISSILE POSITION 
191 SUM, 178 180 MISSILE POSITION - XID2 
182 SIN -121 SIN -PSI 
183 MUL 182 -156 MISSILE POSITION 
184 cos -121 cos -PSI 
185 MUL 184 171 MISSILE POSITION 
186 SUM 183 185 MISSILE POSITION - VID 
0~0000 187 INT 18E. MISSILE POSITION - YI 
188 cos -112 cos -THETA 
189 MUL 18:8 176 MISSILE POSITION 
1 '30 SIN -112 SIN -THETA 
1 '31 MUL 190 181 MISSILE POSITION 
192 SUM 18'~ 1·:H MISSILE POSITION 
0. 00(1(• 1 ':13 INT 1·.~2 MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
1'34 SIN -112 SIN -THETA 
195 HUL 1'34 -176 MISSILE POSITION 
l '36, cos -112 , cos -THETA 
197 MUL 181 1 '36 1MISSILE POSITION 
1'38 SUM 1'35 1'37 M.ISSILE POSITION - XID 
-5.0000 1'3'3 INT 1'38 MISSILE POSITION - XI 
200 cos 112 cos THETA 
201 MUL 200 38 ROTATION o~ ATMOSPHEPIC WIND s 
202 SIN 112 SIN THETA 
203 MUL 202 3E. 
204 SUM 201 203 WWSl 
205 SIN 112 SIN THETA 
20E.. MUL 205 -38 
207 cos 112 cos THETA 
208 MUL 207 3E. 
20'3 SUM 20E. 208 WUSl 
210 SIN 12t SIN PSI 
211 MUL 21 (> -20·3 
212 cos 1::: 1 cos PSI 
:.:: 13 MUL 21::: 37 
214 'SUM 211 213 WVS2 
215 srN 1 1 :·~ SIN PHI 
21 c:. MUL ::: 15 ·-2 14 
217 MUL :.::04 92 
218 SUM 21 E, 217 'WWS . 
::: 1 '3 1::0s 1:2 1 cos F·sr 
221) MUL :::i-:, .7;:c)·=j 
2:::: 1 SIN l :.::: i SIN PSI 
116 
222 MUL 221 37 
223 SUM 220 222 wus 
2:24 cos 115 cos F'HI 
~:25 MUL ::~ ::4 2 14 
22f .. SIN 115 ~3 IN PHI 
227 MUL 22€. 204 
228 SUM .-• .-,c:-L..;_..,J 227 wvs 
229 SUM 15€. -223 MISSILE VELOCITY IN AIF~ - uw 
230 SUM 161 -228 MISSILE VELOCITY IN AIF: - vw 
231 SUM 165 -218 MISSILE VELOCITY IN AIR - WW 
232 MUL 22·::, 22':- SQUAF~E OF uw 
-. ......... 
.:;,.,,;:,.,j MUL 230 23() SQUARE OF' vw 
234 MUL 231 231 SQUARE OF WW 
235 SUM 232 233 234 SUM OF SQUAF.:ES 
236 SQT 235 MAGNITUDE OF MISSILE AIF: SPEED 
239 SUM -:-•':'--:• ..-;,..,,,J~ :233 
240 SOT 23'3 
24i DIV 231 240 WW/SQTCUW*UW+VW*VW) 
242 ATN 241 ANGLE OF' ATTACK ALPHA 
243 DIV -230 229 
244 ATN 243 ANGLE OF" ATTACK - BETA 
245 MUL 242 242 SQUARE OF ALF'HA 
24€. MUL 244 244 SQUARE OF BETA 
247 SUM 245 246 
248 SQT 247 SIDE SLIP - ALP TOT 
249 ABS 193 DYNAMIC PRESSURE AND MACH - H 
.250 MUL 249 61 
251 EXP 250 
252 MUL 251 63 RHO 
253 MUL 236 236 SQUARE OF' VWM 
254 MUL 252 253 
255 DIV 254 64 QP 
25€. MUL 24'3 62 
257 SUM 256 65 
258 DIV 65 257 vs 
259 DIV 236 258 MACH 
26<) SUM 13 -1 '3'3 MISSILE TAF.:GET F'OS AND LOS ANG 
261 MUL 260 -198 
262 SUM 14 -187 
263 MUL 262 -186 
264 SUM 15 - t ·:J3 
265 MUL 264 -192 
266 SUM 261 263 265 
267 DIV 266 268 RAD 
268 SUM '38 442 F~AN•3 
2€.9 MUL 13 13 SQUAF~E OF XT - BEt~M RIDING GUI 
270 MUL 15 15 SQUAF.:E OF ZT 
271 SUM 26':-J 270 
272 SQT · 271 RTV 
273 MUL 272 272 SQUAF:E OF" RTV 
274 MUL 14 14 SQUAF=::E OF YT 
2 75 SUM :::73 274 
27E. SQT :275 F.:T 
'S:.77 DIV 14 ".:'76 SS I GAB 
278 DIV 27-:: 276 CS I 1:;AB 
27'°9 DIV 277 278 
280 ATN 27'~ SI GAB 
281 DIV -15 272 SSIGEB 
:::s:· DIV 13 27:.: ·cs r GE8 
117 
283 DIV :.281 282 
284 ATN 283 SIGE8 
285 SUM 112 284 BEAM/MISSILE RANGE 
·.::es SIN 115 s It..l PHI 
·.::s·1 l"1UL 2£!5 277 285 
288 cos 115 cos F'HI 
28':-J SUM -287 288 A22 
2·:K> MUL 1 ·:r3 13 14 XI*XT*YT 
291 MUL 272 272 187 RTV•F:TV•Y I 
2·n MUL 14 l '33 15 YT•ZI•ZT 
2·;,3 SUM -2·30 291 -2·32 
2·;,4 MUL 276 272 F~T*RTV 
2·35 DIV 2·33 294 MUJ 
2'36 SIN 121 .SIN PSI 
2"37 cos 115 cos F'HI 
2':18 MUL 2'36 285 297 
2·~·;, SIN 115 SIN PHI 
300 SUM 2'38 2·3·3 A23 
301 MUL -1'3'3 15 -XI•ZT 
302 MUL 13 1'33 XT•ZI 
303 SUM 301 302 
304 DIV 303 272 MW< 
305 MUL 285 277 93 THETA*SIGEB•SSIBAB*COSCPHI) 
306 SIN 115 SIN PHI 
307 SUM -305 -306 A32 
308 MUL 285 '34 95 THETA*SIGEB•SINCPSI)•SINCPHI) 
30'3 cos 115 cos F·HI 
310 SUM -308 3c)9 A.33 
311 MUL 28'3 2·35 A22•MUJ 
312 MUL 300 304 A23•MUK 
313 SUM 311 312 MURL 
314 MUL 307 2'35 A32*MUJ 
315 MUL 310 304 A33•MUK 
316 SUM 314 315 MUUD 
317 MUL 48 104 KTDB•R - CANARD DEFLECTION 
318 MUL 4·3 371 KAB•ARL 




320 MUL -47 31 '3 -KGB•LAPLACE LEAD/LAG OF MUF~L 
321 SUM -317 -318 32(1 DLCF~LB 
322 MUL 48 87 KTOB•Q 
323 MUL 4'3 386 KAB*AUD 
0.0000 324 LLG 316 LAPLACE LEAD/LAG OF MUUD 
(J. l '39'343(1 
1. 5·~ 15 
(1. (>(>(l(l 
325 MUL 47 324 KG8*LAPLACE LEAD/LAG OF MUUD 
32f,, SUM -3:22 -323 325 DLCUOE< 
327 T!M TIME 
328 SUM -327 45 -TIME+TE 
3 ::·:J IFE 320 E,(l 326 DELCUD 
~r""'\ -. 
...;,..:,,_ !FE 328 E,(l 3:21 DELCF:L 
,.,"'"'~ 
Opj.,:;..j SUM 32·;, -335 DELCUD-DELUD 
334 DIV #"""""'"'""" c.:•-.. (0ELCUO-DELU0)/TAUS ~~..j ...J..:. 
(I • (l (l (IC) ...... '""<=" LMI 334 LIM!T!NG I NTEGRA TOF: - DE LUO ..;,..;,,.J 
-(I. 35(1(1(>(1(1 
o. 35(1(1(1(1(1 
33.E, SUM ,.,~ .-. -338 DELCF:L-OELRL ,"'1~J~ 
(>. (l(H)(> 
-(1. 35(1(H)(H) 




























41 '3 DIV 
420 DIV 
421 MUL 


















































































































































LIMITING INTEGRATOR - DELRL 
S OUAF:E OF OELUO 
SQUAF.:E OF DELRL 
SUM OF SQUARES 
DEL TOT 
QF'*VAL1*S = F"XA 
-FXA+WX+THRUST = F"X 
S•VAL2*QP = F'VA 
F"YA+WY = FY 
F"YA/MASS = ARL 
S*VAL3*QP = f"ZA 
-FZA+WZ = FZ 















CCCGO+CGB)•IPA)/IP = OELCG 









SQUAF:E OF DELXO 
SQUAF~E OF DEL YO 
SQUAF.:E OF" DEL ZO 
SUM OF SQUA~~ES 
F'ANr3<"t 
119 
443 MUL 26 26 SQUAF.:E OF XL 
444 MUL 27 27 SQUAF:E OF YL 
445 SUM 443 ·t44 SUM OF SOUAF.:ES 
44£ SQT 445 r:·r 
447 DIV ;.:5 -i -~G ·~::-·s l L ·- XL /F'L 
448 DIV 27 44E. :>PS IL = YL /F~L 
449 MUL 13 13 SQUAF~E OF XT 
45() MUL 14 14 SQUARE OF YT 
451 MUL 15 15 SQUAF~E OF ZT 
452 SUM 44'::t 45(1 451 SUM OF SQUAF.:ES 
453 SQT 452 RT 
454 SUM 44'3 451 SUM OF SQUARES CXT••2+ZT*•2) 
455 SQT 454 RTV 
456 DIV 14 4.,.. ..... w..:. SSIGAB 
457 DIV 455 453 CS I GAB 
459 DIV 456 457 SSIGAB/CSIGAB 
459 ATN 458 SI GAB 
460 DIV -15 455 SSIGEB 
461 DIV 13 455 CSIGEB 
462 DIV 460 461 SSIGEB/CSIGEB 
463 ATN 462 SIGEB 
464 MUL 447 461 457 CPSIL•CSIGEB*CSIGAB 
465 MUL 448 456 SPSIL•SSIGAB 
466 SUH 464 465 CZETA 
467 MUL 448 460 457 SPSIL•SSIGEB•CSIGAB 
468 MUL 447 460 457 CPSIL•SSIGEB•CSIGAB 
469 MUL 447 456 CPSIL•SSIGAB 
470 MUL 448 461 457 SPSIL•CSIGEB•CSIGAB 
471 SUH 469 -470 
472 MUL 467 467 
473 MUL 468 468 
474 MUL 471 471 
475 SUM 472 473 474 SUM OF SQUARES 
476 SQT 475 SZETA 
477 DIV 476 466 SZETA/CZETA 
478 ATN 477 ZETA 
47'3 DIV 6 3 ANGLA 
480 SUM 4 -478 -47'3 PI-ZETA-ANGLA 
481 SIN 480 SIN CPI-ZETA-ANGLA) 
482 SIN 479 SINC:ANGL:A) 
483 MUL 481 446 SIN(PI-ZETA-ANGLA)•RL 
484 DIV 483 482 F~B I 
485 MUL 484 457 RIV 
486 MUL 485 4E.1 X INT 
487 MUL 484 456 YINT 
488 MUL -485 4£0 ZINT 
48'3 SUM 486 -:.::6 XLI 
4'30 SUM 487 -27 YLI 
4'31 MUL 49·3 48'3 SQUAF.:E OF XLI 
4·~2 MUL 488 488 SQUAF:E OF Z INT 
493 SUM 491 4'::J2 SUM OF SQUAF:ES 
4·:,4 SQT 4'33 ~~LIV 
4•;;,,5 DIV -488 49·~ ·-7.INT/XLI 
4·~5 ATN 4'35 THE TO 
4·~7 DIV 490 4·;,4 VLI/F.'LIV 
4·:10 ATN 4'::J7 r-·s t (• 
500 SUM 25'3 E.O x l 
51) 1 MUL 342 3 x·.:: 
~j,)2 MUL ::48 ..... X3 ..:, 
5(13 MUL 5(>(l St) 1 '(. l 
120 
504 MUL 500 502 X5 
505 MUL 501 502 XE 
5(1E. MUL 500 500 X7 
507 MUL c:; •.) t ;5 (l l 'f. '.)  __, 
5(18 MUL 502 50·2 X') 
50'3 MUL 701 500 Bl*Xl 
510 MUL 702 501 B2*X2 
511 MUL 703 502 B3*X3 
512 MUL 7(>4 503 B4*X4 
513 MUL 705 504 B5*X5 
514 MUL 7C>E. 505 BE.*XE. 
51.5 MUL 707 506 B7*X7 
51E. MUL 708 507 88*XB 
517 MUL 70"3 508 B'3*X'3 
518 SUM 700 50'3 510 VALl 
511 512 513 
514 515 516 
517 
519 SUM 259 60 Yl 
520 MUL 338 3 DELF~L •F~AOEG=Y2 
521 MUL 244 3 BETA*RAOEG=Y3 
522 MUL 51 '3 520 Yl*Y2=Y4 
C"~ .... 
_,,.:,, MUL 51 "3 521 Yl*Y3=Y5 
524 MUL 520 521 Y2*Y3=YE. 
525 MUL 519 519 Yl*Y1=Y7 
526 MUL 520 520 Y2*Y.2=YB 
527 MUL 521 521 Y3*Y3=Y'.3 
528 MUL 711 51 '3 Bl*Yl 
52'3 MUL 712 520 82*Y2 
530 MUL 713 521 83*Y3 
531 MUL 714 522 84*Y4 
s~-... MUL 715 C' .-,""' 85*Y5 ..:f·6.. ...J.::.....::.. 
533 · MUL 716 524 86*Y6 
534 MUL 717 C" ,.-.~ ...J.::......J 87*Y7 
535 MUL 718 526 BB*YB 
536 MUL 71 '3 527 E«'3*Y'3 
537 SUM 71 (> 528 52'3 VAL2 
530 531 5..., . ..., .._, ,.:_ 
533 534 535 
536 
538 SUM 25'3 60 MACH+O=Zl 
53'3 MUL ~ ..... c::- .... DELUD•RADEG=Z2 ..J.j...J ..:,, 
540 MUL 242 3 ALF'HA*RADEG=Z3 
541 MUL 538 53·3 Zl*Z2=Z4 
542 MUL 538 540 Z1*Z3=Z5 
543 MUL 53'3 540 Z2*Z3=Z5 
544 MUL 538 538 Z1*Zl=Z7 
545 MUL 53·3 53•3 z ·2*Z2=ZB 
545 -MUL 540 540 Z3*Z3=Z9 
547 MUL 711 538 81*Z1 
548 MUL 712 53·~ 82*Z2 
54·3 MUL 713 540 83*Z3 
550 MUL 714 541 8·t *· Z4 
551 MUL 715 542 85•Z5 
552 MUL 71G 543 8E,•ZE, 
CC"'? 
...J ...J .,J MUL 717 544 87•Z7 
554 MUL 718 545 88•Z8 
C::-C' C' 
...J....J....J MUL 7 1 ·3 546 B ·~·z·3 
121 
55E. SUM 710 
54·~ 
c;- c:::- --. 
..J...J .:.:. 
r=-cr.=-
•. ) • .J •. J 
557 SUM 25':J 
558 MUL ,,....,. "'"'C" .:;,.,;;.,J 
559 MUL 242 
560 MUL 557 
561 MUL 557 
562 MUL 558 
563 MUL 557 
5E.4 MUL 558 
565 MUL 55'3 
566 MUL 721 
5E.7 MUL 7.,...,,..,. , ..... 
5E.8 MUL 7·")":' .:.....J 
569 MUL 724 
570 MU'L 1:-·~ ..::......J 
571 MUL 726 
572 MUL 727 
573 MUL 728 
574 MUL 72":J 
575 SUM 25'3 
576 MUL 338 
577 MUL 244 
5,79 MUL 575, 
573 MUL 575 
580 MUL '576 
581 MUL 575 
582 MUL 576 
583 MUL 577 
584 MUL 721 
585 MUL 722 
586 ,MUL 723 
587 MUL 724 
588 M'UL 7·")C:-"'-...J 
589 MUL 726 
590 MUL 727 
5 '31 MUL 728 
5'32 MUL 729 
(>. 444'301 <) 700 CON 
1. 2775 701 CON 
0.0334493 702 CON 
c). 02029·35, 703 CON 
-(1. 0193€.86 704 CON 
-<). 0 11•:Jf.,31 705 CON 
(l.0043384 70f.. CON 
- (I • 3 7 4 7 4 ·;. (> 707 CON 
o. 00 25 1 s·::J 708 GON 
<). c)c) 1 l 02'?:1 70'3 CON 
-1.7284 71 <) CON 
2.055E. 711 CON 
c). 1375520 712 CON 
·::. 7443 713 CON 
-(l. l) 185E.E. 1 714 CON 
- (l • 4 •?:f 1 2 E.::::: <) 715 CON 
-(l. (11 778(1·~ 7 1 E, CON 
-(>. 7 (>33€.E.(l 717 CON 
--40G. 900£ - 0E. 718 CON 












































































































; i:·N 83 
; CN [; 4 
; CN [--<5 
; CN 8& 
; CN 87 
; CN 8 8 
; CN Eri 
122 
10. E,•::J23 720 C:ON ;CM 8(1 
-14. 7253 721 CON ;CM 81 
....... 7E03 722 CON ;CM F<~-: ~-
-·3. G 7'22 7 ·-··~ ....:.:~ CON ; (:r-1 [i3 
-0. ·~ 135710 724 CON ;CM B4 
0.0688573 7""""C' ,.,J CON ;CM 85 
-0.0453506 726 CON ;CM BG 
C" 1228 727 CON ;. CM 87 ..J. 
36. ':1. 700E-06 72'8 CON ;CM BB 
-<). 1445430 72"3 CON ;CM 8 '3 
APPENDIX E 
ACSL NUMERICAL RESULTS 
124 
80386 
Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = .01 
stepsize = .001 
I I ME l~J. 
Z I (i. 
; l ME 1 • 1..::H)(H)t)(H)(J 
Z I 9 8 • ::; ~2 7 •.) 0 •.) •.:i 
i I l"'IE ~. U(.t\_.'(.l(J•.)UU 
Z I 301 . 171 OC•O 
I l l ~ ff-_ ._:::. •.)•:J•._•(l(.•(>•.: •u 
Z I 5 '.:~: 5. 1540(>(1 
I } /•IE 4 - ,..)(J (.1(H)0('1(.1 
Z I 890. 5650•.) •.) 
i I /-IE ~. \~H:1 (H)(l 1._>(H_1 
Z I 1283. 5200(! 
i. I I IE 6 - (.11._.• (.'(..)I, .,(!•.)!) 
Z I 1608. 080•.JO 
1 1 t·IE ;-:. • •.:.O •.>uC.11.) •.)•._1(! 
Z I 1 ~7'49 . 560(1•.) 
;· 1 ME 8. (H)(J(H)1)(H) 
ZI 2360.41000 
; I ME::: 7· . OOu,) 1.)(.1(.1 (.• 
Z I 2784. 600(i0 
i l t .. IE 1 l). •._H)uOUOu 
Z I ::::. 1 88 • 2 0 0 0 ( 1 
1· I ME 11 . OC•(H)(H)O 
Z I :-:;611 • 20000 
l I 1 ..IE 1..:..:.. u(.11.~ .. uuuO 
Z I 4065. 780C••.) 
I 11~JL .i ..:;. - •._.l(.o!)OU OO 
z I 4~:.; ·2c,. ::::2ouo 
I l l"IE:: 1 -~. UUO\)•.)l)i.) 
Z I 498'/. 7 7 OU(.o 
125 
RANG l 1.562.. 2,_,0•.) 
RAD-46. 78l~ 7U,)u 
RANG 11184.4000 
RAD-·3 1 1t. 52500(1 
f-.:ANG l t) 7 :5::;. 1000 
F·:?"'iD ·-'.:i7 2. 99u •.~1 1.~ 1 (1 
HflNL:i 1 !)(.t61 • .20Ci0 
F:AD ·- 7 25. 1 90(1,)\_ . 
Rf·H,JG 9:::;; l c;·. 38000 
RAD-759. 64.~::.ou(i 
F:ANG 8540. 13(100 
RAD-796. 1 . .:..; .3(J(l(1 
RANG 7 7:28. 350UC• 







F~ANG 4128. 13000 
RAD-966. 701 OU(i 
RANG 3145.90000 
RAD-997.584000 
RANG 21 33. '7'9000 
F~AD-1025. 6200(.1 
RAl·.JG 1 0'i'5. 7 7 000 
RAD --· 1050. 4·0UOC> 
RANG 34. 2 79 1 •.)00 
RAD-105:s. 89U•.)(.1 
F<ANG 6.58311000 
RAD 11 7. 4 0 ::::;0..:1U 
XI 1 52. 7~i 0(100 
;, I 1 1 6 3 . 4 c;.· 0 u 0 
:< I l 790. '.:.:.;0° . ..0•.)(1 
;, I 5S' 5~. 46(J(H) 
XI 4714.16000 
XI 5518.1 200 0 
XI 6 .365. 84000 
XI ·x:;_·32. 58000 
x I 811 7. 8 ?Ot)O 
x r ·;o::::; 1. 9.~:ou (> 
;..., I '/ 9 lu. 5..2000 
x I l !) •.)00. ·-.;' (H)(> 
126 
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Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = .05 
stepsize = .005 
I 11-H:: l). 
z l (t_ 
t" l ME 1. O(l1_!(1•_)<_ 11)U 
Z I r79. 3 -3660(1( 1 
f I 1~1E ~. O•.)t_•t)U•. _ _.,_) u 
z i ~-;.o 1 ., t 9 8 0:.:•( !•.) 
r 1 f"H::. . .:;. • •-. >~ _ _. "-• •:".) '-. > o._ • ··- ·' 
z ] ::~2:-:.:; ., (! _/ 1 (1 ( 1') 
·1 I ME 4. 1)0 1: 1(1 0.: •U(.1() 
Z I 890 . 32800<) 
r I ME 5. (.1(1 (H)0000 
ZI 1283.23000 
1' I ME 6 .. •.)(1(.11.) ( 11)(H) 
Z I 1607. 71 0 00 
f I t·IE 7 . u0(1(H) 1 .)(.10 
Z I 1 949. 000•.) 0 
r I ME 8. 1)(>(iOOC•OO 
ZI 2359. 7 4 0 0 0 
f I ME 9. ,)0000000 
Z I 2783. 880U C! 
l I ME 10. 0 (H)(>1y)(' 
Z I 3 1B 7 • . 3 8•."_ .1 i)i: .. 
r I ME l 1 • 1) 0 1: . . _) (_ ... J 1:.• 
Z I 3610. 250(H) 
l I ME 1 2. 0000000 
Z I 4C•64 ,. 751 ( 100 
1 I i'"1E 1 .3 . 1)U•._H)0(h) 
Z I 4!:i25. 2 4 000 
I 1 ITI t:. l 4 • ·~-· (_ .. :_' ~-} •._lt:_ . . __ J 
Z I 4986. 61 (~ \~.' i) 
TI ME 14. 0350(H_.11) 
Z I 5002. 95( 1(h) 
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f ·: f.-i I Ju 1 1 .5 6 ..:: • ..::'. U U U 
f.: t ·\D -A 6 • 7 8 4 J o u '._1 
hANL 11184.4000 
Rl-10 - :314. 52100(1 
F-:r-1HG 1 u735. 1 (1(1(> 
Ht~D --- 57 2. 77 :5.(>01=1 
F:'41·JI., 1(.1061 • 40C•O 
F:hD·-724. 9•.)800U 
Rt-:tl-.J G 9319. 82000 
RAr1-- ·759. :!.7(1( 1(11.) 
F~ i-1N Li 834(J. 8.3000 
f-.:AD-795. 87600(1 
HHNb 1729. :31000 
F:1-1D-828. 293000 
F:AN6 6883,. 22000 
n.:~.U-864. 468000 
f··:f-iNG 5 9"79. 83000 
RAD--901. 8<Y>10(H) 
HANG 5080.97000 
F:i; D-CJ3~i . 27 6000 
f~: t--1 1 -Jt::• 4 1 3t). (>5(l(H) 
F::-1L: --966. 488(H)•.) 
r~:HNG ·3 1 48. 03000 
F:AD-997. 386000 
F:;.\NG 2136. 30000 
F:AD-1025. 4400(1 
F:AH G 1098. 25000 
f-.:,; c1-1 0 5 1d. 24000 
i~~ A ! · ! L; ::.e:,. 86l.i ~)(H)0 
h-,[~ ·-10~56. 5800(1 
r:;: f.'~f·~ G b. 63550000 
F: f..\D 21 O. 565000 
X I 152. 7 7 1 000 
XI 55( >. 997000 
XI 1 .i 6.5. 36000 
XI 1 790. 14000 
XI 2458.58000 
XI 3197.03000 
XI 3951.4000 0 





XI 90 2 9.74000 




Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = .05 
stepsize = .005 
ACSL > 
r I 1"1 C (l. 
Z I 0. 
TI ME 1 • (l ( ll)(l(H)(H) 
ZI 98.33660(10 
TI ME 2. 000(1(1(> i)(l 
Z I 30 l . 1 98000 
TI MC .3. (l(l•)U•.)UUO 
Z J 525. (> 7 1 l)r_")l) 
TI ~1E 4. 000(J(i0(>0 
Z I 890. 3'.;::80(>0 
TI ME. 5. 000000(1') 
Z I 1 28-3. 23000 
TI ME 6. 00(><)0000 
Z I 1607 .'7 1000 
TIME 7.00000000 




z I 278:;"; .• 88(H)(l 








TI ME l •l. 1) ( 11)(H)• .>O 
z I 4 9 8 6 . c_, 1 CH H) 
TI ME 14 . . o ::::.500( >0 
Z I 5(><)2. 95000 
129 
ra,f\J(."1 t l :,.tJ. ~ . ,2 i_>r) t_1 
ra1 r> -- ,,~ t_.. 1D4 7 cioo 
1-;:ANr.; l 1 1U4. 400U 
RAD- ::: 14.521000 
F.:ANG 1 (17::;.::=:i. 1. (>(1(1 
F\?°)D --· 572. 97300(1 
F<A1-.Jc; lone, .t • •l-i) ( Jo.) 
R f.\f> 1:>'.l . 7(10000 
~-.a~1Nr_· : ·? .3 1. '). 8200( > 
r;:,:.·,n- 7517. ::. 70\)00 
R(-'1NG ~=~~-~ ·+O. 8 ~5000 
F-\'.AD - 7 95. 876000 
RANG 7729.31000 
R~iD-828. 293000 
r.:Al'-JG 68[:]3. 22000 
R(;D-864. 468000 
RANG 59•:::;9. f33000 
RAD -- 90 1 . 809000 
Rf~NG ~:iOBO. 97000 
RAD-935.276000 
RANG 41 ~so. 05000 
RAD -·· 966. 488000 
RANG .::. 14r:1. 030(h) 
F.:AD -· 997 . -~O t:>OOO 
RANG '.21 .36. 30000 
RAD 1025.44000 
RANC:J 1 O'in. 2 ;-':iOOO 
F\(40 · j 050. :' lJ.00 0 
r~A t··J t::; _::.6. r:J .: ; •~,·JU< >u 
F:: t·'• I·, 1 ( I ~ ··; ( I • :-=·, [3 Cl (11) 
ru-~NG {J _ .. :, 3 5~:-; oouu 
RAD :~lo . 56::-~ooo 
:< I - ~j. 1._)(l•._l')(H)c)(J 
XI 152.771000 
XI 550.997000 
x r 1 16:::::. 36000 










X I 1000 1 • 400(> 
130 
8088 
Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = .05 
stepsize = .005 
131 
• :
1 1.1 t p l .l l t t me , r· d n ' l • . 1 • .. ; • . · i , 1 . ", J , 1 , . 1 . : • u t: • · __ ·: < 1 
set ·- l n l =. c)~.:i 
pr- e p d r- t i 1 n t:? , r- d n g , ·· \ , y l. , .: l , r .-3, 1 
start 
·r I MF. (l -
y I O. 
TI ME 1 . (>(>(>(>(1(1(>(> 
YI -24. C>S5·i00(> 
TI ME 2. (l(l(J(l(lr)(i<) 
YI 30. 31 780<:11_1 
TI ME 3. 00(>00(1(1(> 
'(I 2 33. 53000(' 
TI ME 4. 0000(>00(> 
YI 3'37. 54 7000 
TI ME 5. 000000(1(> 
YI 4'37. 1 ·3 l 000 
TI ME 5. 0 000000(> 
YI 602.072000 
TI ME 7. 00000000 
YI 781 537000 
TIME 8.00000000 
YI ·353. '350000 
TI ME ·3. (>(>e)c)(l(l(><) 
YI 1103. 1 ':'.100(> 
TI ME 1 (l. OO(l(l(l(l(l 
YI 1 25E.. 8E.(>t) (l 
TIME 11 000000(1 
YI 1443.42000 
TI ME 1 2. (>00000<) 
YI 1627. 13(><)(> 
TI ME 1 3. (>(><)(>(! (>(> 
YI 1801 . E,(l(l(>c) 
r J. ME 14. (l(>(H)(h) ( ' 
YI 1 '386. 6 1 000 
TIME 14.0350000 
YI 1 ·3·33. 37000 
F:: /\ N (; 1 1 3 f., 2 . 2 0 0 0 
Z I C: >. 
~·ANG 1 1 184. 4000 
Z I '38. 33E.GOOO 
F:l\Nt::i 10 7 35. 1 000 
:~ l 3(J 1 • 1 ':18000 
F:r..,r..ic 1ooi:;1. 40(H) 
.~ J 5 2 5 . (> 7 l c) (l (l 
F:ANt3 '331 ·3. 82000 
Z I 8'30. 328000 
F.:ANG 8540. 83000 
Z I 1 283. 23000 
PANG 772'3. 31000 
ZI 1607.71000 
F.:,C.,NG f.883. 22000 
Z I 1 ':J4'3. 00000 
F.:ANl3 5·3·3·3. 83000 
Z I 235'3. 74000 
F.:ANl3 5080. '37000 
ZI 2783.88000 
F.:1-tN13 41 30. 05000 
ZI 3187.38000 
F'l\NG 3148. 03000 
ZI 3510.25000 
i:;-::ANG 21 35. 30000 
Z I 4064. 75000 
F'r":..N1.3 10'38. 25000 
z 1 -is2s. 24000 
r.· r~ N1:::, 3E... 856000 0 
Z I 4 '38E.. 61 000 
F-:ANl3 6. 63550000 
l I 5002. '35000 
x I - 5. (l(l(H)(H)(H) 
F.:AD-46. 784 70(>(> 
XI 152.771000 
F.:AD-314. 521 000 
XI 550. ·:r37000 
F.: A 0-5 7 2 • '3 7 3 0 (l 0 
X I 1 1 63. 3E.OOO 
F.:AD-724. 908000 









F.:AD-'30 1 • 80'3000 
XI 5516.61000 
RAD-'335. 276000 






X I '302'3. 7 4000 
F.:AD-1050. 24000 
XI ·3959. 20000 
RA0-105£. 58(>00 
XI 10001 • 4(> 0 0 
F:AD 210.565000 
1 1\CSL F:l lN -- T J 1'1F E-'r' EJ L E 1~JEL 8P ~~ "*· 1t I 07 I 30 18: 53: 54 
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Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = 0.1 
stepsize = 0.01 
: IME 1). 
Z I O. 
r 1 ME i. (>(H)(H)ooo 
Z I 98. 328600(.1 
l I ME 2. OOOOO(JU•._1 
Z I 301 . 1 "/ ::100•) 
r I ME ::;:; • 1)t)O(H)0(.1 (.1 
Z I 525. 05200(1 
TIME 4 .. 00000000 
ZI 890.191000 
r 1 ME s. (H)(H)(H)(H) 
z I 1282. 9<t(H)(! 
I' I ME 6. 1~h)(H)(>(l(I (.• 
Z I 160 7 • 400(H) 




TI f'-1E 9. 00(J(H)(>0(> 
ZI 2783.34000 
r I ME 10. OOOOC11.)U 
Z I 31 86 .. 7 7 000 
TI ME 11. 00()(>(H)U 
Z I 3609 •. 57000 
r I ME 12. 0000(h)0 
Zl 4064.0100•.:> 
TIME 13.000UOOU 
Z I 4524. 461)•>u 
r 1 ME t. 4. (H)OCH~.1(1•.:.1 
z I 4985. 78(H)(l 
r I ME 14. 040(h)00 
z I 5004. 46(H)(l 
133 
l.;:HNb 11.:'.:.6..:~. '..::.l~H)•.~I 
F:AD--46. />3 470Uu 
F~:ANU 111 B4. 4 C•UU 
RAD ·--::::.1 LI·. ::i ·.:::4•.) (11._.1 
['·(P1r--.IL.i 1 0 ) -:_::.:.:; . .!. ... :i (.1• .. > 
1:::.:.1L• -5 .. ' ..:'.: . ·~,;-u I •,_,(11._· 
r-·.: HI ,Jl._i 1 ._) •.X .. l • '.:.'-j l .. I\.·, C• 
hAL• -- /:24 . 6 I ~::.i·_h_ )•._! 
F-·.i:.1Nt:) ·..:;·::::. . .:.:• .. ) . J. Lj •.) •.)(i 
F:,::~ L1 -· -/ ~:.. · / . 15"/ 1.)U•._.1 
F:Af-.JG 8~·4 1 • 560•::.••.) 
HAD ··· 7 " /'~:,. b ./ <-J()(il) 
Hf-iNG .: / ~; 1._1. t=i . .::; •.)0•.) 
RAfi- ·G:.28. J ( •50C>-..· 
r ·~:Al\IG 68E~4. 12•.)(!0 
RAD ·--~364. 28'-=t(H)(i 
F:ANG 6 00(! . 91000 
Rf~0-901. 641 OO(i 
RANG 5082 • ..:::.1000 
RPiD -- 93:::!" l 1 '=?0(~(! 
Ri4NG --1-1 .::; 1 . 44000 
F~:AL1-':;.'6 ,o. ::;. :y-_r ()( )•._) 
RP1f\IG .3149 . =~6 •.)(h) 
F:AD-99 } . :2 "-~9C••.)(_, 
F:: ANG '..::: 1 3~;· . '-/6C••.) U 
R{~D -- l •-= .. 2~5- :_::, 1 .. )•..1(• 
F:ANC. .38. I :~: .. ) 4•.) •.) C• 
F:AU -- 1 o~·~i8. o I' uu•.~1 
;( l ·--5. uuu(i(iOUO 
XI 152.775000 
:~: .[ ~;:::::; l . 01 •)(>(i(l 
J, I l 1 t. .. . -;; .• :.::;6(!00 
,:, J 1 I 8 '-? • 8 50 0 0 
l .. I .L458. 12(11)0 
x l 3196 • . 39')00 
XI .3950. 61000 
XI 4711.94000 
XI 5515.51000 
XI 7 229.38000 
X I 8 1 1 4 .. :38 (H) 0 
), I 97'66. 53000 
:a. I 1 Ou04. 4 ( 1 •.)(J 
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80286 
Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = 0.1 
stepsize = 0.01 
ACSL> 
I' I ME 0 .. 
Z I 0. 
TIME 1.00000000 
Z I 98. :3 286000 
TI 1ME 2. 00000000 
Z I 30 1 • 1 75(>(1(> 
TI ME 3. 0(H)(l(><'H)(I 
Z I '.":i25. 052000 
TI ME 4. 000(H)(l(H 1 
Z I 890. 191 000 
TI ME 5. (>(l()()(lOU(J 
ZI 1282.99000 
TI ME 6. (H)c)(H)(>(>(l 
ZI 1607 .. 40000 
TIME 7.00000000 













TI ME 1 4. c)(H)(H)(IC) 
ZI 4985.78000 
TI ME 14. 040000(1 
ZI 5004.46000 
135 
h:f':~·H :.1 I l ::. c.J ·:.: • .. '. • .. 1( _1\ I 
RAD -- •lb,. 7ti.:~ ~' (>1)11 
RA 1NC 1 1 1 84. If (><JO 
F<AD -<5 .t 4. ~=.i240(l(l 
RANf3 10735. 1 000 
RAD -·-572. 9ff7000 
RANF} .1 0061 . ~:;ooo 
HAD -· 724·. 67:~:;ooo 
RA~..JG 9::;;20. 1. .:1 non 
R?~O ··-7'."."-i9. l ~9(l1)(l 
RANG 8'.':J41. 36000 
RAD ·--795. ,1.:J7r~ooo 
F\ANG 7 730. 03000 
RAD-828.105000 
RANG 6884.12000 
RAD ·--864. 289000 
RANG 6000. 9 1 (>(H) 







RANG 2137 . 96000 
RAD--102~i. 31000 
RANG 11 (H). 04000 
RAD-1050.13000 
R{~NC3 .:~8. 73040Cl(i 
Rr;o - l 05fl. n 700i.> 
R(:'1Nf; El. 0 167 l10(JC> 
Rir~o 6 ~3.6. 8 ~~,; 1000 
.~: .1 ' -,. ' }I_ ll )(_) ( 11· ) (l(J 
X .T ~.-;~:; 1 • O l 0000 
>'. l 1 ".i' lYi'. 8~0UO 
>:I '.:::.458 . 12000 
XJ 3196.39000 
x J 395,0. 61 000 
x J 4 -l 11. 94000 
XI 5515 .. 51000 
XI 6362.92000 
)'. I 7'229. 38000 
>: I B 1 l 4 • 38 0 0 0 
XI 9028. 16000 
~· I 9'::"66. ~13000 
7, l 1 ( 1(1(>4. 4000 
136 
8088 
Runge-Kutta Order Four 
cint = 0.1 
stepsize = 0.01 
137 




LINE TIME RANG 
<) o. 11362.200 
1 0.1000000 11355. 300 
""".• 0.2000000 11347.800 .:.... 
3 0.3000000 1133E..700 
4 0.4000000 1132.3.000 
C" 0.5000000 11306.700 ..J 
6 0.6000000 11287.700 
7 0.7000000 11266.100 
8 0.8000000 11241. 700 
9 0.9000000 1.1214.500 
10 1.0000000 11184.400 
1 1 1.1000000 11151.500 
12 1.2000000 11115. '300 
1 "=' ~-· 1.3000000 11077.400 
14 1.4000000 11036. 100 
15 1.5000000 10992.200 
16 1.E.000000 10945.600 
17 1.7000000 10896.600 
18 1.8000000 10845.100 
19 1.9000000 1.0791. 200 
20 2.0000000 10735.100 
21 2.1000000 10676.600 
22 2.2000000 10615.800 
23 2.3000000 10552.500 
24 2.4000000 10486.500 
.... C" 
.:.....J 2.5000000 10417.900 
26 2. 6000<)00 10347.600 
27 2.7000000 10276.800 
28 2.8000000 10205.500 
29 2.9000000 10133.700 
30 3.0000000 10061.500 
31 3.1000000 9988.8300 
32 3.2000000 9'315.8100 
33 3.3000000 9842.4600 
34 3.4000000 9768.8200 
35 3.5000000 9694.8800 
36 3. 6000000 9620.6400 
37 3.7000000 9546.0700 
38 3.8000000 9471.1500 
39 3.9000000 9395.8500 
40 4.0000000 9320.1400 
41 4.1000000 9244.0200 
4'"'=' ~ 4.2(>00000 9167.4600 
43 4.3000000 9090.4900 
44 4.4000000 '3 C) 1 3 . 1 0 (> (> 
45 4.5000000 8 1335. 3300 
46 4.6000000 8857. 1 ·::.00 
LEVEL 8R4 **/07/30 18:45:34 
XI ZI RAD 
-46.784700 
-5.0000000 0. 
-72.307800 0.4799510 3.0235800 
-"97. '331100 8.2158300 7.5342700 
-123.71700 18.227200 13.519200 
-14'~. 77200 30.533800 20. '375200 
-176.20700 45.144400 29.931500 
-203.01600 62.040600 40.469600 
-230.28500 81.1'36800 52.667800 
-258.13900 102.66500 66. 4505(><) 
-286.28800 126.52200 81.699600 
-314.52400 152.77500 98.328600 
-342.81700 181.43300 116.25500 
-370. '33'500 212.53300 135.29900 
-398.73200 246.09000 155 .. 29200 
-426.01000 282.13100 176.00100 
-452.58500 320.68000 197.16500 
-478.27000 361.75100 218.51000 
-502.98700 405.34300 239.76300 
-525.80300 451.43800 260.70200 
-54'3. '38700 500.00400 281. 18400 
-572.98700 551.01000 301.17500 
-596.33900 604.43200 320.76900 
-620.54300 660.26000 340.18200 
-645.95200 718.49400 359.73600 
-672.70000 779.13400 379.83500 
-700.21700 842.16200 400.93200 
-705.15100 906.40200 423.08200 
-710.41000 970.73700 446.30400 
-715.56300 1035.0600 470. '30300 
-720.36100 1099.2700 497.10400 
-724.67500 1163.2600 525.05200 
-728.49000 1226.9400 554.81500 
-731.87600 1290.2800 586.39800 
-734. '36400 1353.2500 619. 74·3,oo 
-737.'31300 1415.8800 654.76700 
-740.88200 1478.2300 691.31400 
-744.00600 1540.4000 729.22200 
-747.38300 1602.5000 768. 2·:n oo 
-751.05500 1664.6700 808.30300 
-755.00500 1727.0800 849.01800 
-75'3.15900 178'3.8500 890.19100 
-763.41500 1853.1500 931.57500 
-767.66800 1917.0800 972. ·~350(1 
-771.82500 1981.7400 1014.0500 
-775.81300 2047.2000 1054.7300 
-779.59100 2113.5100 10':14. 8200 
-783.14500 2180.7000 1134. 1 '300 
138 
LINE TIME PANG XI ZI F~AD 
47 4.7000000 8778.7100 -7BE.. 4'3000 2248.7700 1172.7300 
48 4 . 8000000 86'3"3. '3000 -78'3. E,E, 100 2317.7100 1210.4000 
49 4.'3000000 BE.20.7800 -792.70E.OO 2387 .• 5100 1247. 1'500 
5 ,0 5.0000000 8 '54 1 • 3600 -795.6,,7900 2458.1200 12'82.~900 
51 5. 1(>00000 84E.1. E.400 -7'38.53300 252·~. 5000 1317.'3500 c--. _,~ 5.2000000 8381.6300 -801.E.1500 2601.6000 1352. 0800 
c::-...., 
,.J . ..;, 5.3000000 8301.3200 -804. 6 '5':JOO 2674.3700 1385.4500 
~4 5.4000000 8220.7000 -807.78700 2747.7300 1418.1700 
C::-C" 
..J . J 5.5000000 813'3. 7E.OO -811 .. 00800 2821.6200 1450.3300 
SE. 5.E.000000 8058. 4'300 -814.31500 28'35. '3700 1482.0700 
57 5.7000000 7'376. 8'300 -81 7. 6'~800 2':l70. E.·:K>O 1513.5100 
58 5.8000000 78'~4. ·~500 -821.13600 30451 • 7200 1544. 7·~00 
5'3 5 .. 9000000 7812.E.600 -824.51100 3120.'3800 1576.0400 
60 6.0000000 7730.0300 -828.10500 31 '3E.. 3'300 1607.4000 
61 6.1000000 7647.0400 -831.60':100 32.71. '3100 1638.98'00 
62 6.2000000 7563.7100 -835.11900 3347.4700 1670.9000 
63 6.3000000 7480.0200 -838.63900 3423.0300 1703.2700 
64 6.4000000 7395 . ":1800 -842.17800 3498.5600 1736.1800 
65 6.5000000 7311.5800 -845.74700 3574.0300 1769.7100 
66 6. 6(H_ ')(>()0 7226.8300 -849.35700 364'3 . 4400 1803. 9300 
67 6. 7C>C>OOOC> 7141.7100 -853.01700 3724.7'300 1838.9000 
68 6.8000000 7056.2200 -856. 73:000 3800.0900 1874 .• 6500 
6 '9 6. '3000000 6970.3600 -860.49000 3875.3500 1911.22.00 
70 7.0000000 6884.1200 -864. 28·:K>O 3'~50. 6100 l '348. 6000 
71 7.1000000 6797.5000 -868.11200 4025.'3000 1986.8000 
72 7.2000000 6710.5000 -871.94400 4101.2600 2025.8000 
73 7.3000000 6623. 1100 -875.77000 4176.7300 2065 .. 5500 
74 7 .. 4000000 65·35. 3500 -879.57700 4252.3500 2106.0100 
75 7.5000000 6447.2000 -883.35400 4328.1700 2147.1100 
76 7.6000000 6358.6800 -887. 0'3600 4404.2400 2188.7700 
77 7.7000000 6269.7800 -890.79700 4480.6100 2230.9100 
78 7. 800.C>OOO 6180.5200 -8'34. 45500 4557.3200 2273.4300 
79 7. '3000000 60'30. 8900 -8'38.07000 4634.4100 2316.2500 
80 8.0C>OOOOO 6000.9100 -901.64100 4711.'3400 2359.2600 
81 8.1000000 5910.5700 -905.16900 4789.9300 2402.3700 
82 8.2000000 5819.8700 -908.65400 4868.4100 2445.4900 
83 8.3000000 5728.8400 -912.09700 4947.4100 2488.5400 
84 8.4000000 5637.4600 -915.49800 5026.9500 2531. ·4400 
85 8.5000000 5545.7400 -918.85900 5107.0400 2574.1400 
86 8.6000000 5453. 6'900 -922.18100 5187.6700 2616.5900 
87 8.7000000 5361.3000 -'325. 46500 5268.8500 2658.7500 
88 8.8000000 5268. 5'300 - '328. 71400 5350 .. 5600 2700.6000 
89 8. '3000000 5175.5600 -'331. 93100 5432.7900 27 4'.Z. 1300 
'30 '3' . 0000000 5082.2100 -·335, _ 11 '300 5 '515. 5100 2783.3400 
·:H '3.1000000 4988.5400 -938.28200 55'38.7000 2824.2600 
92 ·3. 2000000 4894.5500 -'341.42700 5682.3300 2864. '3200 
·33 9.3000000 4800 .. 2500 -944.55600 5766. 3:500 2905 .. 3500 · 
•34 '3 .. 40000(>(> 4705.6400 -'347. 67500 5850.7500 2945.6100 
•35 9.5000000 4510.7200 -950.78700 5'335. 4700 2'385.7500 
'36 '3. 6(>(H)0(>0 4515.4800 -·353 ., 8'3700 6020.5000 3025.8200 
139 
LINE TIME P~ANG XI ZI RAD 
97 9.7000000 4419.9400 -957.00500 5105.7800 3065.9000 
98 9.8000000 4324.0800 -'360. 11400 5191.3000 3106.0500 
99 '3.9000000 4227.9200 -'353. 22600 6277.0200 3146.3200 
100 1 (>. 000000 4131.4400 -'366. 33'300 6362.9200 3186.7700 
101 1 O. 1 OOO(H) 4034.6500 -'369. 45500 EA48. '3700 3227.4700 
102 10.200000 3•337. 5500 -'372. 57300 6535.1700 3268.4400 
103 10.300000 3840.1300 -975.69000 5621.5000 3309.7400 
104 10.400000 3742.4100 -'378. 80500 6 707. ·:,soo 3351.3900 
105 10.500000 3644.3700 -981.91300 6794.5200 3393.4300 
106 10.600000 3546.0300 -·395. (> 1500 6881.2100 3435.8600 
107 10.700000 3447.3700 -'388. 10700 6968.0400 3478.6900 
108 10.800000 3348.4100 -991 . 18700 7055.0000 3521. 9300 
109 10.900000 3249.1400 -994.23500 7142.1100 3565.5600 
110 11.000000 3149.5600 -9"~7. 24'300 7229.3800 3609.5700 
111 11.100000 3049.6900 -1000.2300 7316.8200 3653.9300 
112 11.200000 2'349.5200 -1003.1700 7404.4600 3698.6300 
113 11.300000 2 ~ .. :49. 0500 -1006.0700 7492.3100 3743.6200 
114 11.400000 2748.3000 -1008.9300 75B0.3800 3788.8800 
115 11.500000 2647.2700 -1011.7600 7668.7000 3834.3700 
116 11.600000 2545.9500 -1014.5400 7757.2700 3880.0500 
117 11.700000 2444.3600 -1017.2900 7846.1100 3925.8900 
118 11.800000 2342.5000 -1020.0000 7935.2400 3971.8500 
119 11.'900000 2240.3600 -1022.6800 8024.6600 4017.9000 
120 12.000000 2137.9600 -1025.3100 8114.3800 4064.0100 
121 12.100000 2035.3000 -1027.9200 8204.4000 4110.1500 
122 12.200000 1932.3800 -1030. 4'300 8294.7400 4156.3000 
123 12.300000 1829.2000 -1033.0300 8385.3800 4202.4400 
124 12.400000 1725.7800 -1035.5500 8476.3300 4248.5500 
125 12.500000 1622.1000 -1038.0300 8567.5900 4294.6300 
126 12. 600(>(H) 1518.1700 -1040. 4'300 8659.1400 4340.6700 
127 12.700000 1414.0000 -1042. '3300 .8750. 9800 4386.6700 
128 12.800000 1309.5800 -1045.3500 8843.1100 4432.6300 
129 12.900000 1204.9300 -1047.7500 8935.5100 4478.5500 
130 13.000000 1100.0400 -1050.1300 '3028. 1600 4524.4600 
131 13.100000 994.90400 -1052.4900 ·3 1 2 1 • 0 7 (> 0 4570.3600 
132 13.200000 889.53800 -1054.8400 '3214.2100 4616.2600 
133 13.300000 783.93600 -1057.1800 '3307. 5800 4662.1800 
134 13.400000 678.10200 -105'3. 5000 '3401. 1600 4708.1400 
135 13.500000 572.03700 -1061.8100 ·3494. '3400 4754.1700 
136 13.600000 465.74100 -1064.0900 '3588. '3100 4800.2700 
137 13.700000 359.22000 -1066.3200 '3683. 0600 4846.4600 
138 13.800000 252.48000 -1068.4500 ·3777. 3'300 4892.7700 
139 13.900000 145.54800 -1070.0200 '3871. 8800 4939.2000 
140 14.000000 38.730400 -1058.0700 '3'365. 5300 4985.7800 





cint ::: .01 
st,eps i ze = • 001 
I 1 ME 1_! • • 
z l .._,. 
i" l 1i·U:: l • •.)(H)OOOOO 
Z I 90. 2 44~"3000 
1 11,·iE ~: . 1_.11.:n .. • 1.~H. 11.)• • .»0 
Z 1 : ~:;(_, l. 070CH)•.) 
i 1 l 'l L -~·. !~.1 C•C.10(,(l(l\) 
z l ~524. 840000 
I 1 Ml::. 4. 1JC10000 1.)0 
Z I 8'90. 258000 
l I ME 5. 1)(1000000 
ZI 1283.32000 
r 11~1E:. 6. (~C>C>O(H)(H> 
Z I 1607. 5~·000 




r 1 t·tE ·-t. (H)(H)O(h)O 
ZI 2783.72000 
Tl r·IE 1 (J. \)(H)(l•.)OO 
Z I ::;186. 95000 
f I ME l 1. OOC>(>(H)(> 
Z I :3609. 75<)(h) 
r I ME:. i .:::: . Ot)( H)•.)00 
ZI 4064.-2.\2000 
i l t·IE:: 1 .3. ~)(h)t~Jo.)(H) 
z I 4524. ~·· ~sooo 
I" 1 ME 14. t)OC•O(H)C• 




F~t-tl\IG l l . ~;o..:.:'. • ..:.::•._.·()u 
R~·;[i ·· 4(:.:-.. -;- 84 / uu· .. · 
l··:Hl\l'\3 l .l 184. ~) •.)•._.!() 
r:?-i u -<; .t 4. ~~' 1 : •_) .. ~, .. _. 
f.: t ·1 L ('.-; l (.1 ) 3'5 . 4 ·--' ·.) r: 1 
nf'.-lt) 5 ? :.::: . 'i '.::.i .:.u• . .:i •._ .• 
f~: ~-1NG l (Jo. • .it:.> l • l (y_.1C• 
RAG--7 ~~. 04 7'<.H)U 
F~t-iNG --;·3::(1. ,:15 1.)(H) 
F:AD-759. 4180(1•.:1 
~:ANC:i B54 1 • 05(H)0 
RAD-795. 86/( 10•.) 
F:f-:rh:u ! 7 29. 590•_H) 
l:;:?~D ·- - 828. 222i.:100 
HANG 688 ::~ . 61 (t(H) 
F:AD ·--864. 3.65000 
RANG 6000 •. ::;500(, 
RAD-901. 6930(H) 
Rf4,f·.JG 5081. 63000 
RAD-'7'35. 141 OOC> 
RANG 41 :::;;t_·,. 861)(H) 
F:AU-"'16L • .J 46t .. 1tJu 
RAl,JCi 3148. ·7·9(100 
RAD-99-/. ~::'.5'"700U 
F~Ht-JG 2 1 :::; :> • 401~.iOO 
F:A[, .. , l 025 . . 3'.20(JU 
hHNG 1 0 99. ~-t-8000 
h:?~D -· · 11)5( 1. l ::::.r._ 11.) l~ · 
Hf...:rNb .::,-7. 68 7~·C•C>C> 
R.AD-1072. T300(l 
RP~NG 2. 44 1 75000 
1:;:ALi 1874 .. 5'.2t.J1.) 1) 
XI 152 . c::i62000 
XI 1789.89000 
XI 2458.31000 
"-;, l ::.=:.1 c;·6. 85000 
:( ( ~3951 . 13000 
i. I 4 7 1 2. 36000 
XI 5515.98000 
XI 6363 .. 48000 
XI /2'2.9 ., 89000 
,~I 8114. 82000 
): I 9028. 63000 
XI '-7'967. 01000 




cint = .001 
stepsize = .001 
HL:::.t. .... 
i IMI:.:: 0. 
Z I 0. 
I I !'-IC. 1 • U(h)OOOOO 
ZI 98.:2445000 
1 l r-n:: ..::: • •.)1)uUuuou 
Z I 301. 0700(!0 
I I ME .3. 0(h)0UU00 
Z I 5:24. 84(h)(H) 
T 1 t-1E 4. 000000•.)0 
·zr s90.25sooo 
f IME 5.00000000 
ZI 1283.32000 
f IME 6.00000000 
ZI 1607.53000 
r r ME 7. oc>oooooo 
Z I 1948. 67000 










r I !"IE 1 .:.. OOuOOOO 
ZI 4524.73000 
r I 1 ~ 1E 14. (H)0(>000 
ZI 4985.96000 
r I l'IE 14. o::-.bC:io.)00 
Z I 5,)(12. -i 7000 
143 
F~HNG 11 ~362. 201)0 
F:AD-46.784-luuo 
RANG 111 84·. 50ui.:~ 
F:AD- ~514. 51 / ·-·•)• .. • 
F:ANG l U 73:::.:'1. 4u•.)U 
f.:AD-5 ? :.:~. ris ::.i._•i._!(1 
RANG 10061.7UOO 
F:AD-725. 04r:.;0 1.)0 
RANG 9320. 050•.)0 
HAD-759.418000 
RANG 8541.05000 
RAD-795. 8.- . ·-·oo 







RAD-·~35. 1 41 (».)0 
RANG 41.30. 86000 
RAD-966.346000 
RANG :3148. 99lh)0 
RAD--997. 259C•OO 
RANG ~ 1 ~:::7. 40000 
F:AD-1025 .. 3200<) 
RANG 1 •;)S''-i. 48000 
RAD ·-1050. 13000 
RANG 37.6879000 
RAD-1072.71000 
F:ANG 0. 61 .. · ·~: 79900 
F:AD 1 762. 991)0,) 
XI-5.00000000 
l. 1 '.55(_•. 784000 
x 1 1 16:::.,. 13000 
): I 1 789. 89000 
XI 2458.31000 . 
XI 3196.85000 





'I.I 8114 .. 82000 
XI 9028. 6 .3000 
XI 9967.01000 




cint = .01 
stepsize = .001 
AC~-31__ > 
I l M; 11. 
l I •:>. 
l I 1'"1L- 1 . IJ( >()( 11~1uuU 
Z I 9 ll . ~.~ •l 4 5 0 (I 0 
TI MF: '.2. O(ll)(11)(l(l(l 
Z ( 3 0 1 • Cl 7 (l (I (I (I 
Tl MC ~~ .• c >OO<">U(l(l(J 
/. l ·~~ ~>·1- • B •l 0 0 O c 1 
I l MF '~. O C.JU( .H_>c'H 1c1 
Z I 8'-·in. 2 ~'""j~ ·100C> 
rJMF.:' 5.00000000 
Z .C l. :-?8 ~:::. ::-:.'.2000 
TI ME 6. (><)000000 






Z I :;~ ~:. :::=; '"9 • ~ 7 0 0 0 
TIHE 9.00000000 
Z J '.::?7cT3. 72000 
TIME 10.0000000 
z l :::; 1 86 .. 9~i(l(>(l 
Tl ME=- 1. l. (>(l(>e)C>O(l 
7. 1 ~~·609. :75(>(>(1 
TIME 12.onooooo 
z l 4064. :::::2000 
TIME 13.0000000 
ZI 4524.73000 
TI ME 1 4. ooonono 
Z 1 4.r13:.:.;. ·?1..JOOO 
T I MF. 1 4 . 0 3 ·,1 1) () <" '0 
i ) ~:j ()I) :S • ·:.: .-_::; ,--, 1) () 
145 
I; , ·,t..Jli \ I .:.{,::.: . £'1)•_11 · 1 
Rf.'10 -- 4/..,. 784 71)1)<'> 
F\ANC:'I 1 t 1 84. ~i(>(l(l 
F~ (~ 0 -·- 3 1 4 • ~ 1 7 00 Cl 
RANG 10735.4000 
Rf4D-572. 953000 
Rf.~NG 1 0061 • 7000 
R~)D-725. 0490(>(1 
F.:~H'1t=i 9320. O:=:iOOCI 
r...;: AD -- 7 ~:; 9 • 4 1 8 no o 
RANG 8'."i4 1 . 05000 








RAD ·-935. 141000 
RANG 4130.86000 
RAD-9h6.346000 
RANG ::::. j 48. 99C>OO 
RAD-997. 2~i90(>0 
RANG 21::::.7. 40000 
RAD ·-1025. 32000 
RANG 1099.48000 
RA0--1050. 13000 
RANG ~':..7. 6875000 
F'\A0 ·-· 107~~" 73000 
1:;: ?i N c; :,~ • 4 4 1 7 5 (l 0 0 
RAD 1874.52000 
!. I ' 1.11C111rH1tlC1 1 1 
X I l 5 '.~. 66 2 0C>(l 
x I 55(1. 784CH)(l 
>: I 1 7 B '-7' • 8 9 (> CH > 
Xl 2458.3:1000 
x l ~~.1 96. 85000 
XJ 3951.13000 
>'. J 4 7 1 ~? . 36(l(l(l 
XI 5515.98000 
XI 6363.48000 
>: I 7229. 89000 
XI 8114.82000 
XI 9028.63000 
.>'. I 9967.01000 




cint = .001 
stepsize = .001 
ACSL. > 
1 J r·H c.i • 
l l ( J. 
TI ME~ 1 • u01)(>l)t_>uU 
ZI 98.244~000 
TI ML:: '.2. OOOOUU (>() 
l) :-:)(l 1 . (J7(1<)r'>1) 
r I ME .-:: . • (>(HJC:>uu u<.i 
z l 5 :2 4. 84-< 11.) (> 1.·1 
T I r1C II • (HJ(>e.>UU (HJ 
Z I C:::l90. 2~1Gl )(1() 
TIM[ ~i. 000(H) U (l(J 
z r 1 2n :~:. :-::.2nou 
T I ME 6. OOOOU(H_>O 
z I 1607. 53,)(H) 
TIME 7.00000000 
ZI 1948.67000 
TI ME 8. OUOOO•.)< >O 




Z I .3 18.!."'"l. 9~:1000 
TI MC 11 . . OOOUOOO 
Z I 3609. 7~0•.)•.) 
TIME 12.0000001) 
Z I 4064 •. 32000 
TIME 13.0000000 
ZI 4524.73000 
f I MF.. l 4. (>(ll)<)(.1(>(> 
Z I 4 '78 ~:i. 'I 6•.:>uO 
T I t'1 C 1 4 . 0 ::. tJ 0 u ( ·" · i 
l I 500:-2. 7 7000 
147 
1.:r·i1-.J1, l t :.t:i:..~. ~uuo 
r,r:..o --•lh. 7847oou 
F;:P1NC 1 1 1 84. 50<_>0 
RAD -- ::-.14.~:;1 7000 
Rl~NEi 10735. 400(> 
r-i'.AO-~=j72. 953000 
f ~ (; N t:i 1 U r_i 6 1 • 7 U 0 0 
f~?~D -- 1:~~~. 049000 
r.: f'.-1 N G ,-i :.::; 2 0 • 0 5 0 (l (l 
f-< t-~ D -· 7 ~:5 '-i • 14. 1 8 0 0 0 
F\ANG 854 1 . 05000 
F'AD-·-795. 86 7000 






F\ANG 5081 • 63000 
RAD-935.141000 
F\ANG 41 30. 86000 
RAD--966. 346000 
F.::ANG 31 48. 99000 
RA0--997. 259000 
RANG 2137.40000 
RAD-· t 025. 32(>00 
F.:ANG 1 099. 48000 
RAD -- 1050. 1 3000 
F..:ANC3 37. 687<;'(100 
l~:AO - 1 072. 7 1. 000 
r-<ANG 0. 60379900 
RAD 1762.99000 
,: I --S. 000< >0(1(1(1 
XI 152. f.,62000 
x 1 1 1 e:, :~ .• l ::.ooo 
XI 1789.El90(1(> 
Y.. I 24:'.:18. :s 1 000 
XI 3196.850(10 
x I 3 9 5 1 . 1 3 (H) I -






x I 9 9 6 7 . 0 1 (I (I (l 




cint = .01 
stepsize = .001 
149 
l H•-- ..::.L ,...:ur.J - 1 11·1t:. t:.At:..1_ Ll.::.Vi::.l. ,·<!· . ·+ • • 11_) / /...;;} ,_,4: o..Ju: :..:,1_1 
•:1utput time,rang, :,; 1,yt ,:::1, "n•:1•:•ut" ~· 1(H_1 
set ialg=3 
set i:int=.01 
prepar time,rang, x i,yi,z1,rad 
•Ju t p u t ' c l ea r ' , t i rn e , r an g , :1~ i , y i , z 1 , r ad , 11 n •: i •::• u t 11 = 1 (> (> 
spare $ start $ spare 
ACCUMULATED CF' TI ME . 000 SEC: . ELAPSED 1::::F· TI ME 
TI ME 0. F.'.AN13 1 l 3E.2. 2000 
YI 0. ZI 0. 
TIME 1.00000000 PANG 1 1 184. 500(> 
YI-24.07E.3000 ZI ·39. 2445000 . 
TIME 2 . (H) (I (JC) (H) (> F.:ANl3 10735.4000 
YI 30. 18£'3000 ZI 301.070000 
TIME 3. 00000000 F~ANG lOOE.1.7000 
YI 233.558000 ZI 524.840000 
TIME 4.00000000 PANG ·~320. 05000 
YI 397.E.37000 ZI 8'30. 258000 
TIME 5.00000000 F:ANG 8541.05000 
YI 4•:;.7. 082000 Z I 1283.32000 
TIME 6.00000000 F.:ANG 772'3. 5'3000 
YI 601.834000 ZI 1607.53000 
TIME 7.00000000 F~ANG E.883.61000 
YI 781.537000 ZI 1'348.E.7000 
TIME 8.00000000 F~ANG 6000.35000 
YI 9E.4. 018000 ZI 235'3. 57000 
TIME 9.00000000 RANG 5081.63000 
YI 1102. ·~0000 ZI 2783.72000 
TIME 10.0000000 F~ANG 4130.86000 
YI 1256.61000 Zl 3186. '35000 
TIME 11.0000000 F~ANG 3148. ·3·3000 
YI 1443.33000 ZI 350'3. 75000 
TIME 12.0000000 F~ANG 2137.40000 
YI 162£.'3'300(> Z I 4064.32000 
TIME 13.00(>(>(>00 PANG 10·3·:;j. 480(>(> 
YI 1801.31000 Z I 4524.73000 
TIME 14.0000000 F.:ANG 37.E.875000 
YI 1985.35000 Z I 4 ·3 8 5 . ·35 (I(>(> 
.000 SEC. 
Xl-5.00000000 





XI 11 63. 1 3000 
F.:AD-725.043000 




XI 31 ·35. 85000 
F:AD-828.222000 





F.:AD- '335. 141000 
XI 5363.48000 
F.:AD- '3E.6. 346000 




XI '3028. 63000 
F.: .AD-1050. 13000 
x I '3'36 7. 01 (H)(> 




cint = .025 
stepsize = .0025 
l l" ll::. l _I. 
Ll u. 
I 11· 11::: 1 • 000( h) 1.)(J(1 
Z I 98. 1181 (l(li_, 
i l 1'11::: ~. uOu<)(HJ0•. 1 
Z I 300. 91 '..::: •J •J1_ 1 
I I l·I E:. .:; . • 1_.1(1· _.o tJU•Y.-''-' 
Zl 524-.37 6Uu• .. • 
I 1111::. 4 • UUU( H.1U 1=·"-' 
Z 1 88'-1. 8 0 4UU• . .o 
i" 11·11::.. 5. o._1(11~h)(.l \)U\_.1 
Z 1 l 283. UOu1:1u 
i r 1·1 1::. 6. !~H)ut.11:::,,_.ou 
Z I 1606. 14000 
! I Mt:. 7 . (H) UOOU •.) •_1 
Z I 1925. 5:,~(1o.)O 
I I ME 8. 0(>1)00000 
Z I 2239. 700(10 
lIME 9.000000 00 
ZI 2665.30000 
I I ME 1 (). 0000000 
Zl 3124.06000 
I I 1"1E 11 • ( 1000(H.>C"1 
l I 3410. 430 (H) 
Jil"lE 12.0000000 
Z I 37 48. 86'.)00 
I I ME 1 2; •• UO(H)i)(.1(> 
Z I 4120. 520Ch~! 
I l l"IE 1 4. U(H)(H_I•)•_! 
z 1 4335. ~57•.:i•.'_!(_• 
I I ME 15. 1.)(H)OUOO 
ZI 4529.07000 
I I 1-H.: 16. 1._ 1 0•.)0·.H~ " - ' 
z l ~. 9 iJ •t • 721.Ji )\I 
I l Ml:: 1 6. 1) 1 l ::_.1.)(_l(_1 
Z I 4 9 1 2 • 5 ::. 0 .-:i 0 
151 
i-·:1-iNL• 1 1 . .::·o~ • ..:.:(>(11_1 
~:A0-4o. !84 7 <.•(n _• 
F-:ANG 1 1 184. 8(H)(> 
F:AO- .~> 14. 5u 7 0iJ•.~, 
h t-~ NG 1 t.> 7 .:.5. 8<1(>!_1 
H ~; [J ·- ~5 1 2 • 'i u ·.~:I ) 1· .I u 
~-: Ht'H.") l <.•U6.0:.:. '-!·Ui)1._1 
i-:.: Pd)- ? ..:.:'. 4 • 8 .~:. 5 1 . .1(>• .• · 
f-.: t-; NG 9 .3..:.:: 1. u5·.·· ~ .. o 
f··:1'-1D - - 7 59. U84Udti 
~-:i-tHG 8~;4:::. 4 4UOO 
F-:AD-795. 450<)(H_1 
f·:ANG 7731. 7500(> 
RAD-825. 81 5U0() 
F:ANG 6906. 13(H)0 
F:AD-814. 155(h)•.:1 




F:ANG 4538. 53000 
F:A0-7 69. 65•lOOC• 
Rf-tNG . .::; 770. 41000 
f::AD-7 69. 7 2:::;000 
RANG ::$004. 54000 
F:AD-7 60. 893(10•.J 
R,:~f\IG ..:.::237'. 4000(> 
RHO-] 69. :::?.'-t(H_1 ( Jt._ 1 
~: •. ;NL) l 48'-, . •;:·1._• U0(1 
f· ~: AD -- 7 32. •,· s..:.::uOC• 
F:ANG 7 o3. 4 7 600(.i 
RAD-727.313UUU 
F~:P,NCi 1 :LO. s·:::2uuu 
F-.'i4D-6 .2. 7 ~:Jo l 1._1(1 1 : 
f.:f-'.'11'-IG 12u. _:.as 1. 1 <.~o 
F:AD -1 • 51 ::;. l 6•J0( 1 
l~ J j j ~ _.:.' • :-:.. 'f I:' I. I ( • 
X. I l l ':38. 98(> 1.)U 
;.I 24:Jc:.i.9'. iuu 1. ) 
XI .: : 1 95. 1)901)0 
x.1 4641.51000 
XI 5297. 961)00 
: J 8 .' o) :~ • 1 l I ) I •• 11 _I 
x I 9416. 08l_1uC1 
'(.I 11._)I) .::'. '-J. ::.1 • 1(11 ' 
\ 1 1 1. \\_ I ~ d • _-.. 1 {_ I• I 
APPENDIX F 




stepsize = .0025 
11ocl el Fi 1. e: missiJ.e 
l.Jate: 1 ( > / 8 I 
l ime: 14 ::,4 
Ii mi no: l) . ( >0:...::5(H)(> • DELT{-\ 
PlotBloc k s and Scales: 
f- or- n1a t: 
t< l 0 c k , ... , 0 • 
Hor·::: 0 
y 1 : ..::: 68 
i2: 1.9'7' 
'( :S: 1 '-73 
Y4: 267 
0.0000 
0 .999999 0 
~ . 1)000 
-:-: .. (H)(~\) 
-+. 1 :~ 1.)U l .. " 
5. 00(>(> 
..:"• .. 1)(.i•.) l 
7 . ()001 





1 2 .9993 
1 .3:. 5'992 
14·. 9990 
F' l o t ····· 1"11 Ni mum • 
U.0000 
0 .. 0000 
·-10.000U 
·· 10. 0000 
-·- 1 • 1 OOE +o::. 
11.362E+03 
11. 184E+o:::;. 
10. 7 38E+~)3 
10.0BOE+03 




6. Z76E-+ 03 








I 'l ot. ···Mf4 ;d mum: 
..:::o. 00 0(1 
1 2. OO OE +(>;:::;. 




i 5:2. 0540 
539.1530 
1.139E+03 
l. 7 ~i 9E +03 
2 . :~.84E+O~::: 




5 .. 949E+03 
6.721E+03 
7 .. 506E +(1 :3 
8. :; o~;E+O .S 






MISSILE POSITION - Xl 
MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
RAD 








2 . .230E+03 
2. 607E+0 2:: 
.2. 991 E+0 '.3 
3.371E+03 
3. 7 57E+03 
4. 158E ·H)._::, 
4.565E+03 
4. 975E+ ):3 
-46.7848 
·- ::.:: 1 ~.:: .• (l l t_l(J 
-566.8790 
... 7 ~- ' 1 • l 4 5 (1 
--72'3. 2500 
--751 • .2{i 6l_! 
-772.0150 
- 7 9 '5. 5..:::~ (J 
-819.7290 
. - ·842. 546t.l 
-862.6950 
--880. '-1~· '=? (_ • 
-8<7'8. 287'0 
-- 9 14. 4:.::'.t)(i 
--929. 2 8C•O 
-9 .:::;s ft 6 '71 ..:::t_. 
155 
80286 
Ad ams - Bash forth 
stepsize = .0025 






Timing: 0.0025000 ,DELTA 




y 1: 268 
Y2: 199 
y~.: 19'3 





4 •. OQO(> 
5.0000 
6,. (>(H) 1 
7 .. 0001 
8 .. (H)(>1 
8 .. ?999 






P l o t -M I t-J i mum , 
(l. 0000 
0. (>(>(1(1 
·-1 o. (J(J(l(l 
-- 1 (>. (l(>(l(> 
--- 1 • 1. OOE -1-•Y~: 
11.362E+03 
11 .• 184E·+-(l ::'.;. 
1 c). 7:: .. BE+03 
1 0. 080E -.-o:::.;: 
9.367E+03 
8. 62'-?>E +o~. 
7. 868E +(>:::;. 
7. 084E ·+-03 
6 . 276E+o:3 
5. 445E+o::: 
4. ~J92E +03 
3.720E+03 





60 . 00U(l 
F' l o t -· MA X 1 m u ro ; 
2<). (H)(!(I 
12. (l 1)0E::+c)?, 
1 0 • :-:; l) 0 E +-· o -_::: 
l 0 . ~: .. (11) E + (>.~;. 
l • 1 •)0E +--( 1.3 
--5 . 0000 
152. 0~-340 
539. 1 ~-~::;.. (I 
1 • 1 :;::: '-1 r=: 1- o ::;. 
1. 7~5 9 E. --*03 
2. 384E H)3 
3 .063E+03 
3. 7 /:,,6E +(l .3 
4. 4 76F-+O~. 
'5 . '.2 O l E ·H) .-:':. 
5 . 949E+o;:-. 
6.'72lE+03 
7.506E+03 
8. 303E + 03 
9. 114E::+03 




MI S ~3 I LE PfJS IT I ON 











1.881E+03 - 795.5220 











stepsize = .005 
158 
-1od e 1 t-=" i le: missile 
L·,~ te: 1 () 8 / 1988 
Ii me: 14 21 
I l m 1 no : •.) • 0 05 0 00 0 . DEL T P:1 60.0000 
F'lotBlocks and Scales: 
For-· mat: 
DlockNo. i-:·1 ot. - M I l"Ji mum.. Pl ot.-··MAX i mu111:: 
Hot-:::: 















l . 0 001 










- 10. 0000 
-·· 1 C). (H)(i0 
-1 • 1 I.JOE +0~5 
11 • . 362E+<Y3 
11.184E+03 
1 U. T58E +•.Y:::; 
10. OBOE. +-o:::;. 
9 - . .::. . JE. +(1 _::;; 
8. 6 . .::. •.JE+0:2:; 
/ . 869E.+(1.~ 
7 .086E+03 










10. '.:"j 1.)0E + o::::. 
10.500E+03 




1 • 1 3'-?E.. +o::::. 
l • 7!:18E-+ 1Y.'.:· 
2 . :382E+C1::::. 
3. 06'..::'.E+0.3 
3. 765E+o:::; 









Cum1n E~ nt 
t lfnE 
l<Al··IC:i 
M J. 3 S l LE. F-' rn:> l T 1 0 H - X l 
MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
F:HfJ 
0. 00(>0 --4 6. 7848 
·~8. 84 l I ·-· ._::, 1 .:.:, .• Uli4~-· 
3 15.3470 - 566.7860 
5 .3 '._/ o 5 6:.::: I . •1 --- 7 c) l • . .::, (_) 8 u 
853.7210 -722.7920 
1. -2~· 1 E +~:, :-_::; -- 75•.). 855u 
1.559E+03 - 7 71.6100 
1.88CE+03 -79~.127u 
2.229E+03 -819.3690 










stepsize = .005 
Mud t? 1 
D~ t". t~: 
r-i 1 t.'.' : h : n , i s s i 1 t?-
Time: 
1 (> I 
t8 
15 I 1. 7f:3G 
Timing: 0.0050000 ,DELTA 
P 1 o t 8 1 oc k s and Sc al e-~ s : 
For-mr.:-\t: 
BlockNo, 
Hor·:: : 0 
\' 1 : '.?68 
Y2: 199 
'<3: 193 

















F· 1 ot -M I Ni mum , 
0. 000(1 
0.0000 
-- l. (l. 0000 
-- 1 0. (>(>(_)(> 
--1 • 1 OOE +o::.:. 
11.362E+03 

















F' lot --MAX l n1ur11; 
20.noou 
t ==~ . (>(I (J r.· + 0 2'.. 
1 0 - ~:i 0 (! E ~ -o -:~ 
1 ('. ~nur +c.J :-:. 
1. • 1 l)\:1E +!) :~. 
--5. 00(>() 





-.':.. 062E +o::::. 
::s. 7 6'.":"'iE-t-o::: 
4. 4 7 4·E ·+ t):3 
5. 198E+o:-:;; 
'5.947E-+O ::'~ 
6. 71 [-3E+-0 .3 
7. 503E +o::::: 
8.299E+O:S 






Ml ~1~) I LC: Pll'.3 T T' I IJl'.I ·- XI 
r1 I ~-;GI! .. ~ r·cr[) 1 1 T CJl"J -- z I 
r~frn 
(l. 0000 




1. 2 :3 1E-H)3 
1. 5~9E+ 03 




. .::; • 369E -H)3 
3.756E+03 
4. 15..SE ·H)::. 
4. 56::::.E+03 
4. 973E +·02. 
-- 46. 7848 
-<:.1.3. 0040 
--566. 7860 





- -819. 3690 
---842. 221. (l 
--862. ::-950 








stepsize = .005 
M 0: 0 del 
D rlte: 
·r i me: 
F"1le: 
7 
m1 s s1le 
57 
Ti. m1 n<J: 0. 0050000 , DEL TA 
PlotBlo~ks and Scales: 
Format: 
BlockNo, Plot-MINimum, 
Horz: 0 0.0000 
y 1: 268 
Y2: 1 '3'3 
Y'"=' • 
...J • 1'33 
Y4: 267 
(l. 0000 






























4 ·. 5'35E +03 
3.724E+03 




COMMAND : snp:200 
START OF SIMULATION 
162 
f,(>. (l(l(l(l 
Plot - MAXimum; Comment 
20.0000 Time 
12. OOOE +03 F:ANG 
10.500E+03 MISSILE POSITION - XI 
1 0 . 5 0 (IE+ (13 M I SS I LE F· OS I T I ON - Z I 
1 • 1 OOE +03 F:AD 
-5. (l(l(l(l 0. (>(ll)(l - 46. 7841 
152.0410 '38. 83'38 -31 2. ·3·3 ·30 
539.0780 3-15. 3430 -5E,E,. 77'30 
1. 13'3E+03 530.5550 -701 .2980 
1. 758E+03 853.7060 -722 .. 7810 
2.382E+03 1 .231E+03 -750 .. 8440 
3:. OtS2E+03 1. 55'3E+03 -771. 5'380 
3.764E+03 1 .880E+03 -7'35. 1150 
4.474E+03 2.22BE+03 -81 '3. 3550 
C" l '38E+(1'":j 2.606E+03 -842. 20·3(> ..J. 
5 • '3 4 7 E + u .3 2. ·:;.·:K>E +03 -862.3830 
6.718E+03 3. 36'::JE +03 -880.E.E.20 
7.503E+03 3.75E.E+03 -8'38. 0280 
8. 2'3'3E+03 4. l56E+03 -'314. 1'300 
'3. 110E+03 4.5E.3E+03 - '92'3. 1030 
·~. 93E.E+03 4.'373E+03 -'348. 5530 
HALT CONDITION IN BLOCK: 434 
COMMAND : v 














stepsize = .008 
.lodel 1- .i.l ie: m1:.s1le 
Date: 10 I 8 
I 1 me: 15 1 1 
Ii mi no: 0.0080000 .DE L.rA 
I·-' lot 81 oc ks and Sc21.l f~s:: 
Futrnat: 
BlockNo. 
I '101·- ::: ; 0 
y· 1: 2 68 
Y2: 199 





2 • 9'99C/ 
4-. 999·=; 
=~ .. ·::;.r:.;99 




11 .. 0001 
.l. ~. uUUl 
1 :2 .• 0002 
l .:.J· .. i..)UO:::! 
1 ~:;. 0003 
PJut -M J. l·· IJ1nu111 . 
- 10.0000 
·- 1 • 1 OOE ~ 05 
1 l • :::::;62E +(L,S 
1 l. 1 L~4 t=_ +o:::;. 
l c_i. ;:- :::;'.OE ·+ C1'3 
10. Ot30E: +o :~; 
·.-:;- . ~.::;b 7E +\):::;. 
B. b'.Z '?E 1- 0~~:; 
/ . 868L::. -r·o::::: 
7 . 084E+•.:i :~: 
6. 2 77E+t:13 
5 .• 44-5E+03 
4. 59:3E + 1)3 
2 . ~'1 1E+03 
.:~ • 1 ~!. 1 E + U :3 
1. 406E+ o :::;: 
687 . 9 ;-·(!(! 
164 
60. ( >000 
12. OOOE +0:3 
10. 500 E +o::::; 
10. 500E+o::::. 
1.. l. OOE+0 3 
-·· 5. 0 000 
152 .. 047(1 
539 •. 0680 
1. l :::;9E·+·1).::;; 
1 • T :-j9E +\)3 
2. ::::.83E-i· O~; 
3. 06:3E+0 3 
3. 766E+o::::. 
4. 4 76E+(i:::;: 
5.200E+03 










t1 I SS I L E F' [1 ::j I I l Oi .J X 1 
l"'I I s s I LE F' OS I rr rn·~ - z I 
Rf~D 
o. ·oooo 
98 .. 8239 
315.2940 
5,:.::.0. 4 '70(1 
854.1800 
1 • 2~.::: 1 E +(i::::; 
1.559E+03 
1 • 8 8 1 E + (i.::;. 
2.229E+03 
2 .. 607E+03 
2. 991E+,).3 
3.366E+03 





- -3 1. ::~ •• U l ~::;(1 
-566 . 7300 
·- i · 1. • ~ 1 .l(· 
- 12.s. i ~-::o .. ) 
.. l'.":::i l . 1 84 1.~! 
-· "7 7 1 • 9 4 7 l) 
-- ; 9 5 • 4 1 0 (1 
- 819 .. 6440 









Eu 1. er 





0. 99'799 1 (I 
~:. ()(>€)(> 
2 . ·:7•999 






1 '.) . 00•.)4 
11.0008 
12.001 :: 
1 :3. 0016 
14.0020 
1 5. (l•.)24 
.l O .OOOU 
.. 1 • 1001::. +· (_! .~,; 
l 1 • . 562E:..-+ u~.::: 
11 • 1 E-1~i E +0 :3 
I. 0. 73 '-/E +o ·~::; 
l (I . 0 8 (.•E i-i._1 :3 
8. 6 . .:~ ~iF> i 1:.1.5 
7. Bt>8 E. +- u :~. 
7. 084E +0:3; 
6. 27bE+(13 
5. 4 ,:~ ·5~+03 
4. ::.i92E:-1 0 :3 
~:;. 720E; 03 
2 . ff::;! E. +03 
1. 92 4E+0~5 
1. 002E+O ~.'.:. 
67.0762 
166 
1 1.~1. 51)\.1E -!·· 1) .5 
1 . 1 U(1E -1 •.) .~. 
- 5. 0•.) (!0 
151 . '74~30 
:_;3.a. 'i 'I ::::;o 
l. 1. :37E +•.:.> ::::. 
1 • 7'.':i9E: +·0 3 
2. ::::.s ~ ::.E ·1- 0 ~::; 
::::; • OC"J ::::.E +(J ::::. 
~5. 7 66E +o::::; 








1-fAL T CONDIT I DN U-,J B L OC V : 434 
CUMMr~t··.JD 
M I s ~~,; I LE 'I ~·o s I r J Ul··.J -- z I 
l ··:i'.-~U 
0 . 0000 
98. 7 41.4 
·::;;15. 226U 
~53U. 6750 
t353 . 8560 
1. 2:::;;,2E+( .. ::_::; 
1. 55'7E+03 
1 • 8 8 1 E + (1 :::;. 
2. 230E~ +03 




4. 158E +o::; 
4.565E+03 
4.975E+03 
... 46. 784C:l 
~~.-~.1 ~~ .• 0060 
· ::i66.891u 
·-·· / u 1. • c;' 4 1 (_ 1
·-- ·7 5 1 ., 3 / ' :.:~(.· 
·- / 7 2 • •.) 1 2 0 
- Ti5.5210 
--819. 7220 
·-· 842. 533(1 
- -862.6800 
-880.929U 
-·· 898. 2780 
-914.4070 





stepsize = .0025 
1' 1oc1e1 Fil P: b: eul er 
Uate: lu / 8 1 '·7'8 L:i 
I i me: 15 
I i m l n a : •.) • 0 0:::: 50 (h) • LiE L I H 
PlotBlocks and Scale~ : 
I o ,- r 11 c\ t : 
i:qockHo. 
l·i;_)J'" :·: : 0 
{ 1: 268 
'l2: 199 
y :3: 1 9 ~.:.~ 













F-' 1 ot -I l 1N.L1r1u11·1. 
u . (! >,)•.~ .. ' .. ! 
1) •. !) '.) •. ·0 
·-· 1 U. O•')i:_•·.) 
-10. ~) 000 
-1 • l OOE-t·O::::. 
11.362E+03 
11. l.85E+O~S 
l 0. 7 :,:;;ci'E.. t-0 :3 
10. 081E H)3 
·/ . ::::;68E+o::::; 
8. 6 :~; 1 E - 1-0 ~.:;; 
; . 8'7 6E +•.~.13 
7. 1 '.30E+03 
6. 4u2.E+ 1.) :::;; 
5 •. 6'76E +03 
5.029E+03 
4.426E+03 






4·2C:> 1 1 • 71 <7'5 
168 
(_.•.J. •.J UUO 
~~: .. _, . ' )(>•_.••.) 
L -.:.· . (_ ... _,uc: ~ u.:::: 
t 0. 50( .. L +o::::; 
1 0 • 5 0 0 E +O ::::. 
1 . 1 (>(1E_ I 03 
·- -5. 0000 
1 ~.:. 1 • 7 6 ") (! 
5~3.S. 5300 
1. 138E+u:3 
1 • -;-- ::; E< E -1- U 3 
2. :382E · t·· Ci .~. 
:3. ·7 '.:i2E+o .:::. 








MISSILE POSITION - XI 
MISSILE POSITION - ZI 
RAD 



























stepsize = .005 
(without "initial section"' code) 
t · I CJ c J ·:! I 1- 1 1 r:: ; 111 l I rl '·· 
L'=- t ~: 1 1 . ' I 1 l I 
l1n11~: l~ •._. 
l i m i no : •.) • •) U J • J •) 0 U • 1.1 L l I 1-1 
PlotJ.:ilocks and Scc:des: 
F o r · 111 a t : 
BlockNo. 
Horz: 0 
y 1: 268 
Y? · 199 
'(3: 193 
Y4: 267 
•.). 0 000 
(I. '="1999?'7'(· 
..:.. • 1)UUU 
::: • (h)(lo.) 






1• .. 1. UUU2 
11 .. 0002 
12. (1002 
1 3 .0002 
..i. 4. ()003 
15.0003 
F' lot - 1'1 l l'-J i n1urn. 
(l. (H)(li..) 
(I. ( H)(H) 
-10.0000 
- 1 0. (H)1)(1 
· - 1.100E+u3 
1 1 • .3o.2E +·u3 
11. 2 0 1 E + •).3 -
1 t:•. ;-,· 7L:: +o::::; 
10. 140E +O~~. 
9. 44BE+t).3 





4. t3=•7'E H)3 
4.0llE.+03 
.:. • 14 . .::· E ·h).3 
2. 257 E+o::. 
l • . 2:- 5 4 E + ') ::. 
435. 356<.i 
LH~ ·1 CALCULA r ED BLtJCI ... OUTF'U1 
T't PE BLOCKNUMBE.I;: 
4..::'.o 
4..::'.6 
10. 4 .293 
15.470 3 
170 
Plot ·-l·tf.n: i mu111: 
..20. (1(1(1\) 
12. OOOE + ~) :.:;. 
10. 5UOE+o::. 
10.500E+03 
1 - 1 Ou E. , .. (1 :~~. 
l ? 1. 906(1 
~6 1 . 968<_! 
1 . •.)a 7E ·t- ( 13 
1. 65/E+(,3 





5. '/ 17E+u3 
6. 46''..tE ·• (1 .3 
7 .231E-t- O~:: 
8. ou·7 E + ( 12:. 
8. 803E +(1::::: 
9. 61 oE+(i·~; 
Comn1eri t 
1 l me 
I-~: {1 l·-J bf: 
t1 l f:JS l LL. POSIT I UN - X 1 
l·I I S S I L.E P OS I 1 I OH Z I 
F\ f.1u 
'·-'. •J• ) •_l U 
.2 l. •.)u .::.4 
18~ .• :26b (J 
'.J ..::. ·:,. • 4 0 =:, (> 
865. 3 :30,:1 
1 • 1 96E +o:_:; 
1. 487E+0.3 
1. 77'7E+o:.:. 
2. 141 E+0.3 
2 • 5 1 8 E + Ci.5 
2. 877E+ C .. 3 
.::: •• ::::.36E +•.) ::::. 
3.616E+03 
4. (114E+C13 
4. 41 .3E+•.)3 
4.812E+03 
·- 41. 687 6 
-546.1880 
- 6 8 1 • 6 4 "i \ _I 
-695.494(1 
- 7 '..:::(1. 385(1 
-736.2570 
-i 64. ~5<_i(., 
--790. 7820 
- ·814. 6t)'7' \_! 
-- 8:!·6. 3'.:: l (> 
-856. 89 '-t\_' 
-877. 07!)0 
-895. l l)8,_ 





stepsize = .001 
(without "initial section 11 code) 
.·1oae1 file: e1nit 
L•a t e .: lu / 15 / l '7'80 
I i me: 14 ~8 
I i m1 no: u. (><) 1 OOOu • DEL r n 
PlotBlocks and Scales: 
Format: 
81ockh!o. 
Hor· z : (> 



























1 1 • 20 1 E + 0 :::;: 
1 o. 777E+o:s 
10. 140E+03 
9.447E+03 
8. / 41E+03 








1 • ..::.4 8 E + C>.3 
420. / 64(1 
172 
._ .. 1 u l - I· i i-1 ;;. j n 1 um : 
~~(_1 - ·-·•.) •. )•._' 
l 2. •._h)U\::. ·+ 1._ 1:3 
1 (1 • :::; u c 1 E ·1 u -:-:. 
1 (•. :.'.10•:1E -t · U 3 
1 . 1 C.>UE +U:S 
-5. OCH)(! 
1 7 l . -/ 7 ~I(! 
561. 8 3 4•) 
i . 06 ?E -1-o :·s 
1 • o5'7E +•.)3 
2 . .287E+(i .:... 
:: • 9 4 5E +,=,::~: 
2 . • o 1 =1E +0:3 
4. 2:88E+•.) ::::; 
4. 985E+U . .::. 
~. I 19E+•.)3 
6. 4 7 1 E-+ o .:::. 
; • 23 ::.E H) .3 
8. UU7'E+O .. ::: 
8. 8·.)=·E + •.Y..'.0 
9 w 6 1 E3 E:_ ~-u .:. 
•
1Jr· 1 te fault error writ l no device f ·'kl..J 
Abo~t. Retry. lanore r a 
. • \ t u r s r .~1 .:=-
Co111t11E·n l 
Ti me 
~~. H l··J l:i t_'.'._ 
iv1 T SS .I L.E F' CJ S 1 I L CJl ,J - •. I 
MI 55 I LE F'OS I r I m-J - z I 
Rf::,D 
(). (H)(!i.) 
.::::. 1 • t) 6 .S:.-:J 
1 83 - 1.)54 1.) 
865.6020 
1 - 1 ·'.1'6E. + _ .. 3 
1 • 4E~BE + Ci3 
1 • I i BE:. + u . ..;. 
2.142E+03 
4-::... 519E+(.i::'.;. 
::'. .8 ? 8E+03 
.:; . • 2 :-_s. J E +o~.:_; 
.:: .• 61 7E+03 
-=-~. •) 1 SE. +•.:1 ..::. 
4. 41 4E 1·(<3 
4. 8 i . .:.E ·t- u :0 
- A 1. 6876 
-2'7'•.). 1.: . .tt•._ 
-· 546. 2300 
-68:::'. .. Ft ~.: .i.:. 1 
-69~· .. 9590 
-- 736. 5600 
- · 7 c:.i4. 54..:.:<.. 
-791.0590 
--8 14. ·-.:;u .:::.•._· 
-836.6390 
-85/ . . ::;.()~··-
-877. 6520 
·-· 8 7 6 • 1 ~j i '·-
-- 9 1 4 • •.) (i 7 (I 
-- ; ::::., _::,. / 46•._ 
APPENDIX G 
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